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CHAPTER I 
INTEODUCTI:JN 
1. The Problem 
Purpose of the study.--The probler:: 1_,_,as t:J construct 
and validate a mea::;ure of motor abilities for the l)urrose 
of evaluating tl.1e level of perforraance and th.e capacity for 
growth of boys in the middle grades. A complementary ~ur­
pose was the develop;Ilent of the instrument for use as a 
basis for the prediction of success in industrial arts areas 
in the upper grades. 
Analysis of the nroblem.--The first stc:p in any re-
search is the realization of the existence of a problem. 
As soon. as any objectives of the educational l'rogr·a1JJ. of the 
ele,~~entary grades have been formulated, problems occur 
spontaneously. In s or::te areas, objectives 11ave neon clearly 
defined but in tbe areas of motor and manipulative ability 
they are generally only ir.1plied and vaguely interpreted. 
l¥:easure;:nent and evaluation is needed to deter;:nine the ex-
tent to which these objectives are being attained. ~t 
present, there is a decided lack of methods that will pro-
mote the measurement and assessment of motor skills. This 
1 
is an extensive and crucially important field of research. 
The practical value of tests of motor ability is great 
not only for modifying current practices but also for fur-
nishing data on levels of application by using the resultan 
accumulation of an objective body of knowledge for currie-
ular supplementation. Such tests are far superior to im-
pressions or intuitions about educational materials and 
processes. 
Definitions pertinent to the problem.--Ability is 
defined as an individual's level of functioning at a given 
time. Aptitude signifies a condition or a combination of 
characteristics indicative of an individual's ability to 
acquire with training some specific knowledge or skill. 
Skill means the ability to perform a given act with ease 
and precision. Proficiency has much the same meaning, ex-
cept that it is more comprehensive; for it includes not 
only skills in certain types of motor and manual activities 
but also in other types of activities as shown by the 
existence of one's competence in academic environments. y 
Cronbach defines trait as a tendency to react in a defined 
way in response to a defined class of stimuli. It is com-
!(Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing, 
Harper and Brothers, New York, 1949, P• 315. 
parable, in the field of interest and w rsona lity, '"'i t'h tbe 
terrn aptitude in the fiald of abilities. Capacity for a 
given performance or s~dll is t~.e maxL~:al, potential effec-
tiveness in terms of end results. An aptitude test is a 
device d~signed to indicate a person's potential ability for 
performance of a certain type of activity of a specialized 
nature and within a restricted range. 
An achieve:nent test, as contrasted 'Nith an aptitude 
test, prRsupposes training and is intended to provide a 
criterion upon which the relative proficiency of different 
individuals at a particular sort of acquired behavior may 
be judged. 
A performance test e;:nploys activities \''ith <ij)para~us 
and the results are observed and evaluated according to 
pre-determined standards. 
Source of the problem.--The educational :r,Jroq;riim s·'lOuld 
be designed to help t'1e cllild at any state in t":'le education-
al proces::; to reach his potential level of 1.1aturity. Educa-
tion a1us:~ consider the possibilities, capacities, and 
developmental tendencies prowinent at a particular juncture 
of his c;rowth. 1:.. boy ~nay possess many potentialities \N~;ich 
have not been discovered because utilized procedures or 
enviroiJ.r.l_ent does not produce ti1em. Also, "boys may present 
capacities or t enc.Le nc:l e s nhich represent develonment in one 
sphere to the detriment of develo"9raent in other areas be-
cause of local, cultural, or traditi:mal pres:3;_1res. 1~f'lat 
is revealed at any one titne is the cor11'oined -product of the 
nature of the child and his development. 
The boy ~~o has a ~ard time in an intellectual task 
may be able to do very well in manipulative activities. 
T':le 3reater the diyersi ty of tLe school program and tr::_e 
greater the develo)ment of varied abilities of boys, the 
greater will be the opportunities for purposeful achieve-
ment. The personal satisfaction that can be derived from 
the ability of successful accomplishment is an il::r<Jrtant 
factor in a child's personal analysis. Even though all 
that is learned during childhood may not necessarily be 
transformed into adult years, it is still apparent t~at the 
provision of opportunities for motor learning in childhood 
may not only make in~ortant contributions to the welfare of 
the cllild at that particular level but may be an investment 
that yields future dividends. 
It is well established that in the years from 8 to 12 
most children have increased manual dexterity, incr~ased 
strength, and incrr::ascd resistance to fatigue. This fact 
BDDears t 0 1-:!avc; L:r;ortant imDlications cot 1'' for tr~e under-
... ... ~ .I. 
standing and the guidance of these youngster·s. 
By t"le time c"':lildren have reached tr·e a.:;·-' of tv;,~lve, 
too r::any have spent six years in a formal school ·.,~~he:ce the 
linguistic and verbal ai>ilities '.vere::: C 1J_ltiva.ted to t~LG n-ear 
4 
ly total negleC't of r,:otor capaciti~.:;s. This cap&..c:Lty, if 
cultivated, v1ould be a source of kr~owledge, interests, and 
creative achievement. The .devalop:.1ent of wot or abilities 
in working with tools and materials should be a fundamental 
part of a school curriculum rather than a mere appendage, or 
a channel for the s ublil:1ation of blocked potentialities. 
The intention is not to create a high degree of competitive 
skill in every boy, but t~e opportunity should be provided 
to determine the capacity for manual s1dll and the develop-
ment e>f t·~at skill to its u.aximum ability in order t':1at the 
boy may play a normal and diversified role in 1::.is group. 
.Y' 
Allen and Smith followed up ths children who had 
graduated from four elementary schools. A control sr·o'Jp 
had been ce>unseleJ ;ithout benefit of test data, whereas an 
experimental group was tested with a variety of vocational 
tests and counseled in the light of all types e>f data. The 
vocational adjustr!lent of the experimental 'srom;, as evi-
denced by job stability, satisfaction, earnings, .·· •..• 1 -anu s li!,l..J..ar 
criteria of success was significantly 'Jetter than that of 
the control group. 
The me as ure-:-nent of n:otor· 8.!lll manip ula ti ve skills ·will 
provide an adequate record 'N1:ich 17ill produc,3 i:uforr.1ation 
eonc'arning t'le aptitudes, ac'::::tevements, lir,j;tatle>ns, and 
1/E.P . .Allen and p. s~:it.~, The Value Of Vocational Tests as 
Aids to Choice of Erm•loyment, Birmingham, England, Report 
of Birmingham Education Committee, 1940. 
5 
personality traits tl,at could subsequently be of va.lue i.n 
fLtture guidance. The i:nfonnation ani experience derived 
from boys in the ele:·:lentary schools as a result of a study 
of this type, when us8d 'in conjunction 1':i_tb similar inf::>r:Ja-
tion on the secondary level, should serve as a valuable 
foundation 1vhen these boys are con.frontr;J ?Jith the necessity 
of selecting an occunatio:t19.l field. Of partiGu1ar im-
uortance will be the consistency or lack ~f ths significant 
data between t~e t~o levels. 
The assu::-nption is not that an attempt should b;:: ;',ade 
to develop a 1:ii_:;h dec;ree of skill i11 ·31/ery ";:;yps of l~;otor 
·facilities to detect those who have initial ~:.andicans atld 
to encourage t.,___1em to dev0lop those a~Jiliti: s at lt";ast to 
t~e extent of nor~ality in daily activities. 
As in oth·.:T phases of' education, e;np:.wsis srwuld be 
upon diagnostic learning; that is, as soon as t~e ob-
jsctives and methods of attainment of an activity ':'1_ave beCJa 
determined, instruction should concentrate unon the de-
tection and elLnin.ation of the particul&r diffi..Cl'_ltir3s of 
eae~1 individual boy v1bich constitute an o1:.JStrcwtiou tovrar·d 
progresG in learning that skill. Psyc~1ological tests 
generally sY-;.0'.7 little influence by '~'I'ac"-,ice 'becau~e the 
effort of t~e ~ractica is usually not disclosed hv its 
revelation of the pertinence to the particular difficulty 
which each boy is having at each stag0 of lAarning. A boy 
1.v:1o has a poor initial skill in a motor or canual activity 
in a great number of cases, is only te:-:1."'0ra:r·ily handicapped 
and if the sl{ill is of ir.:'..")Ortance he can often be r::;uided 
into attaining at least normal levels of :_:~rof:tciency by 
means of remedial training adapted to the nature of t~e 
difficulties. 
2. Justification 
Investi-;:;ation of' literature.--Results of systematic 
research conc-:n·ning r.lotor• developt!ient beyond t 11e ase of 
three years, bas~d upon a functional approach to the prob-
sho~ing a3e norms and trends in physical devalo~~ent, 
heizht, ,;reisht, s'.reletal :neasurements, body ;n·oportion, aHd 
ossification. Statistical tables in t~ese fields ara in-
formative as far as t~ey so, but it is difficult to trans-
late them into cone rete raco:nn1endat ions c oncsrning educa-
tior~l activities best suited to a given stage of develop-
·:iient. For purposes of guidancA, <.:easure•jlents of su.ch 
isolated characteristics a.J l:1ei~ht and ·r.;eL:(ht, or~ of 
various parts of the body are inadequate when essaying a 
pattern of growth in skills exhibited by the individual 
pup:tla. 
The literature also includes reports of extensive 
measurement of functional development in terms of speed, 
strength, achievements at various age levels on items of 
motor tests or performances involved in various athletic 
activities. The derived information gives an indication of 
the average and range of capacities at various age levels, 
but many of them are in terms or isolated activities which 
-cannot be translated into data of the nature of this study. 
There are very few investigations of motor development 
during the elementary school years, and not enough for 
growth in motor skills during the earlier years of adoles-
cence. The only periods during which there are sufficientlJ 
varied and sufficiently adequate data are inf'ancy and early 
childhood up until the entrance to school. Babies have 
been studied and tested by the numerous investigators who 
have worked to establish measures of' normal growth during 
the first few years. 
The fact that so little has been written bearing 
directly on manipulative skills in the elementary grades is 
ample evidence that it is a neglected f.ield of educational 
research. The writer was not able to discover any experi-
mental study on the significance of manipulative activities 
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enjoying sp0cif~c crJativ~ s~ills. 
c~i lei b,:o;1:-avior t'"::..t uec:H.i.S intensive study arw CVd.:tLa:~_: c.;n. 
pcrha~:;s, n\.J s'::larp line of ~_i.:::';·:arcat:i.Jn ~y:;t·,een 
these t·.-:'0 broad. o.spects of capacity for c~ro·:t::: in & ch11d, 
but t~e ~easure~ent of specific Gkil~s aD0 tho ~rediction 
of success in their ac~uisiton ard iLDOrtant proble~s 
evid._:nc e on +- ~- i C" J ·.-o..> 
" 
ani fnrt'·,er r,:laboration a~:> is t"·:(~ si,~(dficaJ:lt :.viuence 
skills. But tlcer,~: ·.".Jere relatively fe·-, 'c!ell-controlled ex:-
manipulati•.re sldl:l.s und.:::c practical conditi.Jns. T"1is study 
was an atter:,rt to :)roc5.u.ce an instru,,wnt of t~.1is tvne. 
u '-
'I 
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Individual differences.--Basic to all 
the acquisition of infor·ri1&tion to deteF.i;lne 
vfhic1'1 individuaL; differ f ror!'_ one ar1ot~ r. This ':<::nowledge 
inciicates a c;:-_,ild's absolute positions as ~_,,ell as 1.-~is 
relations to others. Not only do children vary in the 
continuur;l represented by the normal curve of distr~U)ution, 
in amount. T':le ref ore, a boy rnay have more ability in 
ver'··al expression t·~1an in the ability to nerform rt:.otor 
skills. 
1/ 
Bingham- has stated: 
n The widest variations arc; apt to h :: in i-1is (the 
individLJ.al' s) various motor a'Jilities '.vhich, indeed, 
bear little relationship to each other. His differ-
ent sensory and perceptual powers also do not tend · 
to cluster as closely about his avera~e as do his 
more c onplex and ordinarily much ·nore in~nortant 
intelJ.ectual abilities. But hers also, in certain 
respects, he is deficient, and in other superior, 
as compared with his average. '1 
The aim of this study is to help boys, so far as is 
practicable wit~in a school setting, to acn1ave the 
optimum development of their r)owers, to adjust to their 
limitation, and to obtain balanced regimens fJr the 
nurture of the many aspects of their personalities. It is 
an endaavor to take into account both likenesses and diff-
1/V. ~:-. Bingham, Apt 1 tuJ.e s and ADt it ude 'T' 0 st ing, Harper 
and Br.othe rs, Ne' .. '' York, l957. 
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erences bet7een boys. One of the ~ost difficult prob-
l:::ms confronting the educator is the proble;:J of '1o·N to re-
solve individual differ·ences. A systencatic study of 
children, combined ;·Ji th an exrj'~·rimental approach in school 
applications, is the only answer to a practical progressive 
solution. Analysis of c~ildren's growth and behavior will 
indicate how a school program should be arranged, but the 
results will not deter·:cdne how practical aspects of the job 
of the school may be applied best. A conclusive solution 
can be found only in a scientific inquiry type of exp~ri­
mentation. 
Interrelation of traits.--various components of the 
composition of an individual have a distinctive course of 
develolJment and proceed with a definite de:;ree of :1.ndepend-
ence, yet it is imnortant to take inventory on the ·::ays in 
which the different components interact upon one another. 
Motor activititSs are significant for their own sake as 
phases of learning; but they are important also because of 
their relationships to other traits. Motor development in 
many respects ls independent of intellectual, social, and 
emotional develonment. However, it is fused with the other 
phases in vi tal 'nays. As a result, motor develop~cent plays 
an i~portant role as a vehicle for social develo~ment. In 
the elementary school years, a child's social contacts with 
11 
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his peers are to a large extent governed by joint endeavor 
in motor activities. Such activity will have an important 
bearing upon the emotional features of a child's behavior. 
Any provision that is made to assist children in acquiring 
competence in motor activities is an investment not only 
in practical skills but also in social and emotional ad-
justment. In this period, children make a large proportion 
of their social contacts by way of motor activities. Fur-
ther, notably in the case of boys, a child's popularity or 
acceptability to the group will be influenced strongly by 
his ability to participate in motor activities. 
Another matter of general importance is the signifi-
cance of motor skills from the point of view of the child's 
personality. Motor competence is a decidedly important 
factor in the social and emotional adjustment of the child 
from an early age. It is possible that the failure of a 
child to participate with peers in a motor activity, with 
consequent exclusion from social contacts, may be the re-
sult of shyness or fear rather than a lack of actual or 
potential ability. Detection and remedying frequently can 
supply the impetus to mastery and enjoyment of motor activ-
ities. Motor abilities tend to be rather specific. A boy 
may excel in one form and yet be mediocre in another. 
This fact that abilities are uneven means that individual 
differences may seem more marked when the development of 
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children is evaluated in terms of' single characteristics 
rather than in teL:~s of an aggregate of n~any C 1Jar·o.cter'is-
tics. 
A. final l::ll'ortant aspect, vri th reference to the place 
of motor develo~:;:,lf_mt and the relationship to ot>H:;r traits, 
is the fact t~1at ability in motor or rr.anipulative szills 
has no direct bearing on socio-economic status. In stu.di,::s 
of children of adolescent and near-adolescent age, Jones .v 
found that there was little or no correlation between the 
performance of children in various physical and motor 
activities and their· socio-economic status, quite distinct 
from what is generally found in measures of intelligence 
and of scholastic achievements. In these measurements, 
children of high socio-economic status tend to possess an 
advantage. This finding emphasizes the Lrr)ortance of in-
vestieating the motor abilities of the child in the li~ht 
of the total perspective of his development in enumerating 
his assets and limitations. 
Because of the boy's high degree of interest in 
manipulative activities and the tangible c:-1aracter of the 
activities themselves, the problem is essentially one of 
securing data and then providing material and equipment 
rather than one of lsading the boy into ne''! interests, as 
1J'H. E. Jones, I1lotor Perforrnance and Grov:th, University of 
California Press, ber1<:eley, Californaia, 1J49, p. 165-167. 
is the case with many intellectual and traditional sldlls. 
A great many of boys' activities are notor· L1 character 
and afford an excellent foundation upon which to build a 
program of guidance and instruction with tr"e results de-
rived f r•or;-; exne rime nt at ion. 
- . y 
Leh..rnan ani '·Vitty found that children at +.1-, c. u _ .. , ... 
nine years have th3 widest range of interests and activities 
and t1;_at, '.'lith each succeeding year, int,~rests become :~::ore 
narrow and specialized. 
T'1e ex·plJratory c:Js.rd.cter of a boy's ventures into the 
realm of activities cannot be em:ohasized too stronr);ly. He 
needs a broad base of ooportunity, and he needs encourage-
ment anll e;rJ.idance in order that he ~~;ay discover 'his 
abilities. 
Motor activities are of interest not si2ply be~ause of 
th8ir inherent value, but also boc:&uc;e of t~-:_oil• influence 
and effects on ot~11: r· asp :;ct s of a develo~"Jin8 personality. 
Therefore, motor traits ~ay be studied with reference to 
their practical value as skills and also to other co:ponents 
of motor reaction whiQh may provide indications to deeper 
inate character~_stics of the individual. Even thoush 
:notor sl{ills n'ay be quite specific aad inder,~mdent of each 
ot11er so far as t-~(',ir efficiency is concerned, it ls 
ijH. C. Leh~::an and P. A. 11'!i :,ty, The_ ~syc~_?loty of Play 
Activities, A. s. Barnes C~upany, Ne 1 Yor~, 927. 
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apparent t~.:..at evsn in sh,;ple .. :otor tests, overt be~~.avior 
t:caits of t>1e orga1lism. 
Industrial arts conceot.--~ore than forty ~er cent of 
the citizens of the Untted States who are ~ainfully employed 
are 170rking directly or indirectly in activi tit:s tl·at deuand 
some facility with a \::now ledge of tools and machines. 
Thirty per cent of our population are skilled workmen, many 
of whom need to understand mechanical processes and to ffiani-
pulate parts of ;::achincs. Add to these CCJuatles.s nuL:11ers of 
semi-skilled and a 0ide variety of occupations. For these 
reasons, the :nea:;urement of ;techanical a"'cility or aptit~1de 
is of the greatest importance. 
There is a definite trend tOY'Jard the developr,;ent of 
functional ·prozrams in the elet:ientary school. Such a pro-
gram, ~r.rith particular reference to iudustrial arts, is 
founded upon a basic pl:.ilosophy t(]at p rae tical e:-:~Jeriences 
provide an important component in the e c:incat ion of a child. 
1/ 
Twenty years ago, Studebaker- stated: 
"Today rye realize that sapar tion of education 
from war~ is unfortuaate, first because instruction 
Y!i thout applica<~lon "becomes acaJemic an:;_ forr::al, a11d 
second because vior:c withou.t thou,!ht and study becollles 
drudgery." 
In .manipulative performance, considerable em!) has is 
must be nlaced in observation of 'vork-sanr,le l)rogr·,:ss, since 
~r·ocess cf '" ··la"J ,....,..,.., '"' o ._, -- v - ....... ..&.. --.;.)t 1 • f-
and. foresee t:1e upon 
asser:~1:l_-:~-· 
dire·:::tly instilled n:otor s>;:ills ar"'' co::r·ar·acle to t.r'oss 
I 
,,.f(]:i_ c1~~ have bE: en c onst ru· ti vel~r ident-:!.f 1.. eel by f'ortr:ulla ted 
I 
instr·u~tional :)(;jectives. They arc ~.;anifestcd in al'l ex-
tensive a::.ount 
perfo:c:ra~1ce is o1)servable directly. Behav·:_or of t'r-s t~rpe 
i_ncreases tbe p0ssi bi l_i ty of ::1ore valid ac:'J-r:,raisal If L:otor 
s 1{ills t>,an is oft::.n t>:.e ca:::;e '.'h'7n e~:aluat~~on cf s9me 
i 
me -1-'-al "1rl"ll '"'r· of' S·o·--e ey··ot:l" "'na 1 '01''"1" _.__, -i" a+-·'-~-.-.-1+-ad 1 ! u _ ;:; ,,,._ _ _ 'v _ , [ 1 , ld " ·,,~ .._ ~ ,.;, u. 1. iJ ;: ~ ,:;, u u '' i: '~ 
1 
w •,o • 
Readiness .--Practical arts a!ld s~dlls are relq,tcd to 
I 
I 
t:.~e c> .. ild's dev:lY;::ental readines:3 and ttle factor, of 
psyc':'l•)logical : .at1~ri ty, mental age, an(i t '·;e exp·::;rirj:ental 
I 
bac1 q_,;:c·)un~.i have direct influence 1Jpon t 1·•e r::;adi ne s $ of the 
! 
child for any expFr~ence or phase of instrGctions •. These 
I 
factors affect every activity of th~ child. The crncept 
.., .. . . rat,~ r T.:1an a ·)rlnCl.-of readiness represents an aprroach 
ple of educational develou Jnt. It to t ::heliness 
I 
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of nh_at s~:ould ::10 tau.<r,~J.t in light of t'~·:•:' child's ability to 
absorc it. Thore is a period before ,,~,ich it is not 
feasible to try to lcoarn and t"1er.::- is also a tL~e beyond 
w':lic}·:_ it is not 'i.'::::!.l to delay. From G;ensral ) 1::Jser'lations, 
becoi:1c difficnJ.t to 1earn vrhen a person is older. 
Training includes s~ecific instructions and 2ethods 
of tech:r1iq_ue progres si '!ely adapted to 4:;'--:e s hi.:se of ~::as t ery 
of each skill. The ~est effective training is individual-
. ~. 
~, r:e ClllC consideration of the rsctdines s of each 
individual for tbe next lev-~1 in t'12 ~rccesCJ and t~1e r1est 
efficisncy ru1d speed. 
The objectives of instruction should )arallel the 
goals of develop~ent; t~e capacities, adaptations to en-
virolmlent, the r:~odes of be1lavior, all of vi1.ich a1~e in the 11 
!I process of establis'-:nnent in tbe or.n:anism of a e~1ild t'u·ou~:::h :, 
... '-' ~-' q 
q 
t'rle various periods of growth. The re,nard cf efforts ':l'ill i: 
onl~r cm::c throue;h tbe al:tgl' ... 'Tient of a 'Joy's ca;;aoilities 
the adaptable uoriod in his gro~th span. 
·i 
• t' ·I 
'Nl n fi 
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!I 
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3. Scone- of t~w Prot,lem i! 
~ I 
I! 
Arsas of rr;eas urenont. --T~le ins t r-u:,ent ,_,ras des :.gned to li 
!iii' I; meas:'r·e t>,e ~JOt':mtial eapacity -Jf bo:;cs in t"r"e middle graues 
with reference to various manual aspects necessary for II il 
il 
!i 
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success in ar-ea::; Df tr.e industrial arts fi~;ld. It iuvolvss 
a cor;-.bination of finger dexterity, gross ·:wver;·ent .)::: the 
ar111s, eye-~1and co-ordination, bi-manual. co-ordi:uat ion, and 
t~1e ability to use bot':r nands in co-Ol'·?::c·ation, all '':ith 
respect to their applications to 8echanical job situations. 
Sel~;;cted.sample.--A sampling of D'ale students of 
grades four, five, uJ..lli 3ix of tl:e ele·rc11tary schools of two 
selected '.'!i t~J. a funda~r.ental pers::v~ctive -:)f s .:·curin;:s an:,as of 
diversified socio-econOElic populations. 
4. Recapitulation 
The ~iJr·pOSi~ ,_;f t>c· study rra::; to uevelo~; an instru;::ent 
that Y!Ould "'i'"':asure t~~c' capacity for 3:ro·.Jth in :r:otor skills 
and the level of attainment of boys o: t}1e r::iddle grades. 
It -.:Jould also be 'lS od as a basis for t:,s p::.".::~dict ion of 
success in industrial arts areas in the advanced grades. 
The intent was to discover those iHdividuals who appear to 
possess latent pot21rtial and to assist those children who 
display evidence of a lack of attributes necessary for 
success. 
It v.1as indicated t':J.at an educational l"'.;:o-"ra.rn geared to 
c:rLld develoo;.:ent '.vill not absolu~ely fixed, but in a 
largs- 1reas ure will be experimental. Such a ~'rogram s~J.ould 
scale its ooDortunities and requirements on best available 
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curJ:.·ent iufor~:.ati8n ·,vith respect to c1:i1ci 3ro·:.·t1·:, but it 
:should also he on t~,s alert for ner:.r insi.:;hts LdtJ t~'1G r-0-
sources t~at ~ill benefit t~e child. 
Education in zeneral and the measuren::ent of motor 
develonrnent in nart ic nLtr ~as been neglect ·3d badly in re-
search. Data on available existins studies are li~itcd 
lar·gel~r to conventional phases of t1te :ohysical education 
rroeram. 
An investi::;ation of the nature of trJis study appeared 
to be justified in li3ht of the followin~ areas: 
1. Individual differences. ~ithout a ~sthod of 
raeasure;nent it is difficult to tell ,.,it~l any aE.:JLmt 
of accuracy w'lere 'rrithin a distr·it~,_,_+;ion t~;'" 
manipu:.ative oerformance of an indiviut,al is li~·~sly 
to fall. 
2. Interrelations of traits. Lotor a~ilities ara i~-
portant not only for their own sake but t~ey are 
functions that play an essential and distinctive 
role in all p'J.ases of human cu 1 ture. 
3. Industrial arts cone ept. T~..,e prLc:ary function is 
exploratory for t~e ~urpose Df explorin~ t~e 
child's abilities, aptitudes, interests, and 
general fitness for occupat:!.:)ns '''"'ic'J. require t!:·e 
coordination of ·;lind and ~'lands. 
4. Readiness. T~:e ~ractical problem is 
level at vk.:.ic1:l anipu.lativs s:dlls can 1)8 learned 
best by children under typical classroom conditions 
in the saGe ctianner that ot";.er S 1{ills are ac~lt1:!.red. 
The varied abilities of c'1ildre11 can be r;;iuistered onl-y 
t~rous~ a prosran t~at includes a diversit~ of arEas of 
learning and adequate means of evaluation. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
1. Motor Development 
Exigency of research.--Education, and particularly the 
measurement of motor development of children of elementary 
school age, has been badly neglected in research. System-
atic studies that are available are limited largely to 
conventional phases of the physical education program and 
to game aspects of children's activities with no indication 
of the type and measurement of the extent or the skills in-
volved in these activities. 
Experimental research is needed to investigate (1) a 
systematic range of motor skills that children apparently 
possess at various age levels, (2) the common skills that 
a large proportion of children appear to possess,{3J the 
distinctive skills that disclose the wide individual dif-
ferences, (4) the manner in which such skills influence the 
lives and growth of children, and (5) environmental factors 
that hinder or promote the acquisition of skills. 
Evolution of measures of motor skills.--Common obser-
vation reveals that children of the same age differ marked-
ly in their ability to perform common tasks requiring 
2.1 
manual and digital manipulation of rapidity and conciseness 
and also differ in physical strength and movements of the 
body that require speed and agility. Educational~ycholo­
g}sts, motivated by the success derived from measures of 
intelligence and achievement, conceived the possibility of 
devising similar instruments for the measurement of general 
motor ability. 
Research and experimentation revealed that, unlike 
tests of intelligence the results of which regularly in-
dicate a high degree of positive correlation where applied 
to the same subjects, the numerous tests designed to 
measure motor ability are likely to yield divergent results 
unless they are quite similar in nature. Such is the case 
of manual dexterity which has been found to bear little or 
no relationship to motor skills involving gross movements 
of the legs and body. 
Although there have been several attempts, no success-
ful scale for the measurement of general motor ability, 
comparable to tests of general intelligence, has as yet 
been formulated. This is probably because t~ere appears to 
be no general agreement as to fundamental nature of motor 
ability. By the same token, motor abilities are indicated 
to be so distinct from each other, there is no justifica-
tion for attempting to classify them into a single category 
The various occupations and avocations differ so great 
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ly in the type and degree of motor skill required for their 
performance that it is difficult to find motor tasks of 
such a nature that reasonably similar opportunity and ex-
perience may reliably be assumed for all subjects. For 
this reason, the most successful current motor tests have 
been designed to measure specific motor skills rather than 
the general motor ability. 
Maturational effect in skill development.--Most of the 
basic motor skills are acquired before school age. In the 
elementary school years, children tend to reveal develop-
ment in motor skills by improvement of facility in per-
formance, integration of skills into complex patterns, 
application of abilities .to new situations, and rapidity in 
the ~ate of reaction. With particular reference to boys, 
motor performance continues to increase with age and in 
proportion to both height and weight during the elementary 
school years. The average child develops control of his 
arms and hands to an adult level, and his control of 
fingers acquire gradual improvement in delicate manipula-
tion. 
The development of motor skills in the early years 
depends upon two important general conditions. The first 
is the maturation of musculature and nerve connections to 
provide the child with means for bodily movement and con-
trol. The second is the development of patterns of activ-
ity involving strength, speed, and precision. The matura-
tion factor will be routine for a child in the proper en-
vironment and free from serious illness. It is a function 
of education to guide the child in the attainment of spe-
cific patterns of skill. 
Since age progress curves show improvement for 
children who have received no special training, or for 
whom practice has been delayed, the improvement must be due 
to maturation alone. The genetic development of psycho-
motor functions is not a matter of practice, but the result 
of interaction between organic development and the nractis 
activity. There is some experimental evidence that this is 
true of motor skills. The supporting experiments purport 
to show that two matched groups, one of which gets con-
II 
siderably more practice than the other during the same I 
time span, will improve equally during the period of train- J 
ing. This would indicate that some kind of interval fac-
tor, having to do with elapsed time rather than with the 
!I practice itself, is influencing the learning. Snoddy's 
study of mirror-tracing shows this effect. In this ex-
periment, the subject is required to trace a star-shaped 
figure received in a mirror by moving a stylus through a 
path around the figure, avoiding contact with the sides 
of the path. Two groups were given unequal practice for 
I II II 
seven days. On the seventh day, Group A had had thirty-one 
trials, and Group B, seven trials, but the gains in score 
were equivalent. The two groups learned equally well, ap-
parently as a function of the elapsed time rather than the y 
amount of practice. An experiment by Hilgard and Smith 
in a different kind of skill task, the pursuit rotor, showe 
that three groups with unequal practice learned equally well 
over a much shorter span of four days. 
There is considerable doubt as to whether or not these 
are maturational effects, similar to the kind of maturation 
due to growth in the developing child. However, the fact 
that learning occurs between practice periods as a function 
of time is at least analogous to age-maturation, in the in-
terpretation that the development of skill is not merely a 
matter of repetition and practice. 
The effects of growth are most obvious in the physical 
aspects in that a child gets taller and heavier. The be-
havior effects are not so directly observable. However, 
various studies indicate that the factor of growth operates 
on the processes underlying mental, emotional, and other 
forms of behavior. With respect to the numerous behavioral 
changes which take place in the course of development, it 
!/ E. R. Hilgard and M. B. Smith, "Distributed Practice in 
Motor Learning~ Score Changes Within and Between Daily 
Sessions," Journal of Experimental Psychology, 1942, 3U, 
136-146. 
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is impossible to indicate the amount of change due to growth 
and the amount due to learning with any degree of precision. 
The effects of both factors interact and are closely inter-
woven. The results of studies from many sources indicate 
that many changes in a child's ability and labors are a 
consequence of maturation or growth from within. The pro-
ducts of changes during the course of development also ap-
pear in several other forms. The capacity is increased as 
evidenced in the strengthening of the muscles, gain in 
rapidity of reactions, and increased powers of concentration 
Such changes simply occur in the process of development of 
inate elements. Other modifications occur through methods 
of alteration and refinement or through the emergence of 
so~1ething relatively new. Some variations, especially in 
the nature of complex skills, are derived from the organi-
~ation of a number of operations into a large pattern. 
Although research revealed a great amount of informa-
tion concerning the characteristics of children in the 
course of development, there are many areas in which in-
vestigation is inadequate. Forces other than those from 
within the child are of importance. The characteristics of 
children, their activities, attitudes, habits, and skills 
they possess, will be influenced by the standards and op-
portunities which are presented to them. 
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2. Developmental Research 
Plan of attack.--Motor tests were first studied ex-
tensively by psychologists interested in the problem of 
individual differences and such tests are becoming in-
creasingly valuable to educators interested in the discov-
ery and development of manual skill. For edification and 
acquisition of a background of information which appeared 
to be most relevant to the study, research was categoricall 
and chronologically divided into three phases of concentra-
tion. These areas included studies in (1) Motor Abilities, 
(2' Mechanical Abilities, and (3) Factor Analysis. 
Discussion of basic terms.--The core of the material 
in this study is centered on abilities and aptitudes. From 
the research, it was evident that considerable confusion 
and misconceptions appear to exist with respect to the 
connotations of these terms. The writer felt that a de-
tailed discussion of the imbued distinction between abili-
ties and aptitudes, from a derived concensus of literature, 
was necessary to clarify and make more meaningful the 
material presented in this study. As was mentioned in the 
previous chapter, an aptitude is the capacity for develop-
ment in a given area. Every child has certain aptitudes 
from birth whether or not they are developed and all chil-
dren have some aptitudes which have not been developed to 
the greatest potential. A boy may have great aptitude for 
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mechanical skills and yet through the lack of discovery and 
training have no mechanical ability. Abilities are devel-
oped by recognition and training and the degree to which an 
ability may be evolved is limited by the amount of the apti 
tude possessed by the individual boy. 
Some aptitudes are general in their nature and others 
are more specific. A general aptitude is one that assists 
a boy in learning a great variety of things. The specific 
aptitudes help him to learn one thing and other things 
closely associated with it. 
As mentioned before, a child's aptitudes are born with 
him. This implication should not be construed to mean that 
as a child he will have as much mechanical aptitude as he 
will have at maturity. The implication is that if the boy 
is going to show great aptitude in any line at sixteen years 
of age, he will show proportionately more of that ability 
than does the average child of the same age. If the apti-
tude is present it will be revealed at an early age, if the 
opportunity is produced, and it will continue to increase 
in amount from birth to adolescence and then remain practi-
cally constant until the decline of old age appears. It is 
generally believed that the man of thirty or forty years of 
age has no more aptitude than he had at fifteen years of 
age. Aptitudes apparently cease to increase from fourteen 
to sixteen years of age. 
lj 
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In general, the development is rapid up to the time 
of adolescence or a little beyond and then it remains about 
constant from then on. It should also be observed that the 
less the aptitude, the sooner it reaches its maximum value 
and the sooner it begins to fall off with the onset of old 
age. Between adolescence and old age there is a slight de-
crease in aptitude but it is so slight as to be unimportant 
and it has been found that even after the final reduction 
has started in, a man still has as much left as he had 
shortly before adolescence. These are known as curves of 
aptitudes or inborn capacities. They are representative of 
the ideally typical case. Individual boys may be found who 
do not follow this form of curve, but in general they may 
be taken as depicting about what may be expected. 
The story is quite otherwise in abilities. The rate 
at which abilities develop depends upon the recognition of 
the aptitude's presence and the training of that aptitude. 
It is probable that if all of the abilities of any 
one boy was measured, it would be revealed that he would 
make scores that would not greatly depart from the normal 
curve. In the majority of things that the average boy 
can do at all, he can attain but an average score. In 
a few things, he would produce greater or lesser results. 
In still fewer things, he would score well above or 
below the average, and in only one or two of these things 
29 
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more complex abilities (as measured in tests of spatial 
relationships and in assembly tests) continue to improve to 
the age of nineteen or more. 
Tests of motor ability are designed to measure functio 
demanding, in general,speed and precision of movement, hand-
eye coordination, and muscular control. Tests of mechanical 
abilities, as distinguished from tests of motor ability, are 
more complex and much broader in scope. Not only do they 
draw upon inherent motor abilities, but upon acquired skills 
and developed interests as well. Such tests attempt to 
measure the attributes necessary for the successful use of 
tools, knowledge and operation of machinery, skill, and 
dexterity. 
3. Analysis of Areas 
Motor skills.--Among the earliest investigations in 
y' y 
this field are two studies by Bryan and Gilbert. In each 
of these, a variety of motor tests were applied to school 
children at successive ages, with considerable attention 
given to "speed of muscular movement" as measured in a 
tapping test. The data reported by Bryan included records 
yw. L. Bryan, "On the Development of Voluntary Motor 
Ability," American Journal of Psychology, 5: 123-204, 1892. 
gjJ. A. Gilbert, ltResearches in the Mental and Physical 
Development of School Children, 11 Studies from the Yale 
Psychological Laboratory, 2:44-loo, 1894 • 
of the speed of finger, wrist, elbow, and shoulder movement 
For the first three of these functions (the fourth yielded 
results similar to the third) the writers have converted 
the original age means into percentage values of scores 
reached in the highest i'e group(age sixteen). 
Binet and Vaschide in 1897 suggested that the 
association of certain physical measures should be system-
atically studied. They followed with a report of an in-
vestigation in which they obtained measures on the same 
group of forty children of height, weight, vital capacity, 
girth of chest, strengb of grip, strength of finger, re-
action time, aiming, and running. They reported a low 
positive correlation between the several tests. y 
Bagley , in a study of 175 pupils in the elementary 
schools, employed tests of strengt.h, rapidity of voluntary 
movement, accuracy of voluntary mov•~:n.ent, steadiness, and 
character of voluntary movement in connection with measures 
of intelligence. He found that there was an inverse re-
lationship between motor and mental ability. In 1903, y 
Bolton reported a study using 108 children eight and nine 
Y A. Binet and N. Vas chide, ''Correlation of Physical 
Tests," L'Annee Psychologique, 4: 142-172, 1897. 
y w. c. Bagley, "The Correlation of Mental and Motor 
Ability in School Children," American Journal of Psxchology 
12: 193-205, 19ou. 
3/ T. L. Bolton, 11 The Relation of Motor Power to 
!'ntelligence," American Journal of Psychology, 14: 351-367, 
1903. 
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years of age, in which he concluded: 
"In so far as an individual is wanting in motor 
development, he is wanting in mental development ••• 
••• Much has been accomplished when it has been shown 
that lack of mental alertness and intellectual bright-
ness is accompanied by a deficiency in motor newer." y ~ 
Muscio, in 1922, made a study of 56 boys and girls, 
using one mental test and sixteen simple motor tests. The 
tests were selected to measure accuracy of movement and 
speed of movement with the hands, arms, and wrists, deft-
ness with the hands, and strength. He stated: "Motor 
capacities appear to vary independently of one another ••• 
••• an individual performance in one such activity is not, 
in general, the slightest indication of what his performance 
in another such activity will be." y 
Gates obtained the measures on 115 boys and girls, 
five to nine years of age, in height, weight, chest girth, 
heart rate, vital capacity, strength of grip, nutrition, 
area of ossification, and rate of ossification as well as 
the Stanford-Binet test, Stanford Achievement tests, and an 
estimate by the teachers as to physical fitness and social 
maturity. He concluded: 
"If all physical measurements are conceived to 
be due to certain co~non factors, e. g.,certain 
~ B. Muscio, "Motor Capacity with Special Reference to 
ocational Guidance," British Journal of Psychology, 13: 
157-184, 1922. 
g/A. I. Gates, "The Nature and Educational Significance of 
Physical Status and of Mental, Physiological, Social, and 
Emotional Maturity," Journal of Educational Psychology, 15: 
ii 
hormones, it is apparent that the effects of' the 
factors are differential; they do not influence all 
physical features alike." y 
In 1925, Oseretzky published a scale of motor tests 
with an age range of from four to fifteen years. In form 
it was modeled after the Stanford-Binet with six items at 
each yearly age level, each of which count for two months 
of "motor age". The method of administering and scoring 
is similar to that of the Stanford-Binet, and motor ages 
and motor quotients are calculated in the like manner. The 
scale attempts to cover all the important aspects of motor 
behavior using both the large and the small muscles. It 
includes synchronization of movements of different parts of 
the body to the extent of facial mimicry. y 
A scale of motor tests devised by Brace , in 1927, 
was standardized on 775 boys and girls, ages eight to nine-
teen. It consisted of twenty tests of body balance which 
included the striking of two blocks, attached by an electr.i 
circuit. to a recording drum, paper-and-pencil form of the 
tapping test, mazes, throwing beanbags through various 
sized holes, throwing small rings over a peg, shooting y 
arrows at a target, and typewriting. Akroyd reported a 
!/N• I. Oseretzky, Escala metrica (em russo), 1923. 
g/D. K. Brace, Measuring Motor Ability, A. s. Barnes and 
Company, New York, 1927, pp. 138. 
~F. Akroyd, "Some Tests and Correlations of Hand-Eye 
Co-ordination," Forum of Education, 6:127-143, 1928. 
I 
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study using fifty-two boys between the ages of twelve and 
sixteen years in tests of tracing a moving chain, hitting 
a stationary target, hitting a moving target, and balance. 
He found the intercorrelations tobe extremely low and that: 
"Even between tests which were alike, inasmuch as they dealt 
with stationary objects or were tests of momentary adapta-
tion, there were no high correlations 11 • The same year, 
y' 
1928, Antipoff reported a study using 750 subjects whose 
ages ranged from four to thirty-four years, in measures of 
tapping dotting, sorting marbles, cutting and placing discs 
hitting a target, and a strength test. She concluded: 
"The correlations among various motor tests 
being weak although all positive indicate that all 
motor functions are relatively independent. The 
measure of intravariability for the five tests among 
the subjects give a coefficient of variability of 
o.3o. Nevertheless, in 100 subjects one can find a 
dozen people who are very good for all motor tests 
and as many very bad. 11 y 
In 1929, Leurquin reported a study of 150 boys of 
nine, ten, and eleven years of age, in spatial relations, 
steadiness, aiming, and tapping in an attempt to analyze 
quickness, precision, and motor ability. He found the 
correlations to be positive but very low. He stated, "One 
could believe in the existence of a factor of speed, a 
YH· Antipoff, "The Evolution and the Variability of 
Psychomotor Functions," Archives of Psychologie, Vol. XXI, 
No. 81, 1928, PP• 1-54. 
£/R. L~urquin, "~perimental Study of Motor Abilities," 
L'Annee Psycho1og~que, 30:106-143, 1929. 
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factor of precision of movement, and a factor of motor 
dexterity. But let us recall first that we cannot conceive 
any of these factors as general and common to all motor 
functions". 
!I Jenkins , in 1930, reported the ability of 300 chil-
dren, five six, and seven years of age, in tests of running, 
hopping, throwing for distance, kicking a ball for distance, 
tossing for accuracy, standing jump, running jump, and jump 
and reach. The intercorrelations were not reported. y 
Viteles reported in 1933 a study of 96 boys and girls be-
tween the agesor fifteen and eighteen years, in which he 
used the scores on the Otis Self-administering Test of 
Mental Ability, Stenquist Mechanical Assembly Test, 
Minnesota Paper Form Board, O'Connor Wiggly Block, Serial 
Discrimeter, Roberts Obstacle Tests, and the Spool Packing 
Test from the Stanford Motor Skills unit. He found the 
intercorrelations to be quite varied in value, but for the 
most part low. Of the thirty-one coefficients of correlatio.n 
twenty were below 0.20 and only three were above 0.40. He 
stated, however, that "the exact relationship between them 
remains to be studied." 
!fL. M. Jenkins, A Comparative Study of Motor Achievements 
of Children of Five, Six, and Seven Years of Age, Contribu-
tions to Education, No. 414, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, 1930, pp.54 
YM. Vitales, "The Influence of Training on Motor Test 
Performance," Journal of Experimental Psychology, 16: 556-
564, 1933. 
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ll In 1937, the Stanford Motor Skills Unit was assembled 
for the purpose of predicting success in complex vocational 
activities. The battery was constituted as follows: 
1. The Koerth pursuit apparatus. 
2. Motor rhythm, or precision in following a regular 
rhythm pattern on a telegraph key. 
3. Serial discrimeter, or speed of finger movements 
in discriminative reaction to a visual series. 
4. Tapping. 
5. Spool packing, involving speed in the coordination 
of the hands. 
6. Speed rotor (Miles) requiring speed in turning a 
small hand drill. 
The practical application of this battery to vocation 
selection and guidance is problematical. The forecasting of 
complex manual activities by simple motor tasks is of doubt-
Y ful value. Also, in 1937, Moore established norms for the 
dropping of marbles through holes in a box in the case of 
children from six to sixteen years of age. A manual ability 
test for children between the ages of six and twelve was de-
Y 
vised by Van der Lugt in 1939. The purpose was "to measure 
.l7H. E. Jones, "Reaction Time and Motor Development," 
American Journal of Psychology, 50: 181-194, 1937. 
§/ Joseph E. Moore, "A Test of Eye-Hand Co-ordination," 
Journal of Applied Psychology, 21: 668-672, 1927. 
'§/M. J. A. Vander Lugt, Psychomotor Scale for the Measure-
ment of Manual Ability, Meed Scientific Apparatus Co., 1939. 
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the psychomotor functions, as strictly limited to the manual 
abilities". Functions measured are speed, pressure, accura-
cy, motor memory, and co-ordination. There are ten tests, 
of which five are said to be essentially motor in nature and 
five, sensory-motor or visual-manual. 
1! 
In 1940, Espenschade reported a study of the changes 
in motor performance or boys and girls during adolescence. 
She found that there were sex differences in motor perform-
ance in favor or boys at all ages, the differences between 
boys and girls were greater for the older than for the y 
younger children. Also, in 1940, Crider established norms 
for tapping for children of ages five to eleven. 
V' 
In 1941, Heath devised The Rail-Walking Test for ages 
of five years and over. The author claims that the test 
measures locomotor co-ordination and general motor control 
and that it differentiates well between endogenous and 
exogenous mental defectives. 
In 1946, the Oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficiency, 
described previously, were translated into English, spon-
1/A. Espenschade, Motor Performance in Adolescence Including 
the Study of Relationships with Measures of Physical Growth 
and Maturity, Vol. 5, Serial No. 24, No. 1, 1940 
2/Blake Crider, "A New Tapping Test," Child Development, 15, 
I'94u. 
~Oscar K. Buros, (Editor), Fourth Mental Measurements 
Yearbook, Gryphon Press, Highland Park, N. J., 1953, p. 649. 
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sored and edited by Edgar A· Doll • He stated: "In their 
present form, no claims are made that the Oseretsky test 
norms are appropriate for American children, or that the 
test is a finished clinical instrument. It is, however, a 
challenging basis for research in an important and hitherto 
neglected area." 
Mechanical abilities.--One of the earliest attempts to 
construct a test which would measure the ability of an in-
dividual in mechanical or manipulative abilities was that y 
devised by Kelley in 1916. He devised a method of testing 
constructive ability by means of a set of blocks with holes 
and a set of pegs fitted to the blocks. Several years later y 
Stenquist developed a test for estimating mechanical abil-
ity by means of an assembly test and a picture test. The 
assembly test consists of unassembled mechanical objects 
which the examinee is to assemble as quickly as possible. 
The articles include such things as a cupboard latch, 
clothes pin, paper clip, chain, bicycle bell, shut-off, 
wire stopper, push button, lock, and a mouse trap. The 
picture test consists of a series of illustrations of tools 
1/Edgar A. Doli, The Oseretsky Tests of Motor Proficiency, 
Educational Test Bureau, Minneapolis, 1946. 
g/T. L. Kelley, "A Constructive Ability Test," Journal of 
Educational Psychology, 7:1-16, 1916. 
~J. Stenquist, Measurements of Mechanical Ability, Contri-
butions to Education, No. 13u, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York. 
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and mechanical objects which the students are to ~atch. y 
MacFarlane , in 1925, developed a test which she call 
a measure of practical ability. Using one hundred children 
in the schools, shegave a test consisting of an assembly of 
a small wooden wheel-barrow and a small wooden crade; an 
assembly of two garments, the parts of which could be 
snapped tegether with fasteners; a three-inch painted cube 
assembly test; a Healy Puzzle Box; and a MacDougall Plunger 
Test. From her results she concluded: "There is a factor 
or group of factors called for convenience 'practical abil-
ity'", and further, "that boys have this special ability 
in a higher degree than girls." 
gj 
Also, in 1925, MacQuarrie presented his mechanical 
aptitude test. It is a booklet made up of seven subtests, 
the first three of which (Tracing, Tapping, and Dotting} 
seem on inspection to be measures of manualdexterity or 
eye-hand co-ordination, the next three (Copying, Location, 
and Blocks) spatial visualiza~ion, and the last one (Pursuit 
perceptual speed and accuracy. The norms provided in the 
manual show the scores made by an unknown number of adoles-
cents of unspecified sex at ages 10 through 16, and for 
"average adults" of 17 and above. The scores increase each 
ijM. MacFarlane, "A Study of Practical Ability," British 
Journal of Psychology, Monograph Supplement, Vol. III, No. 8 
1925, PP• 75. 
g/T. w. MacQuarrie, "A Mechanical Ability Test," Journal of 
Personnel Research, 5:329-337, 1927 • 
each year from age 10 to age 19 or 2u, the mean raw score at 
age 10 being 26; age 15, 57; and ages 19 and 20, 67 and 68 
respectively. Several of the .critics of the test have not 
considered it to have sufficient prognostic value for their 
purposes, while others have found that certain of the sub-
tests are of use in forecasting efficiency in some types of 
mechanical work. y 
A third teat, in 1925, was devised by Whitman which 
consisted of a battery of tests for ascertaining motor 
skills in children. The tests include: (1) putting one 
brass pin in each hole in a board with the preferred hand, 
(2) putting one brass pin in each hole with non-preferred 
hand, (3) putting three pins in each hole with both hands, 
(4) putting peg in holes according to color, (5) disassembl-
ing nut and bolt, (6) assembling nut and bolt, and (7) sort-
ing colored pegs. y 
Carter , in 1928, reported a study which reputedly 
presented evidence that the group factors are probably the 
chief determiners in mechanical skill. In attempting to 
analyze the organization of the so-called mechanical intelli 
gence, he concluded that: "there is no general factor of 
mechanical ability; neither are mechanical abilities as 
ijE. c. Whitman, "A Brief Test Series for Manual Dexterity," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, 16: 118-123, 1925. 
I 
nThe Organization of Mechanical Intelligence' 
Seminar and Journal of Genetic Ps cholo , 
li 
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measured by these tests completely specific; instead there 
is a great possibility that there are group factors which 
overlap." y 
Cox in the same year devised a method of measuring 
mechanical aptitude by means of mechanical models and dia-
grams of various sorts which the subjects were required to 
explain by means ofpaper and pencil tests. In this test, 
mechanical models are shown the subject who is allowed to 
see the model work but not the mechanism controlling it. 
The subject is required to indicate a mechanism which will 
operate the model in the specified manner. y 
In 1928, Kent and Shakow devised a set of form boards 
The form board contained five recesses, each of which can be 
fitted by eight series of insets. The insets are graduated 
in difficulty. Some of the last tasks are so difficult that 
they present a problem even to the adult. It seems usable 
in situations where spatial perception and manual versatil-
ity are desirable. This particular form board appears to 
have some application in the selection of tasks requiring 
ability to deal with complicated mechanical situations. y 
Crockett reported a study in 1930 in an effort to 
!fJ. w. Cox, Mechanical Aptitude, Its Existence, Nature~ and 
Measurements, Methuen and Company, London, 1928, pp. 2o • 
g,/G. H. Kent and D. Shakow, "Graded Series of Formboards," 
Personnel Journal, 7:115-120, 1928. 
yA. c. Crockett, "A Measure of Manual Ability," Journal of 
Applied Psychology, 14:414-426, 1930. 
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analyze manual ability. He employed a simple test of plac-
ing nuts on a bolt, placing blacks of wood in a cigar box 
and placing strips of wood in a certain way in a box. Test-
ing 496 boys and 525 girls between the ages of twelve and 
twenty-five years, he concluded the "this was a measure of 
a general factor, complex innature" and "that this factor 
seems to be in the nature of an independent variable, rela-
tively unrelated to age, schooling, and intelligence," and 
finally, "that the terms mechanical intelligence, motor 
ability, and manual ability should be treated as separate 
concepts." 
In the same year, 1930, Paterson, Elliot, Anderson, 
ll Toops, and Heidbreder published the results or the Minnesota 
Jdec:!:lanical Ability Tests. This instrument actually dupli-
cates much of the Stenquist Mechanical Assembling Test 
equipment andadopts the methodology developed by Stenquist 
almost intact. The more recent research of the Iviinnesota 
group has tended to substantiate and further document the 
basic nature of the contribution made. The investigators 
studied many types of' tests which have been used to indicate 
mechanical ability, and arrived at batteries of tests which 
were demonstrated to have validity for measuring mechanical 
!/D. G. Paterson, R. M. Elliot, L. D. Anderson, H. A. Toops, 
and E. Heidbreder, Minnesota .Mechanical Abilit! Tests, 
University of Minnesota Press, ~inneapolis, 19 u, pp.586. 
aptitude. Their tests were validated on 150 boys in junior 
high school shop courses, using a combined ( 1) 11 quali ty 
criterion," based upon quality of work done in shop courses, 
(2) "quantity criterion," based upon quantity of work done 
in relation to quality, and (3) "information criterion, 11 
based upon objective information tests in the courses. The 
most objective evidence lies in the norms for various age 
and occupational groups, which show increasingly higher 
scores from age 12 to age 19 (raw scores of 232 to 299, the 
former median being at approximately the lOth percentile for 
19 year old boys). 
The Minnesota Mechanical Assembly Test consists of 
three boxes containing 33 mechanical objects such as an ex-
pansion nut, a hose-pinch clamp, a wooded clothespin, a 
push-button door bell, a spark plug, and a petcock. There 
is a tendency for certain of the mechanical models used in 
the standardization to become outmoded and no longer readily 
available. It should also be a requisite that each model 
be a standard product with which the average subject shall 
be reasonably familiar. 
In this volume, the authors presented what they called 
the Theory of Unique Traits 'Nhich makes two basic assump-
tions, (1) that the various degrees of success in all im-
portant classes of human behavior correspond to compounds 
of relatively unitary traits, combined in various propor-
44 
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tions; and (2) that these traits can be discovered and 
measured objectively and are probably not so numerous as to 
make impossible the task of measuring them • 
.v 
Also, in 1930, Earle had published the intercorrelation 
of ten measures, nine of which were considered to be measures 
of manual dexterity. The tenth was a criterion of mechanica 
ability, the exact nature of which was not defined in his 
publication. The intercorrelations of these variables for 
a s~mple of 79 continuation day-school boys (median age, 
14 years and 5 months) ranged from o.oo to 0.43 with a mean 
eorrelation of o.23. Precise scoring methods used in secur-
ing these data are not specified by the author. The tests 
included tapping of fingers, twisting movements of fingers 
and thumb, several adaptations of placing 100 pegs into a 
100-hole pegboard, and discrimination between fine and coarse 
textures by sense of touch (matching several grades of sand 
paper J. y 
In 1932, Crockett designed the Detroit Manual Ability 
Task. The examination is composed of three parts designed 
to test complex manual ability. Part I requires the secur·ing 
of nuts and bolts together, Part II is a block packing test, 
yF. M. Earle, "The Measurement of Manual Dexterities," 
Report of the National Institute of Industrial Psychology, 
Vol. v. London: Aldwych, 1930. 
yA. c. Crockett, 11 Measure of Manual Abillty," Journal of 
Applied Psychology, 14: 414-426, 1930. 
II 
and Part III requires the placing of blocks upon a strip of 
wood. The test was developed to test more t:h~n simple motor 
skill but yet not to measure mechanical ability. It is pur-
ported to measure manual ability. 
11 Cox , in 1934, disclosed the results of another in-
vestigation. He gave a number of subjects, school boys and 
adults, practice in one kind of mechanical assembly work and
1 
then tested their ability in other fairly closely related 
assembly jobs. The task was to make a completely assembled 
and wired electric light socket. Some subjects were given 
practice by having them assemble 440 socket containers; 
others were not given this practice. The practiced subjects I 
became more skillful in assembling containers, but when both 
groups were tested on the remaining tasks, the results were 
such that Cox wrote: "Nowhere in our data is there any 
definite evidence of practice at one operation bringing 
about improvement at another.n 
y' 
In 1939, Baker, Voelker, and Crockett published the 
Detroit Mechanical Aptitude Examination. It is a group pape 
and-pencil test that purports to cover an age range of from 
seven to twenty-two years for both boys and girls. It con-
sists of eight tests that form the battery. Included are 
(1) Identifying pictures of tools, (2) filling in X's in 
1/J. w. Cox, Manual Skill: Its Organization and Development, 
Cambridge University Press, London, 1934, pp. 247. 
2 H. J. Baker, P. H. Voelker 1 and A. C. Crockett, Detroit 
echanica li"tu e Ex • at1.on, Public School Publishin 
circles as quickly and accurately as possible, (3) Identify-
ing sizes of simple geometric figures, (4) Arithmetic, 
(5) Rearranging pictures in order, (6J Composition of, and 
use of tools, materials, food, etc., {7) Directions and rate 
of movement of pulleys, and (8) letter-digit substitution. 
This test is usable where a group paper-and-pencil test sur-
veying a number of types of performance is desired. The 
suggestion is given that test scores should be interpreted 
with reference to the scores in the subtests as well as the 
total score. y 
Moore produced the Eye-Hand Co-ordination and Color-
Matching Test in 1949, reportedly covering a range of ages 
of two years and over. The apparatus consists of a flat 
rectangular box. At the left end are four receptacles con-
taining colored marbles, and extending to the right from 
each receptacle is a row of eight holes,each of which will 
hold one marble. For the Eye-Hand Co-ordination Tests, the 
task is to pick up marbles one at a time and place them in 
the holes. In the Color-Matching Tests, a similar procedure 
is used with the same equipment, but each marble must be 
placed in a hole of similar color. The test was designed to 
measure the speed and accuracy with which an individual can 
co-ordinate small muscle movements involving eye-hand 
!/Joseph E. Moore, Moore e-Hand Co-ordination and Color-
Matching Test, Joseph E. Moore and Associates, Atlanta, 1 4 
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activity and the speed with which he can select and match 
four colors. The only specific purpose of the test mention-
ed in the manual is selection and placement of employees, 
although mention is made of use of the test in clinics and 
guidance centers. 
In 1950, two spatial tests covering age ranges of 
from 11 to 13 years, and from 10 to 11 years were devised by 
.v Smith, Watts, Pidgeon, and Richards. The tests were de-
signed for use in conjunction with other tests to discover 
those children who show potential ability for such subjects 
as practical mathematics, technical drawing, engineering, 
and building. It is made up of six timed subtests: (1) fit-
ting shapes, (2) form recognition, (3) pattern recognition, 
(4) shape recognition, (5) comparison, (6} form reflection. 
Factor analysis.--Of the several patterns of 
speculation concerning the composition of abilities, the 
theory of unique traits, fostered by the Minnesota Investi-
gators has been most provocative. In general, it provides 
two assumptions: (1) that all variability in human behavior 
may be expressed as a function of a limited number of in-
dependent, elemental abilities, and (2J that these abilities 
may be discovered and suitable tests designed. This theory 
had been influencing psychometric research some time prior 
1/I· Macfarland Smith, A. F. Watts, D. A. Pidgeon, and 
M. K. B. Richards, Spatial Test I and Spatial Test II, 
National Foundation for Educational Research in England 
1950. 
I! 
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to the publication of the Minnesota Mechanical Ability Testsi 
Its full effect was not felt, however, until the invention · y 
of a practicable factor analysis by Thurstone. 
Factor analysis has made some contribution to aptitude 
and manipulative ability testing. It allows for the break-
down of the tests into components which can be psychologi-
cally identified. By intercorrelating the tests and making 
appropriate analysis, it is possible to get some indication 
as to what basic factors the tests actually are measuring. 
In the revision of tests or the development of others for 
the same purpose, it is possible to direct them towards 
these basic factors. The ultimate goal is tests which are 
factorially pure. 
One of the most relevant of all studies was by y 
Buxton in 1938. He made a factorial analysis among 76 high 
school boys, using Thurstone 1 s method. The tests used were 
thrusting and stationary steadiness, tapping, packing and 
mobility and pursuit rotors. The analysis resulted in six 
factors of which two were tentatively named by the author. 
One factor was called steadiness, because it was found to be 
l/ L. L. Thurstone,Vectors of Mind: Multiple-Factor Analysis 
ror the Isolation of PrimaZ! Traits, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 1935, pp. 66. 
yo. Buxton, 11 The Application of Multiple Factorial Methods 
to the Study of M0 tor Abilities,u Psychometrika, 3:85-93, 
1938. 
significant only in the two steadiness tests and in them it 
was large. The second factor was labeled manipulative. It 
was t'ound to be large in the two packing tests. None of the 
other four factors showed large loadings in any test. y 
Babcock and Emerson , also in 1938, in a study of 
MacQuarrie's test for mechanical ability found intercorrela-
tions among the subtests to increase in magnitude with the 
age of the subject. 
gj 
In 1939, Harrell reported a factorial study relating 
to mechanical ability, which he summarizes as follows: 
"The intercorrelations of 57 variables, in-
cluding the Minnesota battery of mechanical ability 
tests, the seven MacQuarries tests of 'mechanical 
aptitude', O'Connor's Wiggly Blocks, and the 
Stenquist picture-matching tests, were analysed 
by Thurston's centroid method. Five factors, 
Perceptual, Verbal, Youth, Manual Agility, and 
Spatial, were taken out. Factors prominent in 
so-called mechanical ability tests are the 
Spatial and Perceptual ones with MacQuarrie's 
dotting test si~nificantly high in the manual 
agility factor.' y 
A factorial analysis was reported by Morris, also in 
1939, of results of applying a series of nine tests. From 
33 scores for each of 56 boys, nine years or age, he found 
three common factors. One factor was identified as Spatial 
yH. Babcock and M. R. Emerson, "An Analytical Study of the 
MacQuarrie Test for Mechanical Ability'! .rourona.l of ~:dnca t.ior 
Psychology. 29: 50-55, 1938. 
gjw. Harrell, "A Factor Analysis of Mechanical Ability 
Tests," Psychological Bulletin, 36: 524t 1939. 
yo. M. Morris, "A Critical Analysis of Certain Performance 
rrests " Jonrnai of Genetic Psvcholo!Zv. 54:85-106. 1939. 
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1/ 
I 
in c''f.:"l \. .• .'.i. 
practice effects, t~e ~racticcJ suoJ~cts s~ow 
patterns. 
:'ortant in c.l.l:;tel'!.ltl~;uc~ CJ:::::'r/::lations t'•<:u:t '.:;':.: ot'· rs. 
1, 
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predictions will eventually ~orne from comparing individual 
and job profiles." 
.v In 1947, Guilford in a factorial study recognized the 
difference between Spatial Visualization and Perceptua.l 
Speed. He called one factor Spatial-Relations, defining it 
as a "perceptual awareness of the arrangements of objects 
with respect to the right-left, up-down, and out-in dimen-
sions~ This is'similar to the direct recognition of differ-
ent sizes and shapes and can be called perceptual speed for 
the sake of uniformity. 
Observation~ and implications.--Gertain trends that 
have general implications for education can be extracted 
from the preceding research. Among other things, research 
indicates that motor skills are decidedly specific. -Low 
correlations have frequently been found between scores in 
separate activities. This specificity is so universal at 
all age ranges that the term, "the motor ability", seems to 
be rather ambiguous. Current analysis appears to define 
"motor abilities" as a series of not highly related skills. 
Future research, however, might disclose and define general 
factors in motor ability that will have practical implicatio 
for education. 
y.t.Guilford, 11 The Discovery of Aptitude and Achievement 
Variable," Science, 106: 280, 1947. 
One assumption that might be made is that a pupil's 
success in industrial arts depends upon the degree to which 
he possesses some particular aptitude necessary for the sub-
ject. Such an aptitude, it has been suggested, is mechani-
cal ability. Whatever abilities are measured by the various 
motor skills and mechanical abilities tests, they are 
abilities that seem to improve. throughout most of the years
1 
of childhood and adolescence as depicted, for example, by 
1/ 
the age norms of the Minnesota Mechanical Ability Tests-
on which median scores in the Paper Form Board rise steadily 
from ages 11 to 20, and in the Assembly Test from ages 11 to 
19. The rise in the medians of the Spatial Relations Test 
is less regular, especially that of the error scores. 
Reflections on research.--If these are the broad 
effects of education and studies of measurement are weighed 
against them, it becomes evident that, while much progress 
has been made in the measurement of educational methods and 
procedures from a temporary and restricted point-of-view, 
success in the development of techniques for their evalua-
tion on a larger and more general basis has not been attain 
as yet. The problems of sampling, of control, and of 
measu~ent are becoming of even greater complexity. How-
ever, with the widespread use of measurement devices and 
1/D. G. Patterson, R· M· Elliot, et al., op. cit. 
the testing of large numbers of children periodically, it 
is only a question of time until the advanced behavior of 
those who have been exposed to our educational programs 
can be evaluated with statistical controls. 
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03APTZR III 
PROO;~DURE OF THE STUDY 
1. Introductory Phases 
Selection of :net11Jd of measurement. --Whenever the 
perfor~YJance rather t~all ti1e selection of t~-::.e response is t':1e 
i-r;,portant consideration, a type of instrument is needed that 
will record the s~eed, precision, or other relevant features 
of the subject's res~onse. hleasures of this type are re-
quired in defining areas in which manipulative skills play a 
critical role. In order to measure the desired objectives 
adequately~ a performance test would, of necessity be the 
only practical solution. Adaptation of other.types of tests 
in practically all areas in which co-ordination of motor 
responses are significant derivatives appear to be of little 
use. Where accurate timing of single resnonses by the sub-
ject is required and the motion aspect is of pri,ue impor-
tance, individual apparatus testing appears to be necessary. 
Research in this field of concentration substantiates y 
this decision. Barr states: 
"Tests of 1..1hvsical uerformanc e are administered 
to measure the ge~e ral development of individuals, 
1/Arvil s. Barr, Robert A· Davis and Palmer o. Johnson, 
Educational Research and Appraisal, J. B. Lip~•incott G ompany 
Chicago, 1953, p. 20. 
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usually children, on tbe basis of abilities related 
to neuro-muscular co-ordination. Such behavior may 
be directly observed and differs from thoffimanifested 
in the form of 'Nri tten language, as in pencil-and-
paper tests in w!1ich only symbolic behavior is noted." 
In the measure·ment of manual or- manipulative skills, 
composed largely of co~plex systems of motor habits, t~e 
possession of factual information does not insure the 
uresence of acquired motor patterns. 
~ y 
Bean , who is of the same opinion, says: 
"Paper-and-pencil tests are too far &'Nay fro:·,: the 
job (motor performance) in many cases. Although 
tapping and aiming as well as various kinds of maze-
learning tasks have been used with pencil and paper•, 
these inexpensive screening devices will probably 
never take the place of apparatus tests." 
In accord with the proJ"ected nurnose of the ex?eri-§/ ~ - -
mental instrument Super says in part: 
11 The apparatus type of' test 11as a nurnber of 
advantages. Its face validity or obvious similarity 
to the task in question makes it appeal to the 
examinee. Being a small scale task it is very likely 
to invobre the same aptitude and s:dlls· t'lat are re-
quired by the task and therefore to be highly corre-
lated with it, that is, to be quite valid.'' 
Further conclusive evidence of the superiority of 
apparatus type of performance in testing situations, fos-
1/Kenneth L. Bean, Construction of Educational and Personnel 
Tests, McGraw-Hill Book Company,New York, 1953, p. l30. 
y'Donald E. Super, Appraising Vocational Fitness, Harper· 
and Brothers, New· York, 1949, P• 66. 
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ter·ed by t..,_lis study is U.',:rived frou s1..1.s-
11 L1 spi tc of all efforts to broadeu t''!e field 
certain functious fOl" vv1:1ich printeu ':;<::'=sts c~.r·: 11-:t acl.equate. 11 
In t'l;.e course of a discussio~witll rt)3'l_:"J'=:ct to t~_c 3if;nifi-
cance of lT:otor responses, he stat<::s t~:at ·:lit:~ :~r·:i.r1tr;u tests 
it is almost i pos s i t.le to devise "f:Jr·occ<iui·:: s for tiil1 l ng 
accurately t'--le exposure of each successive stL·,;1lu8 ,::;:c· t1te 
Sel,:;c t ion of items. --It e:ns '''t:: :c", s ·:' l;c•c t .:<l on an 
srr:pirical job anal~csis b&sis vdth data aud illfo:::-u::2.~ion 
collc;cted 1J~r t"he follO'"Jin;; r:J.ethods: 
1. Previons studies of t~Je job 
2. A1mlysis of docuaentary materials 
3. Interv:tf.~".;S aDd interro3ati::m of ;;, __ rsonnel elll-
ployed in occupations 
4. Opinions of recosni~ed cx~er~s 
5. Direct ex0erience by job analyst 
6 • V L3 it s to i udu ;:; t ry 
2 .. Statist:tcal anal~rsis of te:Jt ~.Talidities. 
:. Obs~rv~tlons of practical applications 
ijRober·t L. Thorndi'{c;, Personnel St~L'c t j_ 8£~, J:Jhn ~~rile;/ and 
Sons, Ne1.:r York, 1J4D, p. 40-41 • 
.§/Ibid., p. 43 
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Testing for a large number of occupations with a 
relatively small number of items was made possible {1) by 
analysis of each occupation and activity into its important 
component factors, (2) abstraction of essential character-
istics, {3) the development of relatively independent sub-
tests for each factor, (4) the validation of each of these 
factors, and (5) the weighting of each item of a subtest 
according to its importance to an occupation. Each derived 
item was sub,jected to the scrutiny of the writer's exper-
ience in learning to perform the operations. The ulti~ate 
criterion was to deten;line the ability of boys at a snecif-
ic age on specific items. 
It was recognized that the validity of a performance 
test will depend, to a large extent, on the particular items 
which are chosen to represent the more general abilities 
which the test is designed to measure. The choice of those 
items was made on the basis of a comprehensive perS!)ective 
of the designated purpose, as well as upon various rn·actical 
considerations. As many as possible of the really salient, 
non-repetitive op~rations were included in the Test of 
Manipulative Performance, within the selected time and 
equipment deemed necessary. In selecting items for tne in-
strument, the primary objective was to include as many dif-
ferent kinds of test situations as possible, so that all the 
various factors entering into so cmnplex a field might be 
6U 
brou~ht into play. 
Numerous recorr.rnendations for the selection of samples 
for performance test situations were abstracted during t'b.e 
y' 
research on the problem. Chapman says in part: •••• "the 
materials, tools, and equipment should be reduc~d to the 
smallest practical quantity and should be capable of 
standardization so that all tests may be given under uniform 
?:I 
conditions." Adkins and Primoff suggest •••• "the sampling 
of activities should be as wide as is practical; that the 
wor~ samples should be designed for ease of measurement 
with available devices as well as with a V&w to its repre-
sentativeness". 
2. Construction of the Instrunent 
Practical asnects.--Tp insure standardization of 
procedure in the acquisition of reliable and valid statisti-
cal data, it was i2perative that tte same apparatus be used 
in testing each subject and a sufficient number of items be 
included. To fulfill this requirement, it was necessary to 
transport equipment into eleven different schools located 
in widely scattered areas. By experimentation, a 90rtable 
1/J. C. Chapman, Trade Tests, Henry Holt and Company, New 
York, 1921, p. 41. 
g/D. c. Adkins et al., Construction and Analysis of 
Achievement Tests, Government Printing Office, w·ashington, 
1947, P• 224. 
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unit was developed for co:;lpact arrange;r:ont i::i!ld accessible 
:place::Jent of test item equipment. 
The gleaned unit contained a diversified sampling of 
items in terms of operations, processes, and tools used in 
industry and tLe trades, developed and adapted to an 
elementary level. It was constructed deliberately in such 
a ·way that only a minimum of verbal instructions to the 
subject was necessary. The demonstration met'l:>.od '::ith t'1is 
type of instrument at this age was deer::ed to be more 
effective. All of the items, wit}~ a few minor exceptions, 
can be called self-explanatory. The situation itself calls 
for some responses with only brief demonstrations by the 
examiner. A CO!uplernentary desire was to have the instrument 
objective and st~ndardized to a sufficient degree for ad-
ministration and scoring by any capable psrson with limited 
instructions and training. 
Areas of measureu1ent .--The instrument '.vas designed to 
measure t!le potential capacity of 'boys in the .nidcUe e;r·ades 
with reference to various manual aspects ne.ce3sc1ry for 
success in areas of the industrial arts field. It involves 
a combination o.-:" finger dexterity, gross rnoven:.ent of t;v-_,_e 
arms, eye-hand co-ordinatlon, bi-manual -co-ordination, and 
the ability to use both hands in co-operation, all with re-
spect to their applications to mechanical job situations. 
The following subtests Vt.rere selected to acco:nplish tll.e 
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objectives of this study: 
I. IV!echanical Design 
II. Mechanical Stability 
III. Speed-Precision 
IV. Tool Performance 
v. Mechanical Insight 
Preparatory to t~e inclusion into a battery and the 
instrument, a sketch and subsequently a pilot n;odel of each 
item was constructed to determine its adaptiveness ~nd 
measurement potential. 
Formulation of data sheet.--The original data sheet 
was understood to be an exploratory for:o; -:-.o record p8rti-
nent data acquired during preliminary administrations of the 
instrument. In so complex and relatively unexplored a test-
ing area, many changes had to be made to obtain an objective 
and standardized data sheet and the subsequent development 
of a scoring procedure of reasonable prorortions. 
3. Description and Rationale o:f:' Selected Batteries 
Seg;::en'ts of format .--Extensive use of plates is n:ade 
to convey t'1e chu.racter of each item to t:'le reader. It 
has been said often that "one picture is wort~ ten thousand 
words". All practical test sheets, where necessary for the 
inscription of items, were duplicated on standard paper, 
Bi x 11 inches. Instructions for adrninistr8.tion of each 
i tern will be f·::lund in the manual in Appendix B. 
The analysis and incorporated chan~es in the instru-
ment of measurement resulted in the ultimate compilation 
of selected items as shown in Plate I. 
Subtest I.--This subtest, designated Mechanical 
Design, consists of three items based on the field of 
drafting. The items are depicted in Plate II. All 
manufactured equipnent, materials, objects, plans, etc. 
have tneir orisin in design and drafting departments. 
In the early research phase of this study, it was 
learned that the majority of boys of the middle grades had 
no experience v:i th the mechanical draft in8 field. There-
fore, the items in this area were formed to introduce 
progressively the basic rudiments of the use of instruments 
employed in this imllortant area. Item I-1, drav!int; circles, 
consisted of a ~;ractical sheet with a five-inch square and 
one-inch horizontal and vertical crossed lilE:s in the 
center of the square. A small vertical dash was placed at 
the right end of the horizontal line, follo~ed by t~ree 
additional vertical dashes placed at half-inch intervals 
on the horizontal plane. The object of t~A item was to 
draw circles with a co:..:pass by placing the <G-;tal leg in 
the center of the crossed-lines and extendina the pencil 
leg to each succeeding dash. The examiner ler;Ionstra·ted 
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Plat~ I. Composite Photograph of all Items of the 
Test of Manipulative Performance 
Plate II. Equipment for Items I-1, I-2, I-3, and II-2, 
of the Test of rllanipulative Performance 
,. 
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the first circle and the subject atte:r.pted t,.le rr::.,;::alnLntJ; 
three circles. Scoring was accomplished by dra~ing diago-
nal lines fro~ opposite corners of the square, dividing 
t~e circles into quadrants. One point was subtracted 
for each omission in a line or lapped lines in each 
circle of each quadrant. Possible score was twelve points. 
Item I-2, horizontal tansent lines_, vias conprise:<.l 
of a practical sheet with a five-inch square and four 
successive circles radiating from the center of the square 
at half-inc~ intervals. AT-square, of correct proportions 
for boys of this level, and a drawing pencil were provided. 
The object was to draw horizontal lines tangent to t:1e top 
and bottom of each circle by means of the T-square, the 
lines starting and ending at the sides of the square. The 
examiner demonstrated on the one-inch circle and the 
examinee completed the problem as pictured in Plate III. 
Scoring was accoruplished by weighting each line as three 
p::>ints. On uoint was subtracted .for each line tha'u ',vas 
not tangent to a circle, and one point for each line t~at 
did not reach each side of the square or over-extended the 
square. Possible score was 18 points. 
Item I-3, vertical tan:o:ent lines, was similar to the 
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Plate III. Performance of Items I-2 
and I-3 of' the Test of 
Manipulative Performance 
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preceding item except that an added de::;ree of couplexity 
was invobred by tl113 addition of a 30-tiO de~iree triangle. 
This v.'as r)laceci :rerr.•endicularly on the top edge of ttte 
blade of the T-square to draw vertical linss, using the 
sallie practical sheet as in item I-2. Scorin~ was also on ::J 
the same basis. 
Subtest II.--This subtest was entitled Mechanical 
Stability. As was elicited in the review of research, 
steadiness of digital, manual, and gross arm mcve:-nents is 
a universallv irrmortant factor in t.,_H:- areas of motor and 
" ·" 
mechanical abilities. This subtest '!las based on t"lat 
assumption. 
Item II-1, centering plumb bob, illustrated in Plate 
IV, involved a plumb bob attached to a line ''Tith a. metal 
loop on the other end. The process was to pick up this 
assembly from the test board and sus;;end it on a swin,:;ing 
arm over a red dot, one-fourth of an inch in diameter, in 
the center of the test board, as deGonstrated by Plate v. 
Scoce ·Nas based on the elapsed th;e fro•;1 t~e seiznre of 
the assembly to the snspension within the area of the red 
dot. 
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Plate IV . Equipment for Items II-1 and II-3 of 
the Test; of Manipulative Performance 
, 
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Iter.l II-2, s~01.'!n in Plate II, is called rod tracints 
and was intended to duplicate movements of the nature of 
those found in v.:elding and other comparable operations. 
It consisted of a three-eighths of an inch dowel rod, one 
foot in length, with a clamp arrangement attached to one 
end. A pencil, three inches in length, was inserted into 
thA clamp. In t'J.e preliminary administration, it v1as 
discovered that the subject had the tendency to grasp the 
.handle close to th~:; clamp. To eliminate this conditi()n, 
the handle section was painted black dovvn a distance of 
four inches and testees were instructed to grasp the 
rod in that area. The object of the item was to trace a 
line throughout a tracked design, made up of alternate 
graduated squares and circles connected to form a con-
tinuous pattern. The pencil could not be removed fro~ the 
paper and no lines could be ret:r•aced. On point was 
subtracted for each time a boundary line "vas violated 
by being touched by a pencil line. This operat:ton is 
illustrated by Plate VI. Possible score was twenty 
points. 
Item II-3, named swinging pendulum, was intended to 
incorporate a facet discovured by exposure to many build-
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Plate v. Performance of Item II-1 
of the Test of Manipulative 
Performance 
, 
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Plate VI. Performance of Item II-2 
of the Test of Manipulative 
Performance 
II 
ing and industrial trades, such as crane work, construction 
power-equipment operation, many types of assembly-line ·work 
steel construction, and numerous other operations requiring 
a suspension and placement principle. 
Equipment is shown in Plate IV. It consisted of a 
steel cylinder, one inch long and one-half inch in diameter 
This was attached to a ring which in turn was fastened to 
the end of a three-eighths of an inch dowel rod, 12 inches 
long, by means of a line covering a distance of six inches 
between the cylinder and the rod. The handle of the rod 
was painted black for a distance of four inches to desig-
nate the holding area. Holes five-eighths of an inch in 
diameter and one inch in depth were recessed into the upper 
edge of the upright plate of the test board, eighteen 
inches apart. The aim was to drop the cylinder alternate-
ly into each hole as many times as possible within a one-
minute time limit. This operation is being performed in 
Plate VII. 
Item II-4, cyclinder tracing, is shown in Plate VIII. 
It was constructed to simulate engine lathe and other turn-
ing-motion operations found in all machine tool industries 
and other similar lines of endeavor. Equipment consisted 
of a hardwood cylinder, nine inches long and four inches i 
diameter. Slotted clamp arrangements were constructed 
lengthwise into two places on the circumference of the 
.Plate VII. Performance of Item II-3 of the Test 
of Manipulative Performance 
Plate VIII. Equipment for Item II-4 of the Test 
of fuanipulative Perfornance 
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cylinder to take a standard ai by 11 inch sheet of paper 
with tracked designs formed by parallel lines. These 
designs were of varying complexity. Half-inch dowel rods 
were inserted into each end of the cylinder and were of 
such length as to enable them to protrude a distance of 
two inches beyond the holes in a frame constructed to hold 
the cylinder. A handle, interchangeable to accommodate the 
lateral dominance of the subject, was placed on the end of 
either rod to inject the turning motion. The forward part 
of the frame consisted of a finished strip of hardwood 
which served as a rest for the pencil. The pencil was 
held in the preferred hand and the cylinder was rotated 
with the unfavored hand. 
The problem was to move the pencil along the rest in 
such a way as to keep the pencil line within the boundary 
lines of each design without touching the lines. The 
operation is depicted in Plate IX. In the preliminary ad-
ministration of the test, the tendency for the subject was 
to grasp the pencil as in writing fashion and to permit 
the hand to crawl up the cylinder to meet the design coming 
down. This situation was remedied by instructing the 
examinee to keep the pencil, and only the pencil, in con-
tact with the pencil rest. 
Subtest III.--This area was entitled speed and 
precision and is pictured in Plate x. It was designed to 
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Plate IX . Performance of Item II-4 of the Test 
of Manipulative Performance 
Plate x. Equipment for I t ems TII-1, III-2, and 
III-3, of the Test of Manipulative 
Performance 
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measure manual and digital agility, theorized to be promi-
nent components of the motor and manual abilities sphere. 
This subtest centered on a wheel six inches in diameter 
with six equally-spaced sprockets protruding from the cir-
cumference of the wheel. In item II-1, pattern tracing, 
the sprocket-wheel was in the form of a galvanized iron 
pattern. A star, outlined by 100 equally spaced holes, 
three-thirty seconds of an inch in diameter, was injected 
into the surface of the wheel. A hole was placed in the 
center of the pattern so that the pattern could be placed 
over a metal pin which projected from the center of a 
supplementary test board to preventslippage of the pattern 
during the testing process. In this item, the subject 
simply had to steady the pattern with one hand and draw 
around the pattern with the other hand. Scoring was in 
the form of deviations away from the pattern. Each 
sprocket counted as one point and each intervening line 
sector counted as one point. 
Item III-2, ;eunching holes in ;eattern, retained the 
metal pattern in the same position as in the preceding 
item. Equipment included an awl with which to penetrate 
the holes of the star to form impressions on a blank sheet 
of paper placed beneath the pattern, as shown in Plate XI. 
The original intent was to measure time required to 
penetrate the 100 holes, but the preliminary administra-
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Plate XI. Performance of Item 
III-2 of the Test of 
Manipulative Performance 
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tion disclosed a tensioning-fatigue factor. This was over 
come, without decreasing the contributory value of the 
item, by placing a time limit of thirty seconds on the 
operation. Scoring then involved the number of perfora-
tions within the prescribed limit. 
Item III-3, cutting out pattern, was comprised of the 
outline of thesprocket-wheel On a practical sheet. The 
subject was instructed to cut out the outline of the 
pattern as close as possible to the line without removing 
it. Scoring was on the basis of deviations through each 
line and away from the line. A plastic overlay was used 
to check deviations in the scoring process. A deviation 
on each segment was counted as an error. Since each side 
of a sprocket counted as a segment, and the intervening 
outlines between sprockets counted as segments, twenty-
four errors were possible. 
Subtest IV.--This subtes~ specified as Tool Perform-
~' is illustrated in Plates XII and XIII. The context 
is characteristic of general tool and operational perform-
ance common to many trades and occupations. It represented 
the area of the greatest relative potential and, therefore, 
it was designed to include the largest number of items with 
a resultant greater proportionate weight in the total 
score. The intention was to give the operations and 
qualities contributed by the subtest differential weight-
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. Plate XII. Equipment for Item IV-1 of the Test 
of Manipulative Performance 
Plate XIII. Equipment for Items IV-2, IV-3, IV-4, 
IV-5, IV-6, and IV-7 of the Test of 
Manipulative Performance 
.. 
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ing to increase variance in the total score. 
In item IV-1, center punching, the examinee was in-
structed to punch, in succession, a series of six individ-
ual pairs of horizontal-vertical crossed lines in the 
center by means of a hammer and prick-punch, as illustrate 
in Plate XIV. Any variance from the center nullified a 
trial. Score was in terms of the number of correct trials 
The equipment in item IV-2, use of wrench, consisted 
of six carriage bolts: 2 three-eighths of an inch, 2 
five-sixteenths of an inch, and 2 one-quarter of an inch. 
They were projected up through a plate fastened to the tes 
board. The sizes were graduated from the center out to 
the sides, the largest being in the center. Six one-inch 
cubes with holes corresponding to the sizes or the bolts, 
six flat washers to fit the bolts, and six square nuts to 
match the bolts completed the equipment. An adjustable 
wrench was the only tool necessary for this problem. In 
order to successfully complete the operation, the pupil 
had to place the correct cube on the bolt, followed by the 
correct washer. The assembly was then fastened with the 
proper nut. The cubes were fitted with protruding pins to 
facilitate a check on the tightness of the unit by the 
examiner. This operation is exhibited in Plate xv. The 
score was based on the number of seconds necessary to com-
plete the entire unit. This item and the next two succes-
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Plate XIV. Performance of Item 
IV-1 of the Test of , 
Manipulative Performance 
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sive items introduced an additional element in the form of 
size discrimination. Trial-and-error applications would 
tend to substantially increase the time required for com-
pletion with a reciprocal decrease in score. 
Item IV-3, use of wrench, was similar to item III-2, 
except that this unit involved the use of the screwdriver. 
In this item, the nuts were embedded into the upright plate 
of the test board. One inch cylinders were substituted for 
cubes, and the lt inch round-head stove bolts were sub-
stituted for the carriage bolts. The unit was to be as-
sembled before fastening it to the upright plate. The 
washer was placed on the stove bolt first followed by the 
correct cylinder. This unit is demonstrated by Plate XVI. 
Score was based on the number of seconds necessary for 
completion. 
Item IV-4, use of pliers, consisted of six hollow-
drilled sleeves, of the same sizes as the two preceding 
' items, set into the upright plate of the test board above 
the nuts used in item IV-3. Six steel pins, three-fourths 
of an inch in length and of sizesto correspond to the holes 
in the sleeves, were provided. These pins were placed into 
the proper sleeves by means of a pair of machinist pliers. 
The use of fingers was not permitted and the pins had to 
be entirely into the plate to be complete. Plate XVII 
illustrates performance of this item. Score was based on 
Plate xv. Performance of Item IV-2 of the Te~t 
of Manipulative Performance 
Plate XVI. Performance of Item U~-3 of the 
Test of Manipulative Performance 
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Plate XVII. Performance of Item IV-4 
of the Test or Manipulative 
Performance 
.. 
elapsed time for the entire item in number of seconds. 
The remaining three items: IV-5, drive pins; IV-6, 
remove bolt assemblies; and IV-7, remove nut assemblies, 
involved the disassembly of the three preceding items. 
Plate XVIII presents these items in an assembled state. 
Elapsed time in seconds required to complete disassembly 
and the return of materials to proper boxes was the basis 
for scoring. Each item was timed separately. 
Subtest v.--This subtest,termed Mechanical Insight, 
was comprised of two rather complex items for boys of this 
level. Both items represented areas with which the vast 
majority of the subjects had had no past contact. The ob-
jective in this area was to provide two items that would be 
of such thought-provoking content as to reveal any inherent 
mechanical reasoning ability a boy might possess. Failure 
would not invoke too great a penalty because, in proportion 
to the total score, these items were not weighted too 
heavily. 
Item V-1, attach hinge plate, is shown in Plate XIX 
in position at the start of trial. The operation simulated 
the hanging of a door. It consisted of a block of wood and 
two loose-pin hinges. The three-section halves of the 
hinges were set in gains on the top edge of the upright 
plate of the test board and the two-section halves were set 
into gains on the block. The score was determined by the 
· Plate XVIII. 
Plate XIX. 
Assembly of Items IV-2, IV-3, and 
IV-4 of the Test of Manipulative 
Performance 
Equipment for Item V-1 of the Test 
of Manipulative Performance 
, 
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number of seconds required to set the block in place and to 
slide the pins into position. In order to be successfully 
completed, the block had to terminate in the correct posi-
tion which was edge-to-edge with the upright plate, as 
shown in Plate XX. 
Item V-2, fasten clamp, was composed of a hand-screw 
clamp and a notched-block, two inches wide and with sides 
parallel, illustrated in Plate XXI. A hand-screw clamp 
consists of two wooden jaws and two threaded screws that 
control movement of the jaws. In order to move the jaws 
in a parallel, in-or-out motion, the screws have to operate 
simultaneously and at the same rate of speed. At the start 
of the trial, the clamp was in a closed state. Score was 
based on the number of seconds required to open the clamp 
and place it in a locked position with the jaws parallel to 
the sides of the block. The administration of this item is 
shown in Plate XXII. 
Construction of kit.--In consideration of the fact 
that all items had to be transported between eleven 
different schools in two towns and economy of non-experi-
mental time, consumed at the expense of testing time, was 
of the essence, a kit was constructed to transport and to 
provide for an arrangement of items in logical sequence 
preparatory to administration. It also provided a means 
for a spot-check of items to prevent any loss, and it also 
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· Plate XX. Completed Item V-1 of the Test of 
Manipulative Performance 
Plate XXI. Equipment for Item ~ V-2 of the Test 
of Manipulative Performance 
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Plate L~II . Performance of Item 
V-2 of the Test of 
Manipulative Performance 
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feasible to~ting procedurs ~ad been develop~d, t·~o independ-
trial ~as applied to fifteen boys frrnn t~e Gresndale 
jnst completed ~rad: six ar.id 1vere in t:l':: em1Jr~•Dnic 
follo .. : lrJ..~ _fact or::;: 
Plate XXIII. Portable Kit Containing 
Item Equipment for the 
Test of Manipulative 
Performance 
Plate XXIV . Portable Kit of the Test of 
Manipulative Performance Positioned 
Prior to Opening 
9 ., t) 
. Plate XXV. Placement of Item Equipment in Portable 
Kit of the Test of Manipulative 
Performance 
Plate XXVI. Equipment Box of Items of the Test 
of Manipulative Performance 
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1. Establishment of range of time and error li:ui ts 
as t~ey pertained to each item. 
2. Range of ti:ne required for total administ:!."ation 
to individual subjects. 
3. Clarity and completeness of directions. 
4. Analysis for internal consistency 
5. A study of t~e nature of the distribution of 
scores. 
6. Mean score and standard deviation of the sample. 
7. Estimated reliability. 
8. Characteristics of individual items, such as 
difficulty, facility, or ambiguity. 
9. Effectiveness of different distractors. 
10. Effectiveness of directions and ot~er testing 
conditions. 
The designation and reorganization of iter:,s listed in 
the data sheet, shown in Appendix A, was accomplished to 
conform to the manmor of ::-:Jresentation and for the acquisi-
tion of practicality, objectivity, and simplicity. Tenta-
tive time and error values and scoring weights v1ere estab-
lished as they applied to each item. The analysis resulted 
in modifications by the expansion and revaluation of time 
and error nossibilities of some items toobtain r:rreater 
. -
breadth and to increase t1le rar.ige of variability in order to 
produce a finer discrimination of the abilities ·Jf subjects 
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tested. The chau~8s were readily adaptable without de-
creasing the extractive efficiency of information from t 11e 
instrur:1ent. Some alterations were made to equipment to 
eliminate any ad,.rantage gained by boys see':in~ devious 
methods to pr•ort:ote r·apidity in the execution of items, and, 
if permitted to remain, v?ould defeat the intended purpose of 
the instrument. 
5. Subsidiary Elements 
Develo1•r:;ent o.f scoring procedure.- -Proc edurt: ·Nas based 
upon analysis of each pe:cfor:11ance into ste)s Df equal time 
or error intervals, and which ::nade use of a !)Oint -scale '.'.ri th 
values arbitrarily assigned for a graduated successful com-
pletion of given operations. The relative im~;ortance of 
speed, accuracy, and use of systematic hlethods had to be 
weighed, and a scorinz procedure developed that would 
reflect the decisions reached adequately. The desire was 
to employ a scoring procedure t~at would distribute 
satisfactorily the scores of examinees Tiith resnect to t~e 
perfon::anc e or-:; ing rneas ured. 
The scorin:::; procedure was developed :::ubsequ,::nt to the 
preli,linary ad.'Tlinistrations. In the proces::J of t':s initial 
trial adr.:iniDtrdtion, t'-.:.e tLne and numb~!' of e:crors for 
each subject on eac~1 iterr: '".~ere accurately r'''conl,3d. This 
infor:nat ion 'Has used to p:r·ovide a frc :~uency dis t :r·i but ion 
of scores for eac~ item. Each resultant distribution of 
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scor•es vias transfor,led into a linearly -r:1roc:res s i ve point 
scale, _adj u.s ted to t:·1e particular it un. All scales l·Jere 
transnosed into a cor.1mon scoring key si:lovm in Appsndix C. 
This orocedure was desi~;ned to produce st&adardization, ob-
jectivity, and funct:L-:::mal facility in the scorin;:;, to t'ee 
extent t11at any pr=;rson ,._JiLb a knowledge of measure,r,ent could 
. adl!lin:tster and scor·a t~:e iustrument and o0tain reliable re-
sults. To clarify t"rlis expla11ation, Itec:. II-1, Centc,ring 
of Plumb Bob, timed by t':e number of seconds to successfully 
perform t1:-:ce operations, is tal{en as an examnle. 
S"SCOiW~ POD-ITS S?.;C JiWS POI.N'T'S S'SCOt~DS POI l~'J:S 
----
Over 65 0 45-47 7 24-26 14 
63-65 1 42-44 I" 21-23 15 J 
60-62 2 3·9-41 9 lf:,-20 16 
57-59 3 36-38 10 15-17 17 
54-56 4 33-35 11 12-14 18 
51-53 5 30-32 12 :1-11 lJ 
48-50 6 27-29 13 Under J 20 
Although many of the items were based on a tL!1e fac-
tor, no time li;;:its ·.vere invol\:ed. All subjects were ner-
rr.i tted to c o:::~lete each it em. This v:OLlld seem to nullify 
a criticism occasionally rr,ade by exar.:iners of so :,e spec;d 
tests t'l.at the imposition of a ·tice li:1lit makes a test a 
measure of s,eed and ~revents it from measurin3 adequately 
the tr·ait "!hic'h it '.".'aJ desizned to r::easu:ce. HO\'J,v·sr, it 
should not be construed that t~e relative sueed in some 
ite:-ns \':as not importan":;. It simply infers that tL:e as a 
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pressure faet or ''ras eli:.: in& ted 'c··,roughou+; t'l--:e test. Con-
trolled accurae;r and inforrc.atior: with res"ect to stutus and 
yJortant derivatives desi:reu of the instrur:H:::nt. 
Develo-cJuh::nt of test 1nanual. --Bias ... ~ a fJ.ctor •;hieh 
must be contended ;·rit': awl controlleu to af' gr-ei:tt an extent 
as nossible. validity 
reliahi1.5.ty of tlJ.e ;;oasur:tn.:~ instrur,tent 01' of :1ot'~J vs.lidity 
and rel-iability. Inadequate control of ta:::;t.i..w:; conditl ·,ns, 
or un3qual con'crol, could result in large variabls errors 
of ;u::;&s urement and of g reatf-_:r validity in one :ZT·Ou.p t'1.an in 
accounted for. 
As ·r:as been :":entioned previously, a llUrcJosc~ cf tl!e 
exar;1iner, w!1o follovrs t':k: rr·oced:~_re as r;resented in the 
1--:-lj;; 
manual is ~resented in Appendix B. 
The conditions undsr which tests of all types, and 
esr)ecially tests of TJ···rforrr:ance, are conducted is of r~reat 
importance. Test in~ conditions must ho:; standardizc:;d. as 
thoroughly as possible if test results are to be useful 
in Dredicting accur·ate nerformance. A re·cresentative rc;-
sponse t 1:-c.at can be co:~rpar~~d with that of ot,.1ers ,nust be 
elicited from each subject. 
The develop:."ent of t 1~e ":or'{-sample test in tt',e study 
involved not only the planning of the test content and test 
form 1)ut also carc:ful consideration had to be ;siven to the 
sp:c;cial procedures required for administration aad. scoring. 
Since per·formance is rated on a relative CO';;pet:i.tive 'basis, 
it is necessary that all exaoinees be 0resented the same 
r)roblem in the sa=!8 mann. r·. Therafore, it ·:.ras i:,,;:;ortant 
that the instructions in the manual state specifically 
what is rec1uired and ·what tools and equ.ip~itent are to be 
used for each itA:l. Directions pertinent to any departure 
frorn routine test procedures ~.·?ere explicitl~r for.nulat::;d and 
explained. Besides direetions for testins procedures, the 
r:·ranual includes directions for· scoring and use of the scor-
ing l{ey. 
6. Relia~ility and Validity 
HeliarJilitv of the instrument.--The rella'.Jility of 
t~1is ins 1. rument •vas det er:r;ined by the test -retest ~r:ethod. y 
.b.nastasi states that motor tests, which are not a~ipreciably 
affected bv reuet!tion, lend thereselves to t~s retest tech-
" . 2/ 
nique. Thorndike- declaroJs tl·,at in certain behavioral 
1/Arme .Anastasi, Ps!chological Testin_i;,, Tbe ll'iac11iillan 
Co::tpany, N8'V York, 9.54, r:'• 106. 
yRobert L. Thorndi;re, Personnel Selection, Jo"m ':Viley 
and Sons, Ne"' York, 1949, p. 81. 
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measures, such as repetitive tasks of mot01' speed and s~dll 
in v!hich t'~_e situatiOiJ. of sampling from a lar.:;e universe of 
items does not arise, rep·atlticn of t>-c id,:,ntl~al r:;ea~Juring 
instrurLent ~~rovides an accsptable proce:J.ure for ssti1:1atlng 
_1/ . 
reliability. It is the opinion of Fre.:;malJ. that in the 
predictive value of a test when it is subject only to minor 
or accidental changes in conditions from day to day, the 
te-st-retest r::ethod in which the tests are given vvithin a 
liability. 
The consistency of the differentiation of individual 
results over a period of tioe is in~ortant relatively 
rather than absolutely. A pupil migbt well ac'1ieve a higher 
score on the second adrninistr&tion of a test, 'hut the real 
question from the point of view of test reliability is 
.,,_7het1 er his -,-,erforrr1ance ren:ains relatively tile sa:::c-, i1! that 
'lis relative ·9osition onJt:;e scale of rt:sults is uncl1anged. 
ImproveGent, even to t~e inclusion of practice effect, is 
desirable fr·OEl tho vier>point that it indicates area for 
gro'.rvth (which is tr1e purpose of this instru;:;wGt). Ow:o of t..'he 
characteristics of. a good psrfprmance test is t:1at practice 
l/Frank s. Freeman, Theory and Practice of Psvcholo7ical 
Testing, Henry Holt and Co;::pany, New York, 1955-, p.'*'lo. 
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The retest was aili~inistered to 50 subjects who had jeen 
tested in tr:e experb:ent;al adr:dnistration. The subjects 
were selected on an equitable bas is fror.i gradE;s four, five, 
and six in botb to~ns fro~ w~ich t~e sample was drawn. The 
retesting was done t·,·Jo weeks after t1'e initial adn::i_nistra-
tion and under procedures and conditions that •,rere identical 
for both administrations. i!IJhere possible, t "'-e pupils 
selected for the retest were still within the plus or minus 
thirty day ran~e from tbe date of birth of tr1e randon1 
selection method. 
Validity of the instru~ent.--Research revealed an 
abundance of literature with evidence of validity of S)atial 
visualization ability tests but it appears that this is the 
only area in which much research has been done. Evid8nce of 
validity for the practical use of measures of repetitive 
move·i, ent and steadiness are practically non-existent in the 
literature. Evidently tests of this nature in tJ_se to-day 
ar0 justified strictly on t~e basis of Pace validity or in-
tuition and not on t'le bas:Ls of '.Jigh co:c·relattons "''rith sx-
ternal val:td&ting crit-sria. The probability ari::Jc,s t'-:at t~Je 
failur·e to ,-,alidate te0ts ,Jf factor-s ot~~ier t1-,_au spatial 
vtsualization is due to the nature of the criteria that ~ave 
been employed. Aspects of motor ability canna~ be assumed 
to be of linliteo_ si:;nificance sirrply because t',eir LJ::plica-
tions have not been attacked vigorously by contributive 
studies. If investigation employed valid c ri tc;ria, it ;;,i::;ht 
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oe possi':;le t'·at ::anipulat:l.ve acility could, on t~~:8 :;asis 
of de~onstrated predictive value, be assigned a role of 
inroortance to r:t'idanc:::; nroced.ure. 
. II . 
Thorndike in an evaluation of criteria :::ea::;u.r6 states: 
"In practice, the co.rnplete ultimate criter·ion is 
never available, a1~ approxiuations to the ultimate 
criterion Htay be ez:traorJ.inarily difficult to obtain 
and unsatisfactory on ot~er counts. T~e result is 
that relevance of a DarticuJ.ar criterion ,,,easure 
usually r:mst be c·sti;nated very lar:r,cJly on .r-ational 
grounds ".:it~·; only lL:ited em;Jir•ical data • 11 
To a large extent, rational analysis is elEplo~Ted in the 
selectingof content c:..ncl for:ri of test it,s:ns of a ::-,ca::;trr'~ of 
this type. 
As is true of ."ost ·,;,:,rforwance tests, t~-:o 'I'est of 
face validity ill t~:ca t it appears to repr,:-;s e1:..t t'>t:' t sst; 
situation so 
is meast.~,ring t>-le intsnd.ed abilities. Facf:: valiciity in itsalf 
however, is no su~rantee of absolute validity ~r accuracy of 
rigorouEl r}:"ecks of val id.i t;::r &s tests ,)f o~her types. 
With t~e abov~ convictions in min~ and the lac~ of 
available 111easurc·;s, t"1e 1\Titer, as a resu.lt of eo11Siderable 
exrerimentation, developed and coustru~ted tv.ro wajor 
criterion measures. The first was called t~e Criterion 
Project. It was believed that t~e project yielded a score 
yop. cit • , ;J. 125 
l ') .. , . '\I·,_. 
il II h 
II 
il 
10;) 
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involving skills apparently measured by the Test of 
Manipulative Performance. 
The criterion project was administered to all subjects 
in the original sample, with the exception of one boy who 
had moved, approximately one month following the adminis-
tration of the Test of Manipulative Performance. The pro-
ject was also administered on an individual basis under the 
same conditions as those required of the study instrument. 
The criterion project consisted of the following 12 
parts and required fasteners: 
Part 
1 top 
2 sides 
2 top braces 
Fastener 
4 one-quarter by two inchJnumber 
20 flat-head stove bolts and wing 
nuts 
connected by braces and spreaders 
4 three-eighths inch by number 16 
machine nuts 
2 lower spreaders 4 one-quarter by one inch, number 
20 round-head stove bolts 
2 handles 4 one-quarter by two inch, number 
20 flat-head stove bolts and wing 
nuts 
2 wheels 2 one-quarter by two inch steel 
tapered pins 
1 axle fastened by wheels and pins 
==~F=============~~==----~==============:============-=-~~=-===W======== 
I 
•! 
e uds of t "1e ! top b:r·ac c s 
t:L;hths inc~, by nur.J.ber 16 threaded stur: ~ w'bich v1ere passed 
; 
throuc;h plates a ttachetp- to the sides anc1 t'le braces were 
secured by turning the ~nuts onto the studs. Internally 
threaded, one quart·;;r {-nch by number 20, sleeves were in-
sert~d into t~e ends o~ t~e lower spreaders. The round-
head stove bolts wore passed through holes in plates 
fast~ned to the sides and the stove bolts ~ere screwed in-
to the sleeves to secure the spreaders. The top and han-
dles were fastened in place by means of the flat-head stove 
bolts and wing nuts. The axle was placed in poe:; it ions 
through the back legs of the sides. The- '!!heels. '::ere t1ien 
placed on the ends of the axle and held on by drivincs the 
nins into holes in the ends of the axle. 
·An open-end v:rench, a screwdriver·, and a ha.lTL:;lcr \·:i th 
n~J.ich to Li:;,"'ive the pins, ·were provided for the assembly. 
In tl1e administration to the subject, the project in 
disassembled form '.'Jas presented on a blanket placed on the 
floor together '.'rith tools necessary for assembl~r, as shown 
in Plate XXVII. A folder containing e nlargeL!c=:nt s of 
Plates XXVIII ancl JG"'<IX, as shown in Appendix D, was ~iven 
to tbe subject to stucly for t···Jo minutes, S.llc.'i t":leu b.a vias 
. ~ 
instructed to assen::ble t'1e project. Scoring wa~> Otl the 
bas is uf a :;paduat ed scale ran3in0 in t L,e f' rom 10 rninutes 
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Plate XXVII . Criterion Project Disassembled 
Plate XXVIII . Criterion Project Assembled 
Without Tray 
Plate XXIX . Criterion Project Assembled 
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~lfotely in 10 i,inutes he v;as given a :::;cor-c.:, of l:JO; f,:;r each 
six second.s beyoud t<-rl minutes requir-ed to as:>eEli-Jl" t'lo 
proJect, )111.~ :;'oint was subtracted fr()~'~. t1"e u1ax~.:;:ur.1 scc>re. 
T'ne fol1orving 1.'!il1 srsrve to illustrate t"c3 scorin:=; pro-
csdure: 
-" . ..... 
·1'"lliU 'J 8 S Second.s Points 
--
10 100 
6 )g 
12 98 
18 97 
24: 96 
30 95 
36 94 
42 93 
48 92 
54 91 
11 90 
The second criterion r.ieasure was called tb:: Criterion 
Test. The plan in this as:~;ect of t'~~~~ study ·.·;as t~1e cor·.c~-
lation of the T:::;st of l.~anipulative Perforn:anc'.'; ."'iti.., a 
selected paper-and-pencil test of i::anual dexter:i.ty and 
mechanical inforr;1ation. .Again, resea:cch did not reveal 
one t':at could be adapted reo.dily to t'w study. Conse-
quently, the writer devised and develcned the criterion 
test in Appendix E to c.CJ-cifl3nsate for t~-,_e lac;.: of a stdtable 
obtainable instr'JJ.ent. The criterion test '"Cis a group test 
that requir·ed fourteen :ELnutes of actual testinf~ th:.e. The 
equipment for the criterion test consisted of a test book-
let; two standard school lead pencils, shar~;8ued on one end 
and flat on the ot!ler end; two pieces of t;1asking tape to 
secure the test bookl~..,t to che des>:: toi' '."/':len t":te use of t•NO 
hands and ar::1s v; a~> rc;quired s imul tanE:ously; a pat t c::-·n i:tJ. the 
shape of hollov,;' s <:~mi-c i:c·c le, t~-,rec: incl1c s out side dianeter, 
1-~ inch,;s ins iJ.(:; diameter. 
The mas>::in,::" tape vws placed at t'ne toD and bo::tm;; of 
ttw booklEct 1.'.'henevl:: r t'~1e proble::. required it. Per.ld tt ed 
tL1e valu.es arr~ enterr:;d above eac1.1 lten~. T~e;{ v1ere ;;,.dlJ.er·ed 
to risidly in all adJn5_nistrat:ions. 
In order to deter8ine the reliability of the criterion 
test, it 'vas act;~·:in:Lstered to two gr·oups consistin: ;)f 25 
boys in the first half of grade seven at t':l.e Burncoat 
Junior High School in Worcester, Massachusetts. It was 
re-administ-sred to ttese same bo~rs a vveek later and ':Jas 
found to have a correlation co-effici2 nt of 0. 83, v.r"1 ich was 
considered to be of sufficient :nagnitude to 'oe used as a 
criterion r:tc:asure :dththe Test of banir.ulative Perfor;:-,-,ance. 
Supple::~entary criteria.--The evaluation of two supple-
,nentary criterion : .• eas ures .·1er2 intrc1d.lJC ed into t';s s tncly; 
a tr·ansf:r:;"ed srade-point score, be:u3ed on a letter grade 
l08 
evaluation by t'1e classroorn. teacher, or ;r;anipulative per-
for~ance of each subject in the sample; the intalli3ence 
quotient of eac.:~: subjE,ct as deteri.:ined 1:: y t1;e California 
Test of Mental I.Iaturity. Bot!> tO'.".'ns frorr, '.'Jblc't t'"e sa;l~ple 
administered at t:--e same e;rade levels; grades one, three, 
1/ 
and five. Bennett and Cruikshank- state t"C~at lo1j,J corr.::,lati' 
between intelli,~,:~(lCe test scores and rwchanical ability 
tests ~as been used as a criterion for validation. To 
investigate t~lis t11eor·y in relation to ti1e Test of 
111anipulative PerforLance, t!.1e intelli£jencc: quotient •:Jas ob-
tained _;:'or eac',1 boy in t"le study and corTelat i onal tec'n-
niques, explained in a later section, wer~ carried out. 
Transfor;D.ation of letter-grades to -;_:rade--o-Yint scores 
~.nas acco~n:c:Jlis"led in t 1.'J:2. following :i;&rmer: 
Grade Points Grade Points 
E 10 F+ 5 
E- g F 4: 
G+ 8 F- 0 
G '7 P+ 2 I 
G- ,.. p 1 0 
YGeor·ge K. Bennett awl Ru.t-:1 I: • Crui:\shan'vc, .11. SuCJ.c_ary of 
Manual and ll~ecbanical .Ability Tests, 'r'1e Psyc;10l'Jgica1 
Corporation, New York, 1948, p. 8. 
1.09 
1.10 
7. E.xperime ntal Adrr:.inis t rat :i_ on 
Des c ri Dt iOil of s a~:::)le. --T1·1e e lem.:mtar;r sc'r-J.oo ls of A.u1n:.rn, 
d . . ., . d -'-. 1 t ' -, . ._. c. t: pan :eng, prur:arL-Y res1- Pnu~a owns ooruer1ng 1_, ~'~ 1 -·~r 
dicate consruity ,-_.·iVJ. t''e objectives uf tl:e study. It was 
considered to be a good cross-section of ~oys of varying 
abilities. The re:;n•t:sentativeness of the sa2:1nle ·was :ftJr·ther 
en~anced by t'1e inclusion of cbildrerl of itinerant con-
struction and engineering ~J,:;rsonnel ei:,ployed. on t"::te Cross-
State Toll Road, and teJJTOraPily res:tdin.c; in t 1 1e st:~lected 
towns. 
Statistics, to be :t:r·esented in later sections of t~~e 
study disclose the great amount ofro:Jog<:~neity betvveen the 
two towns in practically all aspects of the study, which 
provided a 1Jount;iful field for the extracti-:>n of data for 
statistical comrarison. 
kethod of random selection.--Generally, in an ex-
~1erimental study of tests and measurer;er1t, :l.t is ~Jossible to 
determine the i:rrnortant charactE;ristics of a gr'onp to be 
tested, and the proportionate occurrence of these 
charaeteristics. To c1.ake t'.·e sample probably rer,rc3e.£lta-
tive, t1-~e cases ta:cen for study wero selected at l~andom. 
111 
T11i::: is interpreted to ... ean L1.at t';1e selection of ca.sf~s ,-;as 
made in such a ·:·ci;' t:1at each individu::..l case rad an ec:ual 
and inde1)endent c'l1anc 0 of beinG selected. 
In order to obtain randomness for ~~e samnle t~ be 
test;;d, it ;vas decidE;d that in orucr fer· a 
selected, ~is date of birth must be within plus 0r ~inus 
30 da:rs of t~1e date of t~l.e atLiinistrat ]_Oil of t1-1e test to 
that individual. The second stipulation •;Jas t'-:;at t:··e boy 
must have also been in t:le modal 3rade for 1-;.is age. Since 
the testing proe;ram ·vas c<.1rried on oet~·!'ec,n January and 
April, and hoth t'J·vns adhered to the 001icy of re~uiring 
the a ttain:.r.ent; of f'ive y'3ar·s of age pri~r to Jannar:~ f'Lrst 
for entrance to s e~ool, the sa:;.:mle mo,Jlded into ti1e fo1lo-.·-
in,;~ categories: 
Grade 4 Age 10 
Grade 5 Age 11 
Grade~ 6 Age 12 
eac::1 ::f ::o;rades fou.r, fi vs, and six fro<r: eac'h sc~ool &ml from 
both towns. They v;ere invest ic;a ted Cd.i> fu1l:r for in.:_~or:;:a-
tion t>1.at led t::· t'·,e extraction of data for al1 boys t>:-:at 
Intel1i.:3;ence test data and occupation of fat~-,Ol· c;_r·:;;rt: also 
secured f'ro:::: reconi. Table 1 sho~s the srade 
populations 'Vit}"t res0ect to boys and t~-:e nu:;J'er of oo7s in 
eac~2. -~r&Lh: t'laC fulfil.l.'u t'::: requtr,: .. C;it3 .f.'Ol' :canJ.·J::: 
selecticn. T'.·e total sa:"~1le consisted ::>f l5f: bc.1ys • .M.S 
8.!"10t:·.er indica~:'con of the relative sillilarity of tl-:e t1.vo 
towns, it can o:; seen t:_at a total of 76 boys was ;:_;btained 
in Auburn and 7; boys in Shrewsbury. It can be noted also 
t~at total enroll~ent for boys in the t~ree grades in 
Auburn was 344 boys .,,!hile in Shrewsou.ry it 't.'as 367 boys. 
Ort::anizational Drocedure.--The n-;;xt st'>O in t>:e 
procedur'e pr:::liwinar:' to tr_e test in; was t' s -::n"~anizat:i_on 
of in.fonnation on tl1e testing data sb;et for each building. 
':Pbese abstracts included tl-:ce grade; classroom t:::;ae~l:n'; 
na:r:e of testee in al:ohabetlcal order; dat•::· of ';..>irt"cl, '''hie~;_ 
Tas verified b:r the ·::Jupil ''''!:'1en tested; intelli ~·(;nee 
quotient and tb.e teacher's evaluation oft~-:~:· boy's ::anipu-
lative abi l_ity. 
In .1r-der 1~o der:l.v •. ~ aximum efficisncy in t~:c: u.s·::; of 
available t L::e, a ':'l"e2.fc,J_nary canvass 'Yas ;':c..d:. :-;f eacl1 
snecific data on t 
and freedom fro·· distractions. Unqualified (:;o-Yerat :_::;n 
1tras n1et in t..~'-rer·~r lr1s:~ar1ce~ FrOEl t~~}(:: ir1f~J~·:-,.at:t.on :~~at~l0J_·~·:d 
fr0::1 tt.:::;se conferences, a master testing sch2dule ·-·.cas set 
up • 
ll:! 
1'&.ble 1. '['()tal ~nroll,r;ent o!: ..3:'ys a..u..:t. ;:)&~.rcr;J..e 
:U~_;:r·:Lv~~<.! f~c·JL: ~}rades Four··, ~l\r;~-;, at1J. 
Six of .h.Ll1} t1r·11, tia s sac 1··1 1. s :~-; t t s d1J.d 
s~-LX'0V!SbD ry, I.Ia s sac'1.us e t t s 
.Auburn 
Total 
Enroll'!iGnt 
Bo~rs 
l.S:l 
Tested 26 
l 
! 
Jrade 
99 104 
24 2:3 '76 ! 
----·------- -----·-·----+---------t------+--~-·-···----
1 
Sl!_re·:rs bU.l"~T 
Total 
Enrollment 152 
3\):rs 
'resteu 
I 97 llS 367 
19 
---------+----·--+-------+-------1------·---
T.Jtal 
:=nrolln"ent 
I'·'.:ltal 
Eoys Tested 
293 
,..., 
o~ 
196 222 'El 
43 51 
on an indivillual oas:is in order (l) t0 1'"','rr.:it car-~·f Jl o~J-
(:".:.) to bbst;:;::ve fc..cility or uifficulty in ~~andling t•Jols 
tas1z, awl 
intervie .. rs to 
'l'1lC data fc:r T. 11is ex"0E~rimental st;~.ci"'.I ·.·r .:::-·r.=; c·>7-airl:·d 
:--,e ·t:··· ~- ~" 'l Januar··v l c):-:,::_ '"" 'l'' :..prJ.· l l -:> r:: ,:~ -r -) -1.' ,, ·r, ·=· -,-.-J..' .-) ,-; -, +' 
'·- . ,·, •....; ,_ ... v ' ··- ..__, - ._,. ~ ... ~ .... . . , ..._ •J c '-' , -- ... t-4. _.. ..... ... ..... "-A .._, _...._ 
~rcdu~~d add2d Vdluabl~ data in 
val ida~ i•Jll• 
l~;entioned in a :Jrevious section, t:~e criterior;. nroje~t ,_,;as 
----'---~ 
m'_nistration of t"Clc •rest of r.~aninulative Parfor:nance. 
Administration of the criterion test.--Upon conpletion 
of t~1e ad.:;:inistraticm of the criterion ·:-,roject, t'::e 
in t':e saE1ple r!it~--:in a scl1ool \'Jere tcs~c:u. a.t one sitting 
~henever it ~as nos~iblA t~ have all or them together at 
or1e tire an:i a suitable room was available. T',le previous 
conditionG Jf t:~stiug proceJ.ure also ~T·c:o'.iailed in t~·!is ad-
l::inr.~tration. It 1.•;as l ·:perative that enon~1' ·.vorking s31ace· 
of both arms. This test ·;.ras execcmd in a si ttiug position • 
.All mat3r:i.als ,3 ntrance of 
t1Je testees for· orderly pr:Jcedure and e corl:Jr;:y of tL1e. 
8. Statistical Treatment of Da-':;a 
I1:etbods of analvsis .--All stat·t.stical analysLs ·,:,·as in 
ter:r;.s of sac1! zr·ade i11 bo t'1 to··:(lS and all ~~ or,.,,'!'Jinat ions of 
analysis, an<.i to ~::~a.~ce exte£;siv·.:: G .)?'"::·c b..~-. l3 .J llS ,, f' \.IJ. the 
acr;rueJ. da~a in o::.-der t.:) deteF::nine the si:-;ni-E'icane<:; of the 
study. 
l iE .f.~} 
At the co;;:pletion of t'J.e scorir1.:3: :)£'all tests, a fre-
::uoncy 0.istri'.wtion ·Jf scores for (l) eac'~ it;:~F l11 t'cc TGst 
of l .. s.n5..nulative Perfor:t:ance; (2} total ~:c,.)y·,:;·; of t~1e test; 
and ( 4) t~-:.e cr:ttcrion 
compil;?.d fo:r· each d:i.vision of the sa-:-.ole. y 
Guilford describes ti1e norn;al CGrv,:s of J.:tstrH~u·l.:;ion 
as 't ~ilw: 'bilaterally symn1etr-tcal a'oOiJt t' '"=' •. cd.n, t>Jat 98.74 
ne1~ cent cf t 1~c entire uistributicn :'alls c··Lt 1~-i_n t~;(; li.:its 
+ 
-3 st21.ndarU. deviations. Using this as a criterion, ,::<:::.ch 
done largely on a portable Friden Auto~atic Calculator. As 
a cons~quence, c..ll db.ta ;·•ere 'handled in un~:>;rouqeu f'or·r;,, and 
J.""or~ul'~ 1"'or t'h1"'' , .. .,.,.,n (I·") ,--,f ,::~nr>~-, v.:ov.l-· "~'l ·-· c·.•aQ r.r 1.1 '-""- . ' '-' J.'-·.·C..C. '/~ ./ .... ,.,..v ... I.J'I...L, '-"-l---··' ,J ~J ~' 
j•J 
EX "-'a::; the sum of the scores, and 1\J the num:-,er of cases. 
In t~e same teros, t~~ for~ula for t~o stdndard deviation 
(d of E".acb •.·ariaoL- 1'J8.S l ~.....,1,.,.,~...,.t""X,_& __ ___,(,-.£~X~) 2 ''!1rte rE: £X •r;a2 t:~le 
,~ N 
sum of EJCOres ,t,Xc, t~,e sur.. of c:ac1~" scor,:j squ.arsd and l~ tl1e 
Central t'3nuencv and varic..bilitv.--;Stat:Lstical 
-~--- .. --------~·-----"-
description involv(~d t"le calculation of t'':s ;Lean, standar·d 
YJ. P. Guilfo:c·d, FnnJ.a,;".:;n:~al Statisti:;s ~n Psyc1:o1ogy and 
Education, NicGr&\·'r-Hill book Co:;-~)any, N8,,,, Yori(, l.J42, 
p. 86,;.8'7. 
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devit;t.tion, standard error of the ;lleCi.n, and standard error 
of t'~e s tanuard clcv~_ation uf' all variables. T'l:le following 
for:":Wl<'ls in t"'e se ar'.:las ·:1ere used: 
( ., )- A"'l' 1 •• ean !v. _ ~
StandarJ Deviation (OJ:~ ltN£X2 - (£XJ2 1'~ v 
1/ 
Standard Error of i'v.i ( ot:) = o 
V n-1 
Standa11 d Error of 6~~ 0"6} -
w 
2n 
The standard error is the esti ated standard deviat:on 
of the values ·::Jf any statintical r:;eas'1re "'::'-.at ~_-..rould he ob-
tained if the :r::ea:oure ~.:ere r·epeated many tiln.ss. T'--,_e use of 
a standard ::: rror enables one to state t '· e degrse .:;f.' ::-reba-
bilit~r t' a-1.; t 1:o value CJf a stat:tstical r.:easL;r·c based on a 
nev1 111easurement of a ne; sample, would fall ··it':-dn the 
of any nurrtber of standard errors on either side of tc1e ob-
tained value, C)r th:=; assmr,ption that t'le tru.e statj_stical 
t~:.e obtainf:d value. Inas:n:1ch as t'l_t_e '!.Gan ,;.ras u.sed as a 
measure of central tendency and the standard deviation as 
a r~eas ure of v ariabll i ty, the standard error of the r:1ean 
anti t'h,e stb.ndar·d error of t"l:l.e standard dev:tat:LGn ::;:ee used 
!/Ibid o 1'_'o • 128 • 
2/Ibid. p. 132 
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to descrH'e ·~11e i:lt?an and standard de,ria.tion of ea..:'! 7a.::::·ia.ole 
for each t;roup. 
Correlations.--The next ~ter in t~e statistical 
analysis was to ascertain the am~unt ~f rolati~Dship exist-
ing between the different variables for each ~rou~ and the 
co~narative relationship of the grou~s. As mentioned 
previously, to a lar::re extent, t 11e data ·,·;ere {,·_ar·~1ine c:alcu.-
lateJ. by the writer. Ther<=;fore, t 1"Ce ra·,'! scor-e· for::: for 
ungrouped data was used. The formula U3ed ~as: 
'Vhere X is the scor·e obtained "oy a boy 011 varlable X, 
Y is the :J core obtained by the same boy on variable Y, and 
N is the nwnbcr of cases. 
An e:{t3nsive and comprehensive analysis of t'1e rela-
ti::mshin bet·,reer1 all variables was deterJ1ined for each 
distinct group and for combined groups. This statistical 
analysis involved the calculation of the coefficients of 
correlation for 453 pairs of variables. To deteroine the 
slgnificance of each eorrelation coefficit~nt, t''e t-rat:to 
infers that t~ere ls no difference ~n t~e effects of t~e 
tr·eatn1ents under comparison except t~ose arising from y 
Peat~an ~ives the sa'Ilpling Jr ot'c'1er chance factors. 
yJ. G. Peat:::nan, Descrir.t:i.ve and Sa:r1plin~s Statistics, 
Harper and BroV1:o:cs, N6'.'i Yorl~, 1047, p. 384. 
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r-o 
\....--::-::'-v H 
for.nula t: ~. TY,e t -ratio is the ratio 0et\·}een &n ob-
tained differtmce and its estir:~ated standard error. '.'fhen 
it is said tt:at a difference ls significant, it is r,~eant 
that it is teo 1ar~:e to be reasonably attribu-:ed to chance 
(sc:1mpling error•) alone, and :;[:at therF~ is a hir:sh de,~ree c·f 
confidence that the two variables differ in the trait 
correlated. In order to decide ·whether or not an observed 
correlation coefficient is significs.utly gl~eater than zero, 
it must be deten:Jined how ~~;any times in 100 a sa:q;le dra1.·m 
froc a population with zero correlation would result in a 
correlation.coefficient as high as that actually obtained, 
that :is to say tlie 11 level of confidence 11 n:nst be deter;;.ined. 
If tbe c'-,ance is ver~r low, the correlation is assur,·,ed to oe 
significant. If the obtained r for study variables is ~ore 
than 1. 96 standard deviations :'ron~ t~1e .ean, it indicates 
that a cor·relati:m coefficient of the size calculated could 
hardly have been dtJ.e to ch&.nce if iJaseci on a samnle dra'Nll 
from a :' :J~)ulation Laving zero correlation, and t"ncr,::: are 
only five chance's in a hundred that the actual rr,;lationship 
is zero; since only 5 per cent of ~::e: ccrnoiw:J.·t;L:ms ·;wuld 
fall i •. o::.·e, t'-ian 1. 96 standard deviation above or belo~i ti--~e 
mean. Sequentially, a t-ratio of 2.33 is significant at 
119 
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tl1e 2 per cent 1E:.vel, 2.58 at the l per ce:nt level, aud 
at t'-,e selected nercentage level, the t-ratio (the r·atio of 
devic;.tions. 
Iten; analysis.--Tr ... e results of the preliminar;;r testing 
'.vere 'J.sed as a i;a.sis for item analysis. The test was e;iven 
\Jirith ample t:L:1e lin:its to per::r:it each individual to tr~,. all 
ite~s. For purposes of elimination and rev~sion, data were 
o<Jtained on t 1··e J.if f:i.c ul ty le,rel of t~.e individual test 
items and the de?,ree to w~ich each i+;er:1 discri:;cLw.ted be-
total test sco:r·(:::. The criterion us:;d '.'.rd.s the diffieulty of 
t:··e i ten~ as indicated by t':·1e proportioll Jf the :·rotF·, re-
sponJ.ins to it in the :prescribed ':.ray. The 'i'Ti ter folloried 
the rractlc2 of deleting items in each area pro~r~ssively 
on the basis of their relationship wit~ t~~ crit~rion un-
of tL1:e considered feasible for its acL:iniBtr::>tiofl• 
In order to yield evidence rosardin~ t~e ralative 
COlLparative effectlveness ,)f' .3e~~~ctr~u i11diviuual test iteu1s 
in t~1e eY:Jer·i:nental ad.: .. inistration, t 11e r:l",an and stat1clard 
C o~:r:;Jar-d. t i ve analysis. --AD analysis of var:~ anc 8-
;;;ultiple clas;:;:if:icC~.t;ion was 11.seJ. to ~)looviJ.e a sL:lultaneous 
drav·n. Since t::e numbers ·Jf cases in t:~:e sub-classes were 
disproportional, s or::c technique for cor.i·c ct L)u :;ad to be 
l/ 
e~1:•loycd. T1,e :.;ethod rr:~~·orted by Patters on-. 'Nas used. 
According to t~is wethod, t~e border means of t~e d0uble 
classification are successivel~r ad,j·}s-:;ed until t~1.e:r er~ual 
the .;;eneral r:·ean. The acl.}ustr,~ent tor:1;s are t11f'1l used to 
compu.te the ad,j 'Jsted sum of squares for r)otl:: J;:ain effect~>. 
To deter"litv.:; tl.J,;: significance of the differeace be-
t1ueen boys I'1avin;3 nrior exp·.::rience in m&ninulC::tt:i_ve '''Ork 
''7:l t~: t'nose boys reported as having no ex:x:ri0:nce, an 
analysis of variance e::iployinf~ the t -test Yias used for coc::-
parison of the t~o 3roups. 
ljR. B. Patters::fi, "T0e Use of Adjnstins Factors in t'-:.o: 
Analysis of Data \'.'it'-c Disproportic::natc; .-su·,:cl&ss Nu~::1~'"'l's. 11 
Journal of t1;e JtTlerican Statistical Associat:l.c::n, 41, 
~~4 ~·- s- ~ 1~·~ p. 00 -0'+<:;;, ep u. ::-'±o. 
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G ~:;:.M.P'I':2:R IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
a.nJ. six fror.1 t':;c Eols~,;e11tary schools of i•'..lbu.r·n, ..... as:3achusetts 
and Shr-e·.vsbury, rilas sac1;us etts on ax1 ir:~.Ji vidual bas ::_s d11r-ing 
GO;~cr'rised of 76 boys fro~n. Auburn and '79 boys fr-or!~ Shr·e·csbury 
To pl·'edict the validity of tee measure, t,,,o ;.Jajor criteria, 
t'~e Crit8rion Pr·::>ject and the Criterion Test, and t·.r;o rninor 
criteria, c;rade-~Joint averages and intellL~encP Y.LlOtisnts, 
Criterior1 Test, a. pa·:~·:~r-and pencil test ~f :.,:~:c'c;.anical in-
forr:ld.tion and tHancJal dexter·it;r, '-'Jas ad.uinister·E:Ll, on a zruup 
bas's, during t1-Je first two weeks of .11.pril, h)56. The in-
telligence quotients, derived by the California Tdst of 
for·ued f r-o;:1 t eac:-:er-eval ua t ion ;:;Pad~: s of L,ani::,ula t i ve 
activity. Statistical cos]ilati~ns ~f data fro~ t~~se 
1. Distribution of Scores 
6ata, the first ~roce~u?a in statistical anal~sis involvsd 
the settir~ up of frequency di3tributicns Jf derived scores. 
As previously desc~i~eti, the instrument consisted of nine-
, 
]r''338llt&tioxl i11 t~-\-e fvr·rn of&. 2·2rles VJ~ O!_,_)(~r'iL:~ .Js·cd fr·eque1l: 
t ~ '.._, J - · .. ~ 
but rat:-Ler to reveal, in a diagra;:.n:atic fon;_, t1~e t.iistribu-
the t<Jtal. 
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re::JI11tant total curve approximates tlle nor:;;al ,-; unre of dis-
The range of 3COrt;s in tl!is s&.mple :::·uns frOJr. a 
1o~ of 115 to a ~igh score of 241, a spr~aJ ~f l~G DOlnLs. 
is e7ident. 
Figure 3 indicates the distrit~u.tiou of ''c.cn:s for t::-:e 
of scores ar~Jund t:l.e it~an. Tl1e combiniu~; ~){" t'--:c su::~r,lss 
f 
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Figure 1. Distribution of Scores for the Auburn 
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sc8re of 100 noin~s. 
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boys -:-;ossessin~~ a mar:-ccd capacity of c:)tor a >:ll :Ltics a.nu 
::~ec~~,a.ni~al reasonin;:; and boys with an anparent void for such 
inh0rent qual i.tiE~ s. 
Intel1i~anc~ quotients.--The in~ell:~ence ~uotients 
deriveu fron: ad,;litl:L::>trat:tons of the; California Test Jf 
same ·1c;asur·e •.v1:ich fs.c:tiitated coc:~'arison. The frerluency 
po1yEjOns, Figures 10, 11, and 12 indicate t~H?. d:i~>tr·irmtion 
of scores· on t'.:i.s >'·:easure. 
76 boys of the Au'::J1Jr:n sa;.:p1e fro:,-, :<;I'aue~-, :four, fivs, a11J. 
curve is ,::arkedly 1eptokurtic, dspictin~; ' ore ~!cakeciness 
a concentration .Jf scores arour1d tLe niean. 
entered into th& cor,~pilaticns of t 1 H3 iLltelli:_:;eHCCJ quotients. 
Fi~ura 11 inJic&tes the distrib0tiJH o~ scorss of t~e 
low of 61 of 136 for a spread of 75 naints. 
inspection of t~e rssultant curve reveals 3reater variabil-
study is concerned, it was au isolated scorQ since the next 
lo,nest score 'i'd.c3 71; :l_n fact, ·Jn.i.y five scores fell i)olo1.~j 
total 28.Llple distrt~;ution otJ1er t'han to '::'roduce a sli.-~~lt 
negative s~e~ness. The general trend of t~d total curve 
l;oys ill ~raJas follr, five, and six cf -r_,ot' co~·,-;mr:.nities i3 
indicated iu FLs:J.J."C 12. The concelitrati·JI'l o~ scores around 
effect on t~<f'. t:::ltal samo1e ·r:it~~ a r-:sultant Cllrv;c. t,-:.at ap-
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l38 
by a lett :·r-gr-a·le '."~JiC 1< ';'a::> transposed iuto a :~:cs.de-:coint 
snore. Frequency poly~ons 1~, 14, s.nd 15 represent the 
distl"j.lnJtion of scores :cesultL12~ fro:! t'•is nroceuure.. 
Figure 10 !...,eprc:: sent s the dis t ri "'r~ut ion •Jf ~3C or~c;s of 
7:3 boys of the .huburn sample iu grs.des four, fi•.re, s.nd six. 
T't:e full range ;)f 10 points was exhaustr:-:d in s.ll :::;r-ades c•f 
both coGr:mnities. As would 1Je expected for a E3Gale Jf ti~lis 
type, w::1ere t'1e scores aJ:.'e exacted by subjc'3ctivc; ~~ld~~!1,ent, 
the resultant data are distriOL1ted into a definite bi;,lOdal 
curve t'iat is sli?;htly negatively skewed and leptokurtic in 
uatu.re, undoubtedly caused by a li.,:ltecl ~>\)s:;ible ran::-;_; ;)f 
scores. 
boys of the Shrevrsbury sarr~ple from ~;rades four, five, and 
six, and :r·onders data co::;pars.ble with tel<:: Auhurn data. The 
r:::,sul tant curve is also leptokurtic ~.)ut i nclicat ~' s a :il.i _:;;ht 
positive skewness. 
Figure 15 rt~presents the Jistri::,J.tion ,yf sc:or·es of 
3rade-point avera s of t~P 153 boys of ~r-ades four, .t:.•• • J_ l ve, 
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2. Item Analysis 
The value of an examir~tion ls ~enerMlly asreed to de-
pend lar~e ly up::>n tno factors: ( 1) B.o1·,r ~.·.·e ·Ll the test sa.:-Jr:•les 
the ob:iect:tves beinz ;:~asLn'ed; (2) Hovr ·.-.. ell eac'·· item dis-
TI.1e effectiveness of a test der)euds 11~'on t1:;o, c~laract".:ristics 
of the items of which it is composed. 
Since this was not a test involving a dichotocy or 
multiple-category choice, but rather a psrfor:nance test in-
volvin:?, zraduatecl scales, the usual .~(~t:::.ods of it eEl analysis 
nrocess .::-analysis, '.'rit'·t a criterion of co,··r,arison c)f itE:Ins 
over a -:-:~··rioJ. .'Jf ~r~;ars. The proceuu::::·t; ·.·:a.:: or;:.:<:u:tiZ0d ar·ound 
a princiT'le of natu1al en!JY1.r·ical selection; t'.at is' Jf 
.... • ..1..". 
,1.! u' 
is believed to be sufficient and rea=onably accurate. It 
undoubtedly encoura3es subjectivity in t~e analytical rro-
cess, but it J.3 Ll_nquesti.Jna1)2.y su.r•cr·ior· -'-;o c:t stat:tJtical 
an instrument of p-::.rformance. 
T~:_e sensitivity of a test as an :nstru; .. ent of Leas-
ur:..uant t::: reflected <l>\n a positive ~;J.'D·-:rcssion of r:tEc:tns 
bet~een advancin~ ~rades. Every test should ssta'li3~ 
relative level.s of advancer.1ent bet·-,·eer1 -~\r·ot·I'S ·.•Jit[~ r~ snect 
ness of individual itf::J:s, t~-;.,~ ;,.can anu sta.n<J.al'd dev:i.cttion 
sults of t'.-::.(1 cent:t'al tendency and va.rtar·ility of indi-;Tiuual 
nate d i +.; e: us : 
I-1 Dr&1ving G ire les 
I ,, -;;;; T • .LJlil8S 
I-::i Vertical Tan.·ent Lin0s 
Il-l Centerin:~ Plu:;·,i~ Bo-:..~ 
II-2 Red Tr~cing 
14~ 
Table 2. C:ellt:."al Tendency ani Variability .:Jf f{a;·r Score 
i((;;.> nl t::.; Obta~:_ neJ by 76 Auburn Bo;y"s in Grades 
Four, Five, and Six -Jn t'~e Varicl 1 8 I '-;t·::;s of 
t"-te Te :~ 7; :) f I~la11i~~· -_~_1a t i \l e Per~ ,:·r~:_,arl c e 
TJ..pr· 
..... u . ...., ... .:.,;, 
Tlf 
I-1 
I-2 
I-3 
Il-l 
II-2 
II-3 
II-4 
III-J 
III-~ 
III-~ 
IV-1 
IV-2 
IV-3 
IV-4 
IV-5 
IV-6 
IV-7 
V-1 
V-2 
(2 r 
10 
15 
15 
20 
2U 
10 
20 
10 
15 
10 
5 
20 
2U 
20 
10 
, ~ 
__;. ~ ) 
15 
l_f) 
1 r::. 
_._._, 
\0) ,4) \5) !,6) \7) -(8) \9) 1,1()) 
5.65 1.82 5.42 2.69 6. 7'7 2.13 5.96 2.29 
8.35 3. t..g 7.00 4.24 9.62 3.19 "' ~6 .:; • 0 3.76 
7.35 3.15 6.96 3.82 0 .04 3.49 7.-So 3.59 v 
r:.2.42 5 .2.8 14.08 3.32 1[-) .·c ~ 7.56 14.07 5.84 ~2.65 4.37 13.25 4.97 l·~. 7'7 :~. 69 13. 5•7 4.38 
4.96 2.13 6.83 1.'72 7.5u 2.2u G.42 2. 3() 
S.l5 0.72 8.25 4.75 fl. 33 4.41 ?.99 ·L29 
5.27 2. ·7:) 4.96 (' r-?(: .. .:;;.oo 5.9G 1.67 b.41 2.30 
G .• l2 0.3S 6.83 2 .En 7. t12 2.'74 G.?J 3.04 
5.uu 1.71 5.58 :.:;.10 5.96 1.86 5 • .51 ~ )1 j~ • :_-
3.42 1.44 3.17 1.34 3.31 1.37 3 .3(J l.38 
13.69 3.3u 13. 7'J 3 .6.5 16.73 2.43 1·4. '76 3.6u 
13.15 " r)r' '±•w.:, 14.21 4.1G 16.85 1.)8 1!~.'75 3.89 
12.27 4 r:::·-) .v..:, 12.04 4.58 15.35 ·::> _......_ ,_. c)o :2).25 4.24 
'7.00 1.29 7.02 1.u9 7.12 1.41 7.u7 ;" a ~35 
0.31 ~ .·1'7 10.67 1.3() 11.01 l.S6 lu •. 53 :? .16 
9.62 8.3J 1o.se 2.23 !.2. 31 2. ()3 10.93 2.49 
9.19 4:.41 9.42 4.12 11.12 3.34 10.05 4.13 
3. •±2 3. F38 ·~ .25 4.2u 5.73 4.85 I± .47 4.42 
"" <--------l..-
II:..::s :3:vingini3 Pendulun 
II-4 Cylinder Tracing 
III-1 Pattern Tra.cL1:_:; 
III-2 Puuching Hole:J iE Pat~~·::r•n 
III-:.:, Cut.;,inz Out Pa.tt0r·n 
IV-2 Use af ~rench 
IV-3 Uss of Screwdriver 
1.41 
IV -0 Dri v:o: Pins 
liJ-7 Remove 1~ut h.SS':t.:olic;s 
V-2 Fasten Cla~p 
u..:O an 
d.eviat i0ns ar :o r ~~1:r·'~ s enta ti ve Jf a n':':ar-nor, al de'2:rse Df 
dispersion in all i tc;;,s. 
a(l aJcc·ndins CI'der· and:-~:·:: standard 
de~r·ce of n0rn:ality as t'1at ir>1plied by tLrJ Aubl1l"'n data. 
Pos;libl€ Grade 
It C';.ill S co r:e s l----:;:F.-o_u_r_---r--~F:oi v·-e--......------,S:::-::.-:-. x----..-----,m:::::-1-0'7"'"t_a __ 1 
lv~ean ;3 • .0. l'.1ean I.iean S.D. i\·~ean S .D 
__ ,_1~J __ \~,2_)~-+~'~3~'--~\_4~)-+-~l._5_\~~1~6-·4--~~7~J \ 0} 
I-1 
I-2 
I-3 
II-1 
II-2 
II-3 
II-4 
III-, 
III-~­
III-~ 
IV-1 
IV-2 
IV-3 
IV-4 
IV-5 
rv-6 
IV-7 
V-1 
V-2 
10 
15 
15 
20 
20 
10 
20 
10 
15 
10 
5 
20 
20 
20 
10 
15 
15 
15 
15 
5.80 
7.91 
7.86 
P-4. 4V 
IJ-1. 26 
5.36 
7.34 
5.11 
7.06 
6.06 
2.u3 
13 •. 54 
jl3.89 
ILl. Su 
G.su 
S.4v 
?.89 
IJ-0. 29 
1.8u 
2.44 5.79 
3.05 9.26 
4.00 9.00 
3.31 15.63 
4.32 13.42 
2.15 6.47 
5.77 7.58 
2.67 .5.53 
2.61 8.53 
2.61 6.37 
1.39 2.53 
3.86 15.05 
4.61 15.95 
4.84 14.4'7 
C..87 '7.32 
3.65 10.79 
4.29 11.21 
3.83 10.53 
2.99 3.68 
2.81 
3.71 
4.40 
3.82 
4.13 
0.39 
::;.41 
2.07 
3.18 
2.81 
6.24 
0.44 
?.08 
J .. o. c~± 
14. ]_2 
c:). 00 
7.16 
3.88 
G.76 
1.59 2.52 
2.07 14.40 
2.76 
2.'70 
1.3S 
2.23 
2.65 
1_~5.84 
1·3. 00 
'1. 43 
10.'J4 
1l • .S4 
4.32 10.40 
5.14 4.44 
2.56 
4. ,_r::. 
1.4.3 
z) .92 
1 .. s4 
-~ • us 
::::..30 
J.64 
2.38 
3. 3() 
l.iJ4 
5.94 
-, 'Z ~ 
·:.-: • v.:-:J 
10.30 
12. 6~) 
6.68 
7.34 
5.38 
7.)9 
8.03 
14.18 
15.00 
13. '1'7 
7.22 
l.Su 3.75 
z.,1o 1~~.31 
<1.80. lJ.39 
5.12 3.u9 
2.41 
3. ~t2 
0.85 
2.39 
4.1~ 
2.49 
<1_.8() 
2.2'7 
2.51 
1.16 
3.05 
3. t73 
3.89 
l.S5 
2.GO 
3.4'7 
(e: .lo 
·L22 
----~--------~----~----~-----~----~------~------~------~-
value for advancing ~rad:s, the variabi1it~ should re~ain 
r-e;lativel~ con'3tant f:w ::ac:c :;rade and level of a.tilit7 to 
approxi;:at;e conditLms of a;;··plicai:Ji~it=~ to a nor:.al dis-
it s;tonlu 1y; able to di.stlnc;uifJh vary:i.n:~; do.r;rees of ability 
0etv;,:~en individuals. An examination of total "!<-<='- ;:::3 in 
For &11 intents and pur)oses t~a Test of ~ruli~ulative 
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Ti.ble 4. Ceiltra1 rrendenCJ and Varia.'~'ility of .;.---:_a'' .;)cere 
Resu2..ts Obtained by l5S Auburn and S~'r'C::'"'S~~-11.ry 
Bbvs in Grades Four, Five, a1d Six on the 
Var·ious Itei'1S of the Test .Jf banir·ulativc 
PE:r·fOl'.'::ance. 
~ossibl'~·-----=-----,----~G~r~a~d~e~~-----~~~-T----=-~~~1 Item Scores Four Five Six Total 
h-L,.-1 e-a-r-=1 ~s,;..:· .=-=D:::--• ..__,1,..,..'>1 e:-a:-· r-l:::r:-.,;,.3 ..;;.• ':=:D-. +-"""'i.a,_e_a_n..:::r::.;,S;;-_ .-:;D:::-.-+-...,.i:...-.= e_a_::r=-1 +s;., ;:;;.• D-=:--~. 1 
__ 1~-'-+--\~2-~--+~\~3-~J~-J~~~'~~\o_i)~r~\6~)~\_7~'J_4~,2~-~-;---'~~-'--'~'~~ 
I-1 
I-2 
I-3 
II-1 
II-2 
II-3 
II-4 
III-1 
III-2 
III-::: 
IV-1 
IV-2 
IV-3 
IV-4 
IV-5 
IV-6 
IV-7 
V-1 
V-2 
10 
15 
15 
20 
20 
10 
20 
10 
15 
lO 
5 
20 
::;o 
20 
10 
15 
15 
15 
15 
5.74 
8.10 
7.64 
10 •. ss 
1l.G5 
5.48 
7.69 
5.18 
6.66 
5.51 
2.£';2 
13.61 
10.57 
12.00 
6.39 
'3.79 
3.62 
9.82 
2.40 
2.14 5.53 
;) • t±9 8. 00 
4.2) 14.77 
4.29 13.09 
2.13 6.67 
~LS5 7.95 
2.01 5.21 
2.94 7.58 
2.~C: 5.93 
1.54 2.93 
3.50 14.35 
4.34 1·1.98 
4.58 13.12 
2.30 7.19 
3.12 10.72 
0. 6 :' 11.02 
3.94 10.16 
3.41 4.00 
2.69 6 .. 51 
4.07 G.53 
4.o9 9 .. 06 
3.57 16.00 
4.49 14.45 
2.58 7 .. '75 
4.97 7.37 
2.21 5.80 
3. 04 8. "'_.(;, 
2.74 6.3.5 
1.t;;5 G.92 
3.06 15.59 
3.66 l-3.35 
3.98 13.67 
1.20 7.41 
1.75 1.1.24 
'J.-.'JJT l'J-.08 
4.37 10.'70 
4.58 3.14 
2.42 5.95 
~.34 '3.54 
3.96 3.10 
5.20 14.70 
4.42 10.12 
2.10 G.55 
4.38 7.66 
2.02 3.3;:) 
2.72 7.40 
2.32 ~-i.94 
1.'30 2.81 
2.96 14.46 
2.86 l4.;3.s. 
2.56 ~~.52 
rJ.f76 7.14 
1.94 1U.l3 
2.60 10.36 
4.50 lO.S3 
5.16 ;:.,.77 
Performance "'-P•)ears to DOsses::; the nec·;ss&r~: validit;;r. 
2 .2.3 
3 • 1h3 
3.65 
4.24 
4.10 
~-29 
4.45 
8.20 
2.'73 
2. 2CJ 
1.44 
0.21 
3.66 
z,. 91 
1 •. 55 
:::.51 
3.02 
3.J9 
, .- , 
'±. ~J... 
tribution of seJrf:;S by grades a:..1d 1)y c.O:'l~:,unlt::..es, ci freq:J•";J:l-
1_' 
~·r no1vaon ~.ras constructsd for eac~ it2n~. v~ .1.. It-o 
of the frequency distri-bution figures s':-ons t'·:at t;'1e dis-
1/ T11e 1vriter consid:::n·;:;d t'"'•:c' rest~ltant :,a->:;cd.&l too ex-
tensill~ und dctail·Jd to 1.>"' incor-:._ior·ated i1.to t>e ··,ain bodv 
Of t, .. ,,.,- +-1-,ec~·i s +'--'c·(-~~,..,,-.... o~->-·c reaJcr is r·.~f"'Y>'"E::u -l-1 .:.n,....8l1c'4x • 4 :_\~ ,.} •... ;..,.) • ' 'J _ \ .. J ... · .. ' ..1,. .._, J. \,I lJ I • • I - • •• \_,.-'- .._ J ''-" ... ~~- }-' .A. ..I.. 
F fcJr a detail,"'d i1lustr-ati81l of t>e r-:csults o,':' t 11is 
proct.:,J.,J.l'e. 
14() 
tynes of ~urves. As to he expect~d, t~ors ls co~sid.;rable 
It is deemed s uf fici eut to mention at t 1 ~j_ R tL;c:~ that 
one constant disenruible charact:~;ristie lll t-:.-"e va:;:.'i:)'lS 
itc.'ms ?·as tte increa:o~:: in the ma,:?;nitude of o..:ilit~r in ~n·o­
portlon to t}"G a;-::;s -of t'0e subjects. T~,is '.~ras found to be 
true t 11roushout th~;; study. It is appar;::;nt t 1ca~ ti-:ere is a 
t enden.c;r for motor and :nechanica.l a bili t i,: s t .J be cone ; ,ore 
highly related --.·t th each other ·:· i th inc red.:; in7 a~;e. 
3. Perfo:cr;:ance on Test of l.!an:i.y:u1at·ivt'; Pt:r-on:;anco 
deviations, toq8ther ryit~ t~e standard error of each index, 
of t1"J.e Test of i-.iani ~·u 1 .. ative Perfor:::ance ar·e tJho~.-;n in Tables 
5, 6, and 7. 
fiv0, G.nd six •. An insrect·tou of the d&ta Jisclc·ss;c: a 
def-tnite increa:3e in ,, •::'dH -~con-:;s ·.etne·::.c1 t 1"~e grades. If an 
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Grade 
\ 1) 
Four 
' Five 
Six 
Total 
Cent r<::t1 Tehdencv ar1d Variabi: i tv of i=tDY' Sr: :Jl'G 
B.csu].-'::.s Obtaine;l by 76 Aubur-n Boys in :Jra.:ies 
Four, Five, and Six on t,__"e Test ·Jf i •. aninu_:_i_g_t;ive 
Perfort:LancG. 
Possible .. Range of o;; Score Sc or·e ;3 I.Iean S.D. cJ6"" 
( "' ;:::;, i, 3 r r, 4) \51 \ 6 ·' . '7) \ ' 
280 37-::316 1,!')6.81 5 • gr7 2~). 26 4.14 
280 l00-201 165.03 4.97 20.84 3.44 
230 140-219 1J0.42 ::1:.05 20.23 2.31 
280 97-219 170.92 3.33 
' 
82.83 2.64 
instru:ent o'f: t 1-,:ts t~ ~--e j_s to function eff\:-:ct~vc1y, results 
, 1 t ,... '+ f +" •t-• • 1. QE:Ve O••c:en 0I 1.!&"Gu<:r .S 0 aCulV'.vl8S lUVO.V1ll;_-; speed, ~>re-
C "n"·) lQ- s+r 0 -l-+'1' ~L :.> l ~... ~ L, C:.t! · ·J ·:·_·1 :_:) u i_. • 
the~- osco.:.e Ol·,c; r.;aclil;,: adJusted to a t:sst :::f' t1·Js nature 
fiv in 
to 
23 roints. 
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f . ' 
. r-o;;; :~ "'"'-' ~r~des, follo~s anal ost s i : i 1 o. r nat t :; rn, 
Ta~_,le 6. Cent Tdl Te!Hle uc;.r £<nd. Variu:~i li t:r of Haw Sc Jre 
rte~~Li.~-1-~3 Ol"'ltained t)J' t7!;J ~3~~1~~\·~s~~ttr·~7 J.~)~r~) ir1 
Gract~s ~aur, Five, and Six on th~ ~~st of 
i.1ani ·•;I '"-:jive P:::rfcr:.~ance. 
Possible 1\an::e :Jf 
·"'t .'1 - Score Sc ur'BS r.:ean oG .D. c).y Lrrcu.1e .:;) (1 ) ( 2 ) ;:; 
' 
~ 4) , ~ 
' 
fJjf I 7 I ' j \ t._J 
FJur 830 115-~41 155 .03 '1.31. 2'~ .10 ,. .. ,-· ..... 0o0Q 
Five 280 116-227 176.84 ,::J .~9 26.66 4.33 
Six 230 1::::0-224 1~2.92 • ,-.,r;:: 4J: • .::_)._. 23.77 3.36 
Total 280 115-241 1s.;.1o ':' '.:. ';; o • ...;,.. 2J.28 2.33 
varL:..>:;ilit:; in n,:;rfor:--.lhnce .Jf t'!e su'~,iscts testeu. i-;.s in 
tween ?T&.des indicating an "no:::o~;eneity of t:--ll= sa.::i:~,i_-:.:s frOc!l 
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Ta-ole 7. Centr·a.l Tend~ncy ~uu 7~ri aoili ty ~f_.i:{a.:·: Sc<Jre 
R'esults Ootalned >Y,)' lob ..;;.u")urn anc-1 ;:)'lpt=o·.rs1:·onr~' 
3o:i·s i J.l Jri::t.d.~ ·-~ F·=)D.l-;, Fi \T!~, arld 3i~-: on ttL.::: ~rest 
of ~.lani"l.1lHti-v-e Perfc:::.·· a.nce. 
p <L-J :o i 1) 1 e -- of ."1.&1l~~3 
X:: Gr·adc Se o~c.:: 3COT·(:S I,Iean ... , ..... ::-_; .1). C:cr' 
1) \ 2J 13'1- I, 4) ~ 5J t ;:::) 71 \ \ \ 
-
F:Jur 2SO -~') '•"-f -2?1 155 • T:! 3 =30 I?(.~ .84 ,--, .61 I . '-'-- G 
?ive '?<"'0 l-J )\....1 l~C-227 170 .28 3 .98 25 .79 '2 .78 
Six (~ _!""'o (\ 1 ~:fJ - 2 ~-A 186 .75 3 .16 22 .34 c·: ,, ........ · ..... ~ c.. •'-'-'-
Total 23'J ~-)r7-S4J_ 169 .a:; . .05 S'J ., l .65 '- . -~ 
-t 
i::; s.n iadieat::Lo:l :~··at ~'-;:; distri-bu~~ion approxLatcs r:tor-
total test seorcs, it 
,_ .. , ..t... • ' "1 
U>....,uc.l-
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'T't~.':12 °.. Co1t:•;;,.1 I\;ndeuc;- ar1u 'h.ri;;,.~oility ;)f Ha,_·; ,~en.!:'': 
~{e::;ults O~Jt<:tineo. ';y 7.) .A1J." u:::·r1 ~o:: ~' i:u J·r'8.cJ.::'S 
?;Jur, Pi,_T,·, and :,::.:: ·Jn '~lo.ri•.)US ~·Ll:~-'T'est.s Jf 
t 1·"'.n ~c::;t \_.Jf ~ .... a.rli:·:_·l.~~(.iti\r~..:. Pe:-c·f.·:l~··.:.al1CC.. 
Pos :o ' le :::f· 
' -
~f.C:tu[:;-3 ~-Gr·etde Sub t ~:: s t ::)G ·=--I·t-~ Scores - .:ail (' • D • q "' \..;~,_, u V' 
\l_) ~2 I \0 ) ( 4 ) ( t; ) \ " 1 \, 7 ) ~ ) ~) --, \ ) I v 
I '-1C' 5-02 '') l "" 1 •' ~ r< ·:1 ~2' l :J~' '"-- •Gv . -= .-. 
' 
. . 
,!":' r:-~ 
'70 1-, .. ~ 
' 
,.._, _.,. 
'! ( i .L<J-vO ~- •, nc.: l.U . ) .LJ. { ·-· t .. )') . ~ . \..J ·~J .,;... { . • ~:r :... 
Fe; ''r III 7-27 
~ 
., ;:.e l l)C: t ' ., (j 74-o;:. . . ' . ,_, . V .. L . 
""H l•J5 24-87 iss ' ~ .-,~ ~ 4 '?., , ., ... _I_·,! . '±0 ::..: . c . v.l L . ,) 
-
'T 3u 3-22 l <) 1 c:: 1 ] ~ ~ ,...., .... ;: 0 r··~ ...... v ~ :-.) (v ( ~-\I .c . v . . 
·-
I 4U !5-33 .L .)d , 7,-. -:t:S ,, .-. J. . 0 . .. . . .:...~ 
TT Y~(l ~1-57 4::::; • 42 l 74 ('~ ~? l ')r l -'-~ { ..• . 
·-· 
. 0v . j,.J\_.; 
Fi\T8 III 35 3-2:? 17 . 3e 1 l 5 t:: E:"i r; ,-,_...., . '-• . 
·-
. ,_) '~ 
I7 1U5 54-iH 7 l • ':')3 2 22 l_:) '=·? , 5·1 . . .. . 
v 30 3-25 14 .os 1 1 ""' r:; .71 (_) ,...,("': . ~' . :.;.._' :J ..... v ,, 
I 40 13-35 2,-) ~.:::: , 04 1:;:) (~ ' . -. . L . 
-· 
. . <.: 
I! 7V 20-55 ,< "' .[:4 1 L±C {' 27 l CJ1 -....:-•.) . . . 
3ix "'TT 35 10-28 19 jf':. u ?:8 ';_! . os n i±7 J. -- '" • <..• . . 
T~T 105 58-98 ?3 ;::·r , so '"' 5(J , 32 . .l .. . ;,; . J. . 
H 3u 3-26 ., " () r:-
., 1 f) ,. r;;:-- -
' 7'7 '· . _) ,_, .L . ...... ~) . \_! ~~ . v . 
'. .. . ·~ ct c 
1.51. 
I'able 9. Centrct.l 're.ldeuc;;· a.11d Va:d.&l:ility of :1a · sc:.n·e 
S.es~Jlts Obtai{E:cl ~-)v 79 :::':rc;···;8'1t.'J:':' 3o:;s i '}l'iiu\'oS 
Fo1.>.:c, Five, an,.;. Six ·::u Varlous St.~' -TJsts of t>·le 
Test :;f l.~i:inl,··t..l".c:..tive P::'rfor· .a!1C•::'. 
P ·:· s s i·: lc • FLange of 
< Grade . S,Otest Sc Ol__,·,:: Scores "·· c O.li C' . .., <,...-~J.i.ll h.) •l.J. \J•j "" . 
"1) J ~2_) I ;::_,l \4' \ z. ,l \ 6 i, 7) ' SJ 
I LlO 4-38 21 110 ".J;o_,J ] • ;so 7.~4 () .95 
II ','('\ ::::Z-65 os .86 ., • r:3 J .30 ., l '" I u .1. J . . -'· ( 
Fvnr TTl 30' 8-31 1 Q .4u 0.)2 .... •.· A o.c4 ~.J...l. ~ ' L • c.)"± 
I\T 105 35-89 C~4~ .80 2 .37 ! ·1 • ·J'r7 1 .79 
\f ~o 0-21 12 .0'2 0.89 .... .17 n i-~0 ., ._. .._. . ._.~ 
I 40 4-37 f _; ,.._~_ r::. 2 •'1"1 g .;::;,;:; 1 .51 w u. t.J ·-· oG'J 
rr r""1f) 25-58 :~3·.11 2 -, ...... ·J .~1 1 .so I·,'" •.J.. ( ~-
Pi...,..re III r.: r 10-28 2tJ. 42 "1 or• ·:1. c~3 (}.~74 v'-' . ( 
IV 105 .53-101 76 .63 2 ~t:' •OC l l _, __ '. ~ .Go 1 • ,._·\c\ 
H 3u J-27 14.26 1 .70 7 .21 1 .17 \f 
I 40 2-37 24.7G , .55 7 .so 1 .()7 .J_ 
II 70 25-55 I 44.:12 J .• 36 -s • 6E3· 0 .'J4 
Six III 35 13-27 2().28 0.~4 4~ 10 ·~~ ().52· 
IV 105 49-;:JG 77. <±4 2 .11 10.02 1 I! r'""' • ·:t !...:.' 
~r 30 o-29 1_4 ()l) ., .53 . .., / ~ l .06 v . '-" ........, .L ( • .:..J:(:: 
test reveal a ~ro~ressive increase bet .sen advancin~ zrades 
variability ana bas :i.e ally fo110''i the 38.n:e lJC< ~t e-:cn as t:1e 
1 r::. ') . ;) ..._ 
A 
·--...;:: . 
as 
tests. 
variaolss. 
3ener&lity or specificity of ~~ .... '-"' u -..1. -/ sub-tast:.:: 
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v.:i.tr t'le total te;:;t olCOr'J, and also to derive t'~,e ~-ropor-ti·:1n 
tot8.l 0core is corre1&ted cit}~ a sulJ-test, s~-·n·iou.sne3s iD 
inc:luded. in t'::: tJtal score. T"'r1e degr<:i3 of correl&tion 
aL!Ong the various carts ·:Jf t'>2 te::;t shou.J.d ino.ica-Ge t~_,e 
de,:~re,~: to v:' ic~ t"·-:e~r a::;."e n:.easuring the sar::e charactsr:istics 
of t'h.e test. 
The s ir;;nificanc~:.~ of eac'n obta.ined r ··ca.s t::c'e:.ted aga.inst 
hy9othesis t 1 1at t~e population r is zero. 
reflection upon t~e null hypothesis,r is acceptsd as in-
t~1e desired rssnlt a small de~ree of 
order to det :e:rmi cw the singularity of t".-ce fac t~or::: l:rouL1C;~d. 
The ol.!jective is a set of cat:egories w':~ich are :;;utually in-
deper1dent and colJ.,~ctively L1cl,Jsive. CorrE:lacicns statis-
tically ni3nificant b~yond the one per cent level of con-
l I 
.::.; 
Snedecor • 
follo~in~ sub-tests: 
m.l e "t I . ( ? ) - ~ 0 (> ,, ·:· t''l'i c ,_, ': '-'. .tl. "''I" ll" +"'-
,;::::: , - .!. ..... ,_ .• _. _a ............. _,_ ~ J\,.4\.,_ ...~.. u.._'>', 
Precision, Su'~-Test III; (·'tJ Tool Pcrf-Jr•· .. anc.:;, Sn'o-Test IV; 
and ( 5) Mec~anical Insight, Su~)-Te s t V. 
lo-.-, nega:;ive int,:1l'acti::m. One si;_';nificantly >i;;~'l cor·r·elation 
J.ev:tates fron:. trw patt~.,rn Ludicatinz thc:tt i11 +;'--_is :~.articular 
two var~ables are, to a certain 
Table 10. Intr::rc.)_cr·elat:.ions for Various Su1)-Tests ,)f t'cle 
I'e.st of l;J.ani··ulative Per·for:;;a110e from Data 
Obt&inecl on 26 Au~'-lrn 3c·~-s in Jr·ade Four. 
-
--
,.. Subtests 
Subtests I II III IV v 
{ 1) ~2) ( 3 ) ( 4) ( .s ) ( ,_) ' 
Total .509 .752 .546 .816 .576 
v .333 .265 -.069 .419 
IV .178 .-.lOr"\ .v'"''v .330 
III .077 • 5.5 7-:: 
II .300 
. yr• w. Sue decor, ;;;)tat :7. s tical Metbods 2 T~,e Io::•& Jtdte u-. 
~ Colle~e Press, ~Les, Io~a, 194b, p. 381. 
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fluence affecteJ t~e ~uburn data. 
Table 1 ll. Intercorrelations for Various Suh-Tcsts of t~e 
Test of L!anir,ulb.tive Perfor.aJ:lC<j froD Data 
Obtained on 35 31-:.re,Nsr.::ury Boys in Graci.,_:: Four. 
Subtests 
Subtests I II III IV v ( 1' c 2) ( 3) \, 4.l \ 5) ', 6T 
Total .594 .718 .450 .750 .551 
v .361 .323 .028 .276 
IV .079 .280 .244 
III .lsu .297 
II .369 
Table 12 CO!:lbines t1-.\·3 results of :;oth :::>rAceding tables. 
The effects did not diff"-:;r materiall;r f::·or;;. t11e source from 
.,·.rhich they '·'F:re der:tved. Four cases ar·c:; of sue·~ :~:r.·ur:crtions 
as to r::e considereJ stat:i.stically si.-;nif:tcant but t:v:: 
di£'.ferences are not .so '';r·eat as to be of i~rxo1•tance. i'..ny 
chance fact.Jrs influencin,; ti-Jc stratl:Llcat;ion )-::: c:;:,all 
Table 12. Inturcorrel~tions for V~r~ous 5u~-Tests of t~e 
Test of l.~anipuli:itive Pe·rf::::rmance frc,~; Data 
Ootaincd on 61 Boys in Grade ?·::;11r. 
Subtests 
Subtests I II III IV v 
( 1) ( 2) ,3) t4) I :-;:) 
·'-' l 6' 
Total .5"J3 .732 .493 .773 .5G2 
v .347-:<- .296 -.017 .352-:; 
rr .115 .319 .246 
III .138 .4uJ.;: 
II • 340~~· 
t~1e selected probc.~il:.ty ?:ives t"ne absolu't v-alu.s of r. 
s~all r's ~~Y ~a sisnificar~ ~hen they are based uron a 
lar:Ie number Of cas• .. !S, whereas large i."al~l.GS :)f. :!:' :a~: not be 
Inversely, t 1-ie greater• t"r!.e number of ca,~:::s, the sr~allE;r the 
value tbe obsorved correlation coef:r'icl·~mt nee:d ·oe in C):;:·ci, r 
to consider t>:!'3 hypothesis of ~ero corr.elation untenHble. 
sai~rp le shown in Table 13, basically .follov·;s t1le sa:-:!e pa tt -::rn 
as grade f:)ur· to. t 1v:' extent of considerable COilSistcncy be-
Th.' co .. :l'ined data and increased nur':.er -.)f cas.~s, as Jescr.i."oe:l 
1.57 
Ta:.:;le 13. lllt:~·l'"eorr·:;lo..-~~:i~JJ.1~::; :Lor i.la:;:·_:_~-'L1 S 3t1r_'l-Tc~~~:J --.-!'"" t~_-:e 
T-32t )f l ... arli-~'Ltlo.ti.\rs P2rfo::·:na1.1.Ce fr<:':· i.Ja~~a 
o~:::~·a -~r.t.SU ·:)!l z .. ± h~J . .,:L~:!::ll 3o:,7 3 irl }l~ciJ.e Fi\lS . 
Subtests 
s~l1)t ·c 2;;t s I II III IV v 
\1 ) \2 ~ l3 ) :_4) I r:; J ___ -_ 6} ~j 
--------- ·-· --------------
Total .614 .514 .6u4 .?:J3 ,.., •OJ.. 
v .365 .23g -.203 .~a3 
rv .H:Y4 .0'78 .2Gu 
III .077 .005 
II 
. ...l._ _________ 
--
Table 14. IntPrcorre1~tions for V~rtJuJ Sub-Te~ts Jf t~e 
Te ::; t of :.~v.ll i r·ula t i "t1·3 P2 r·:r 0r-: .. ~11\~ ·.:. "!"..~ :~~-~-~:~ .Oat a 
Obtairu.:d on 19 S"\:"'"rs,·rsbur.,,- ::3:::·~-:J in J-r8.d•::: ?ivA. 
7 
=========:;:::====·: -=-=--:=-=-----·-===----::-:-,---,---;-·-.::::-~-=------·_-_·-----·-=.··_-·_--_--_-------=--==----
Sn'bt • :;b s 
SiJ.1)t.'<>tS I Il lli --r----I'' - \T 
---t-=r-, ...,.)_.::...-+--+.~--- f-----,.,-. ----t--r,.,;;-;----t----':r.---t----.-7:-----·-
\ J. \ 2 ) \ ·~ ) \ '± ) 1, ~:; ) ~ 6 ) 
------r-----~--~r---~~----
Total 
v 
IV 
III 
II 
. Sf5l 
- .c:.5 
• '131 
.os5 
.027 
- ~ ..-
. ;:_, ·,_).:) 
-.OJ5 
.4:77 
.509 
.368 
.135 
.275 
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Total 
'r ,, 
l\l 
III 
II 
~ -! ..... 
........... . Int--::t··cor:t"dlatiorls =Lor VEl.r·=tc·r:s 3ttl~-rr~:;3ts -~,:· 
Te~:Jt ::>f ~.lailipu1a.t1ve Performance fror; Data 
O'_;tecLlsd on 40 Boys in Jrad~-, '?i7:-;;. 
• 65]_ r:: ·:'f) • ,_; =~J G 
.102 .064 
.343 .272 
.258 .32-0 
.232 
.513 
-. rJJl 
• 3fJ -~ 
.411-:;-
v 
-t- ;.~, '--. 
,_l.• .,_/ 
----~-----'---- ---..L.-------'--------+---=---------
Table 12. Intsrcorrelatlons fer Various Sub-T?Ets ~f ~~e 
Tsst of .i.1anipu1ative Pr:or:t'::n-~:'ancc fl'·Y'_ IJ&..ta 
Obtained on 26 ~uburn Soys in JraJA Six 
StJ'bt-:::sts T ... 
(l I :\2 ) i 
Total .57·~ 
v 
-.057 
I";l .115 
Ill .127 
II .116 
r-1· 
....... 
_3 ! 
.562 
1 r .. rt 
........ .:;..., 
.277 
-.u15 
\ '± ) 
.~63 
.usu 
.090 
------~-------'-------'----- -- J ~--
--,.J._"'"'' .-:-:!---f----:T;;""T ------- ----
',5 _l fJ) ) 
,-, ....., r) 
. ,:: .. : - ·, 
;, ; 
Table 17. Intcrco:cr-3lht Lons for- i_Tar·lo:1s .):1':)-TGsts Jf t'1e 
Te:Jt ::)f l.ianio!llc.tive PerfCl·-;~ance fro:~; Data 
OotaL1r;d on 2c ShrevrslJtU'Y Boy:::; in '}rad:; Six. 
Subtests 
Subt:;sts I II III I~I v 
( 1' !, 2) '- ;)l ', 4) ' ,5 j ' 6~ 
Total • ~706 .477 .669 .443 .618 
v .24fl .10~ .125 .333 
IV 3!!-'> . _..., • C.Y79 .429 
III • 5/14·:~ .3'-JE 
II •.23r? 
.... 
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not occur in auy ot>'T ar~a. A 'high c orrc la t ion, SlJC'h as 
t~is indicates si~nly t~e degree of relationsbip bet~cen 
t;r;o variables. Unfortunately, it do2~;.; not inciicat8 '·''hat 
caused t'Li s condition. 
gr·ade six dut& is illus :~rat~~.:d 
in Table 18. T':1e :patter·r.t of corresnondence foJl:J•v.s t>e ·:;arae 
t:!.ca1ly s ign5.ficE~.ut, ~:.ut not a.'> to 
relative.ly i;q>ortant. 
Table 12,. Intercorrels.:~ions for 'larious Si11-·-T·2sts ~~·f ~~'.e 
Test of f,:ani~m1ati7e P2rfo::.•::ar1c"=: fro~:: :Oata 
O'btaiwou on 51 BO"J s L1 G:c•c:a.cl::; SLc. 
SubtHsts I II 
Total 
v 
IV 
III 
II 
.646 
.129 
• :b73~:­
.647 
.177 
.514 
.120 
.H35 
.10r7 
Subtests 
III 
\4 ) 
.067 
.206 
IV V 
--rr:""') .... ,---1--+\ c ... ,.,.., --
.C4D .604 
• 548-;c 
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flux of si?:u5_fic.ant intGrc.orrelaticns. As ;-;~entioned -ore-
cases. Table 19 s'J•J•JS six coc.:binations to be :Jtatist5.cally 
sJ.gnificA-nt, ;n;t onl;· one area exceeds an r of 0.40. Tai;le 
varia~les is non-significant, althou~1 all correlations ctre 
l<YfJ • It can 
of cdses includecl Ll t';, sample, wit1' 1YJ.t an;:;· cogni:zu.nt eclu-
si.3nificant, i. c:., t'-tf: nL:tll hyl)ot}lr::s:i.s cann.Jt be-., r-::.jecteU., 
Table 10. Int::::r.-·orr<,la!~ions for Vario:.;s Su(l-T=:sts -Jf t'.-J.e 
Tt'·st of :..~anipulatlv•:: Perfcr···larlce fro;;. Da:;a 
Obt&i:o<:::U. on 73 .Auburn Boys ifl '}rade s F:Ju.r, 
Subtests 
fl _l 
Total 
v 
IV 
III 
II 
'F'i ve, and Six. 
Subtests 
I I I I I I -.......-----=I,_,'I,__---.--.-i--
-- ( 2 L---+--.,.(~3=, ---t-~,~ 4,----- ·· ( 5 .1 
.591 
.285 
.631-;; 
.231 
.222 
.6'77 
• 2 ;)8~:-
• 377~:-
• 397·:~ 
.546 
-. 022, 
• 335-::-
.845 
.519·> 
( 6 ' 
.635 
t6l 
Table 2'J. Intsrcon·:'lations for Vario\.i.s Sub-Tests of' thE: 
3ubtests 
\ 1 ) 
Total 
v 
IV 
III 
II 
Test of lilaninul8.tiv'3 Perfor·::::a11ce frorr; Data 
o·otainod on ciJ S~;,r,::··r:,;bnr;:r Bo;_;-s in G-r·cides 
?:::>ur, ~iv-o;, allll Six. 
Subtests 
I II III 17 7 
r.:::; ) -··c3r \ 4! ~ 5 ) (6) 
.623 .ce.7 .539 .757 .542 
.208 .180 .125 .373-;:-
.273 .372* • 356-;~ 
.269 • 392·>:. 
• 375~< 
it actually ·:xis ts. Since all coefficients of con••:: lat ion 
are relatively low, it may be concluded t~1 at tl-le ·sub-Tests 
The inspectional analysis pr;:;sent2d is only :·::cant tc be 
Tabled. Inter-correlations f'or Varlo,_~s Slli-Te~!ts of t:~e 
Te3t of :L~ard·:-:;: a.~l.ve Psrf0:c~1ance f'::ce:~:'. Data 
01Jti.:l.ineJ. on 15.5 BO''S irJ. Grade:3 '';<\)Ll"' 1<1iv·' 
- .· . - ..... ' ·'• ...__.' 
and Six. 
--Suotests 
;::)u't>tests I .LI .LII I7 ·.r 
tl) ', 2! \ 6 ) '· 4) TIJ \GI 
Total .605 .682 C::r)"' .o.:..o .706 .-~ l' • t,_)."-_:;'± 
v r1 "'=c ... • ~ ,h)t_)~,; • 235-::- .039 • 443~-· 
IV .2Zll-:;. . 37 3.;~~· • 315·:~ 
III • 236·:~-· .3i34-;: 
II .300·l.' 
----
3reater de3res of inderendencc. 
Go:r'lCla:;ions betw;;en the Test of 1\~ani-nlative 
Psrfor;La uce aLld Criteria Variables .... - Test va.l-illi ty lS 
valid for the nnrpose for ~hich it is to be usad. V~lidity 
of test validity is under consideration, because the ob-
t"he CriteriJn. Proj.::ct anJ. t':.u Criteri.)tl Test, ·rere ue-
1 d • o• t .,.._. ~·-•t ve c)pe t 0 l!lQlCa e ';'·h'>U.lC L, l ve V8..!.lQl y 
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tients, ''ir:.'re in.:;luded i11 t'!c-; .c;tatistical treat::~ent t.:J in-
dicata cJncurrent validity. 
For a calculateci r betvreeu t 1le T8st c..:·f i.:anipulative 
six, and 1.)9 for t'n~ total ar;,;a sa~;,u)e. ··Jit'wut 0zce:'tion, 
all cf t':l"' cor-:r·elations for the Criteri0n Te[~t anu t'ce 
Cri t.::)rion Pro,i ec t de not A a s ubsta.nt ial &11d r::.ar-:-::ed n::la t len-
tically s~~nificaut at ~~ 
sic~nificance. 
,(·~~~--~~ 
.... c..:l~ ,\....::; i {l 
i[ltO grade-poiJ.J.t sco:cc-:s, c o P r e l a t e cl . , i :; · l ..... _ L· . l.. Trest of 
nanual skills. Non•:; .)f t:ne cor:r·elations \'Jas ~Jignific&nt at 
tl, e one nE:r c ;:;nt l.avs 1 of COi.'(i.idenc e. 
Table 22. Corre;l&:i,Jns and t-ratios of t:-~c Tc_:st of 
Llani "0Ula t i ve Perf or ;;a:l1c e ·"rit?l C ri t"' ria 
Variat,les fro;n Data Obtuintod Oll 75 .::..u,;urn 
Boys in Grades Four, Fiv3, and Six. 
Grade 
Four Five Six fTotal -- . 
Test r t-ratio r t-ratio r t-rat;io r t-1 
- ·~ . - ---. 
-{1) ( ') I \ '-' J ( j) ( 4. I . I ( 5) ( G ) ( 7) I { ::. J (~ 
vrl t;. Test; • 'f-LU 0oO.L .'lb2 0.oo .668 3.35 .Til .~ ':lo 
Cri t. Pr::lj. • 6~)1 3.52 .473 3.10 .650 3.25 .677 6. 
Grade-Point .303 1.58 .182 0.84 .()48 0.26 .177 1. 
I.(~ .• .067 0.35 .340 1.6'7 .227 1.17 .036 o. 
T~e general c oncensus of re.::earch studies .ca.::: (,cf3n 
positive correlation bet'?een :.1ental awl DJ:'~·Tsica}_ a bili tv 
• v ~ v 
but t1lat tlds correlation was relatively lovv. Jones con-
!/E. ~'-• Aber·n8thy, Relationship Betv1ec~n Eent~tl and P'lysical 
Gro,·rth, r.!onographs of tbe Society for Res ':::ar·cL in C~:._i ld 
Deve1op:cent, 1, .No.7, 'n!as~:in:_~ton, D.C., Nati0nal Resr::arch 
Council, 1936, p. 165. 
,g/H. E. JorEs, I1iotor h::r-for;:lance anu Gr01'lth, University of 
California Press, Berkeley, California, .1J40, pp. 165-167, 
247. 
165 
t,·,:e· n i(ltulli·~ellce &J.lU ,:1otor ::-.r:'ri':n·.~anc:: u '"- ·::.-·C)D.p ;Jf 
" / 
'-I 
&dole scents. In &ll-Jt~l :T stndy, Patc'l'SOn- f~"";'Jild r·;lat ~ v.~l~;; 
st& t i ~'t icall~;' s -i. -:, ,::i_ficant. 
Criterion Test anci t~·;; Cri t ·rion Pro,j dCt c..s t> ; ,.,ll· :1.rn in-
to ex:ce::d 2.73 ::otaudard devL: ... tions for grad8 fol)_r, ~30 for 
1JD. G. Pat·:;r·::;on, p:-l:,rsi~lue anti Int~i_lect, A~l;Jl~t:Jll-Century 
Company, Ne1:,r Yor~, 1030, p. l66. 
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t.]}_4it. Test 
Cri t. Proj . 
Q--r,ad ~-Pn i nt 
_.._ - -
I. '"\ <v • 
C-cr·T't-;1a..7·I.~~ttS H!lCl t-rc~-~ios Jf t~~J.c~ ~~3:.~t ·.}f 
L.LGJ..lli ·-~lJlo.. t i ~r~: P:::~r!·or··;lS.tJ.Ce ~t t:~ c~c .!.. t~.--l··i_a. 
\l' o.r~ ~-a i:. :_ \:" ~-) £' r~:L~. Da t & 0-;Jt a. i I 1;~ ( 1 o r1 70 8 }i :r•-3-,.-_,. ::-1 ~-~ n r:v 
B ·::-:_· .J -~- .t.t G:e&u, . . .:3 ? .: , ~ :r·, F i '":J :~ , a11l1. .:) i. ~-~ • 
.()5'7 3.~8 .'7'77 3.4u • 464 2.3u .'718 ~ ".i:() c.v .... 
.'7()9 4.20 .578 2.55 .678 3.40 • 72U 6. ·:l:O 
.59'7 3.55 .292 1.26 .151 0.75 .358 3.24 
.444 2.6u -.048 u.22 .178 u.Jo 2C:~ • ".JV 2.5S 
>----------+-------·---··-- ---------
six, a 'K.t , ., -, ..L. ,-, .:; data • 
to r.:r•uCt.ia.te +-,. L Lt ;(",...;. '.J ~- .i.l r· .. ~-·-
l-:~.' ·~·] __ _ 
,., . 
~: l \Tf) 
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Tacle Gorrr:lat:.on;:; and t-ratios of t~:e Test of 
l;lanipul:-~tive Perf):c~,anc,::: ·;ith Criteria 
ifdrio.Jles fre;:;i Datd Octainea on l-'::3 
Auburn and St"rewsbury 3e:ys ln 3-r'aur::::3 F:Jur, 
Five, &.r~ti Six. 
Grades 
.T73 4.88 • Lf.~2 0.3't1 
.557 3.67 • .':59 3.06 
1-.010 -'J.D7 .ooJ 
-0.07 
I. Q. .303 -2.42 .168 -1.12 .176 -1.29 
.69C 
.70C 
.26E 
.un 
2\.56 
·3 .6d 
3.36 
-2.37 
Cr~t. Test .Gc7 5.43 
r_J :::-" t . Pro .i •• G·?GJ .5. 47 
Jrad~-Point.475 3.75 
----- --------~--~~------~----~--------~-----~-----
tributin"~~ factor t.o t'te r·c-lwGL--:rlship anrl this factor mi~ht 
hav-2 '1ari R biased effec:.t on t1-Je ap~-n·aisals by t~ ': resp•.3Gtive 
infor;.;at ion on ~·-(:, total sa:;1ple testeu. T0 b :: :-J l7ni.ficar1t 
for t~e combined data, t~e t-ratio fer srade four ~ad to 
exceeu 2.66 standard deviations, 2.70 ~-~c._nda:c·u ac;r-:c._;.i:··us 
f':n' _;:::·<iu8 five, 2.63 for grade six aud 2.61 sigr:as f•_)r tl~e 
total info:c--r::at5on. 
A.lJ. correlations between t 11.e Test of 1Lanir-,uJ.at1vr:J 
l68 
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Tablf:: 25. C·::r~l·8lc... tior1s ()f "Ja.r·-j_::,qs Su.>.'-Tc·~~-t;s ~~<f t~!e 
T·:.-:~-;t of ~~~ar1ir~n_l2ttiv·f~ Per;f)orlr' .. d.r1e.~: 1-,--~~:- t,··1s 
Cr:~.t<:r~iorl rrc::;t fi<:·--.- .Oatc1 Ol~tai1:t-::J o.r1 74 
Att>·ul-·fl Bo~_--s ir1 GraQ.:_;3 Fc1_1r·, Fi...,r~-, 8.11.__;_ Si:x:. 
su~.:Jtests 
Grade IV V (1) ~----+-----r~------1---~~~---+--~~~--~~~\~5~,--~--~G~l-----
4 
5 
Total 
.595-;:-
.430 
.72o-::-
.&" r. _.... 
.L '~' 
r of ~"'.e Froclu.ct-J ... J:~~·3J.lt G~rr-:~lati·:Jfl Coeff:LrjiC11tsn b2r 
.v Snedecor • 
-{-- ..... +- .... ., 
,, ' . .I lJ Cl .l... 
• G22~~:­
.t;25 
.lg5 
.501-;:. 
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tent, 'vere tapped by t':-,8 Criterion Test, :.·;~}iC'I ·;.·;:·c:.2.d .ln-
dicate it to be a satisfactory criterion measure for t~e 
intended purpose_. T~1e un:_formity of ths total correlations 
woald seen: to sL·jnLCy su11stantial sta.oi1Hy in t'r·,e Cr·iterion 
Test. 
Table 26. Corr;e:lat:iJn3 of VariJus Su1;-Tests .Jf t'1e 7e·,;t 
of Ea11inulc..tive Performanc8 ;:it;· t'c Crit,:c.lcm 
mc.,st .pr"o··.- D .,_,. O,l+c,·l.··r··ed Ol1 '?q '-''c"""·····•c'1·.pv,- B~o-,'_;·s 1. ....., _._ 1.. a ._, o. ~- ._. """" ... .... u ~ _.__._ c.. . u ... .. t .~.. ';.,v _. 
Lrl Grades F-:-t.u·, Five, anci Six. 
Subtests 
Grade .l II III IV v (2 -· \0 
' 
C4T \ c ) 
'0) (l ) 
' 
···1--·-'----
4 .343 • 536·:~~ .415 • 4.s 1 ~;,. 
.3:)1 
5 .382 .4oJ .229 • S05~r • 574~; 
!" 
.278 .16U .338 • 3JL.J: .310 0 
T~)tal ':<:~"' .4~35·:~ .413·:;- /'"" r;- I'"",. • 414-;: • v0..:.' • ooo·.c 
tests r:it'c1 t11e Criterion Project disclos,c.J. t)to.J .. c:".or.· value 
Auburn data in Table 28 ciid not produce as ~igh ~ithin-grade 
relations~lip, ,"ith the e>;:ception of Sub-test IV, G:i.3 did tr;.e-
Criterion Test. Also, it ~ust be rG.~e~bered that Suh-Test 
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Tabls 27. Correlations of V<:trious Sub-Tests of: tl1e Test 
of hianirlulative PerfoL;,ance '·\·itr. ti1e Cl·itf~ricu 
Te:Jt ~ror:: Data Obt&ined on lc>.__; Bo~-,-s in G-rc...:i<'.s 
Fo nr , Fi v 7:J , etl~.,J 3 ix • 
Subtests 
Grade I ·;- c lii ··,"iT v .J....O.. ~-
i.l ) 2) r. 0.1 ' 4) \ c ' \ 0) 
1 ~,..._,..." • ..JOQ-,"' • 460~~:. .276 .529·~~- .432·::-
5 .516>(· • 4l:J-;; .421·:: • 620·:~ • ·493-:~ 
6 .394·::- .28J .142 • :s 84·~~- .278 .. :~ 
Total • 434~~ .477-::- .352-::- • 654~~ • 4.:::: 7~:-
Table 28. Corrf,lations of Vs.r-ious Sub-T 8 ·:;t::.; ·,f the Test 
of L.Lani::-uLttive Psl·:f.'•JL'~a.ncc, ·.·~i':-:; 1 · t 11e CritE;riun 
Pro -lect frOlL Data Obtained on 75 rtL(r!ilJ."Ll Bo,cs 
].'rl ~r-~u-c> ~-~-·~!J~, ~~~P and ~~v • 
- "'""" '-' ·-' '-' -- - ...... ,. •,./ ' t..J ... _L .... • 
----··--
----- ----Subtests 
Grade I If III rr ~' '! 
t 1' ( 2) ( 3) (4) \ sr ( :3) 
·4 .416 • !142 .198 • GL1-:< • [).53·> 
5 .344 .3()9 .282 .277 .221 
6 .303 .46U -.067 • G ():; .;~~ .394 
Total . 424~~ • 455~<- .232 .602-:: • 4()6·~~-
..._, 
'.J •· ~,:,:, 
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Ta~~-ltJ 29. 0\Jr·l·~,_~:lat:torL.:> of -c:.Jal-~- );l_S .:2u1~;-TGsts .~-,-:·· ~,:..··· T8st 
of ~\~alli~·u_.l_at.I.v\:=; P~l·:Jl~-~r~arlC'.~-; ·:it~~- t;1}_-~;- cr~J.~(;l"Ji~Ll 
Pr· ,) J i~) c, t f' r·o·~-( Da t c;a. 01:' ~a .L 11e U o tl 7 :) s~-\ x· .. ~: ··r s C-> lJ 1'4~~ 
BrJ·.: .s i11 G1-;aQ-~_:s 'F\:::)r, Five, &t:J.1j .Si:?:. 
3n(d_,; ...... -..+,, 
. -~ u.;,) 
Grade I I:L III IV v 
(1 ) --r-(2,')" ( 'Z ,v } '.4 y \ r::; l '-'' \ G ) 
4 .328 • .S39 .410 • t:J:46-;,c • 520·:~ 
5 .104 .417 .282 • C4:G-:<- .436 
G 3,1''' • ....r.;:,; .252 .474 . 712~:4 .345 
'::'otal • 303~;- .433·:;. • 439~::- • 63i3·::- .4JO-:; 
ma·::·le 30. Correlations of 'Ja.r'LOUS s~_11 -TeOJtS )f tile Te:.:;t 
4 
5 
6 
Total 
of l,J~(-ti~~L-~l&t-l\lt~- Perfor:r1anc.e --·it,·· -+::-~ -~:::.i-sl":l··l.-;11 
Pro j c c t fro . D;;. t;a Obt aiut~'J on lf,·± ~3-J~ .~, _ ll 
Gra.ci': F~,;:::, Fiv~~, ar1ci ~~i:;:. 
Subte~~ts 
• "±u4:~ 
.3G1 
.2r74 
.334 
.187 
• ·±9 q~~~· 
• (33 8~~- .37l 
.,-;73. 
------ -- --------'-----
1.7;) 
4 
5 
6 
·--.l . 
!,.....' J •• 
Is c 1 a 1; ~: u. 
Gor·r·c~~ati:·rl:J ,,..0 ~ "''E· ~7a.: • .-.t~-::·us S:.;.l -~~::,·:.:.t.~ ~·~ -{_~ 1-.:e 
Tt~ :~· t () f l.~arli :': ~ 1 ~d..-~ ~ i.J ·:~· p ~~ r·f Ol-;lii&i!C c '_!i-t;,_ t ,n_() 
I.rl~ ~~-I-~C:!.l:'";.(~ :::u<)ti2rlt.:J ~r·o~:· JJata. c:~.t(..t.:.u-?ti 
:Jll 7 ·3 hlll-", t.ll~'Ll. 3o~-'"S i11 1Jra.u.-: ··3 F~Jl1l'j, "?i '·r ,: , Ct.l1d 
q.·-
..... J.. .. ~. 
• ~lti: 
• 2:3:-: 
• 24:<~ 
• 2C)l 
-. 'J~)3 
f""'\:~. ~ 
. "-.'~~-· 
• (J3~ 
- • Q()t:J, 
-.15<:; 
.122 
.005 
-.054 
,.., r- t'"1' 
• 0<.1 I 
• 31_:-.:_ 
.'::'"':..1 
• tll :; 
(""' r: r-
• \.../1_/ • __ ) 
-. (_}12 
.052 
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Ta~ls 02. G0 rn:latirJrL3 of 1lari.::~u S'J' -'l'~::.:t;.. ::._~+_· t:·;a 
Te:.ot .:Jf 1 .. anin 1J.lc..slve :?,_;r""::Jl';!ancc: --:i·l;' 
Int(~lli:;er1ce '~~uct1~3ll:;3 ~"ro:·:. Da~a Jl·;tairled 
or1 ~70 3!;rc,~:3~~~~~;_r·~.r B-J~:-s i11 .J~·a.u·;,~ F.~:Ur·, Fi--"·e, 
etr1U .Si:-·:. 
Subt;·:..3ts 
Gr.ade I Ir ~II <r 
\1 ) \2 ) \;::_; I \4 l --.,--',..... ) -( ~~,--I I j ;J 
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APP:CNDIX A 
HECO~D FORM 
A WORK- SAMPLE TEST 
of Manipulative Performance 
By 
GEORGE W. FORGUES 
Ti!lle Commenced _________ _ 
Time Completed-------- -
Name----~--~-----------Sex ____ _ _ 
School Grade-----
Year Month Day 
Date Tested 
Date of Birth 
----- ----- --------
Age -----
Subtests 
I. Mechanical Design 
II. Mechanical Stability 
III. Speed- Precision 
IV. Tool Performance 
V. Mechanical Insight 
Sum of Tests ·'-
Intelligence Quotient 
Criterion Project Score 
Criterion Test Score 
Grade -Point Score 
Possible Score Test Score 
40 
70 
35 
105 
30 
280 
------------Test ) 
Examiner---------------
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APF:SNDIX B 
TEST OCi" Iv1ANIPULATIVE PER:c<'OR:di.NCE 
EXb.:,iiN:SR Is ~liANUAL 
t- .. 
TEST OF MANIPULATIVE 
PERFORMANCE 
r • -- -- .- - --
Examiner'S Manual 
r--•• .. ~. --~,- - T '*-# ~+- - F.., ..... - -~ ~'1!'- . f-.4!'# .,.. • • .... .,.. -· .. -- ... •• .... 
Introduction 
The Test of Manipulative Performance was designed to measure 
motor and manipulative ability of boys in the middle grades. In order 
that accurate comparisons of individual differences can be made, it is 
imperative that standard procedures and techniques, as prescribed, be 
used throughout the administration of the test. Comparisons are valid 
only when identical procedures are used in-administering and scoring 
the test every time it is employed. Diagnostic values of tests for the 
individual depend upon careful administration and accurate scoring of 
all items. 
Directions for Administering the Test 
Environmental requisites. Special attention should be given 
to obtaining the best possible space, adequate light, comfortable tem-
perature and ventilation, and freedom from distractions. 
Record form. For convenience and accuracy of data, it is ad-
visable that the standard record form be used and all entries placed 
in proper provided spaces. 
Testing equipment. A sturdy table, 30 inches high and of 
sufficient size for the placement of test items in accessible positions, 
phould be provided. A stop watch, or some other suitable timing device 
with readings to the second, is required for timing items which are based 
on time required for completion. All other necessary equipment is found 
in the test kit. All practical test sheets, where required in the in-
scription of items, are made up of standard paper 8i x 11 inches and are 
also included in the kit. The bolts and nuts are U. s. Standard Coarse, 
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1/4 inch by 20 thread, 5/16 inch by 18 thread, 3/8 inch by 16 thread. 
The steel pins are of the same diameter. Washers, blocks, and cylinders 
correspond to the bolts. A rubber mat is placed under the test board to 
prevent slippage. 
Preparations for administeriD§ the test. All equipment should 
be removed from the kit prior to administration. During the process of 
removal, all equipment should be logically inventoried to determine that 
the necessary material for all items is available. The check should be 
made against the equipment requirements listed under each item in this 
manual. Missing equipment must be replaced before the administration of 
the test begins. Any defective equipment should be repaired or replaced 
and all adjustments made where necessary. 
Arrangement of equipment is begun by locking the horizontal 
plate, containing the six carriage ~late bolts, to the main test board. 
This is done by aligning the two holes in the aluminum brackets, on each 
end of the plate, with the holes in the edges of the ~in test board. 
The two holes on front edge ot the horizontal plate should face the re-
cessed section of the main test board. The unit is locked in position 
by placing the four capped-studs into the holes. The vertical plate con-
taining the imbedded nuts and hollow sleeves are secured by alignment of 
the hinge sections on the base of the plate with the corresponding hin8e 
sections on the horizontal plate. The hinge pins are then inserted. 
The three-compartment tray is placed into the recessed section 
of the main test board. The wood blocks, two washers each of the three 
sizes, the nuts, and the adjustable wrench are placed in the left compart-
ment. The wood cylinders, two washers each of the three sizes, the stove 
bolts, and the screwdriver are placed in the center compartment. The metal 
pins, pliers, and drift-pin punch are placed in the right compartment. 
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Arrangement of equipment should be orderly, with all holes facing up, but 
~ in a uniform arrangement as to size. This would tend to neutralize 
a size discrimination factor that is an integral part of this section of 
the test. 
All other equipment should be arranged on the table according to 
sequence of use, Requirements are explained with each item. The test unit 
should be placed to the lett end of the front of the table and the equip-
ment should be arranged on the right end of the front of the table. The 
side of the test board to face the subject will correspond to the items to 
be performed. 
Test procedure. Prior to the actual administration of the test, 
all information requested on the front and back pages of the record sheet 
should be completed with the assistance of the testee. During the process 
of the administration all required data should be accurately recorded in 
the proper places provided for each item. 
A primary object of this instrument is to keep verbal instructions 
to a minimum. The demonstration method of conveyance is employed to_a 
large extent. However some situations call for response with a necessity 
for some simple verbal instructions on the part of the examiner. The pro-
cedure for each item should be understood by the examinee before he is per-
mitted to attempt the item. All necessary directions are incorporated into 
the format of each item. 
A standing position for the examinee is required of all items in 
the test. The examiner should be seated to right of the testee in such a 
position as to be able to observe and record the approach, method of attack, 
and reactions of the subject. The examiner should assume the position of 
the examinee during the demonstration of an item. 
The starting time and the completion time should be recorded in the 
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spaces provided in the top right hand corner ot the front page ot the data 
form. The total elapsed time required for the complete teet can thus be 
determined from this information. 
All items should begin with the bands and arms of the subject by 
the sides of the body. On all items requiring a time factor, the subject 
should be accurately timed from the moment he is told to begin to the time 
he requires to complete the item, and his hands and arms are back by his 
side. The time should be recorded to the closest second. 
Scoring of each item should be as indicated in the record form. 
Scoring procedure and use of the scoring key are explained in detail fol-
lowing the instructions on items in this manual. 
Instructions to Subject 
Ask.--"Are you right-handed or left-handed?" Record the response. 
Where handedness is a factor in an item, instructions will be given 
accordingly. 
To start the test say--
"The reason for these jobs is to see how well you can work with 
your bands and tools. Before you try any job you will be told 
what to do. Listen carefully to the directions. If you don't 
understand the job, let me know. Do not pick up any tool until 
you are told to do so. Start each job when I say go." 
Procedure for Administering Test Items 
Subtest I - Mechanical Design 
The items in this subtest are performed on the flat side of the 
test board. Practical sheets are fastened by means of masking tape placed 
at each corner. The top edge of the sheets are placed along the black line 
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on the test board. 
Say--
"In the first three jobs you will not be timed. Do Just as I 
tell you and show you, and be as careful as you can. Whenever 
time is important, I shall tell you." 
Item I-1. Drawing Circles 
A. Equipment 
1. Practical sheet with a five-inch square and one-inch horizon-
tal and vertical crossed lines in the center of the square. 
2. Compass 
B. Instructions 
"I want you to make some circles. Put the point of the compass 
here where the two lines cross and put the pencil on this short 
line. Now we draw a circle. (demonstrate by drawing a circle 
using the crossed lines as a center and the first mark as the 
radius) Now you do the same thing with all the other short lines. 
Only go around once for each circle and make sure you start on 
each short line. Are you ready? Go! " 
C. Scoring 
Scoring is accomplished by drawing diagonal lines from opposite 
corners of the square dividing the circles into quadrants. One 
point is subtracted for each omission in a line and lapped lines 
in each circle of each quadrant. Possible score is twelve points. 
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Item I-2. Horizontal Tangent Lines 
A. Equipment 
1. Practical sheet with a five-inch square and tour successive 
circles radiating from tbe center ot the square at half-inch 
intervals 
2. T-square 
3. Drawing pencil 
B. Instructions 
(For a right-handed boy place the head of the T-square against 
the left edge of the test board and tor a lett-handed boy place 
the head of the square along the right edge of the test board) 
"I want you to draw straight lines that touch the top edge and 
the bottom edge of each circle. The lines should begin and end 
at the sides of the square, like this. (Demonstrate by drawing 
horizontal lines tangent to the top and bottom of the smallest 
circle from one side of the square to the other side). Keep the 
T-square flat against the edge of the test board, like this 
(demonstrate). Are you ready'l Got" 
C. Scoring 
One point is subtracted for each line that is not tangent to a 
circle, and one point for each line that does not reach each side 
of the square or over-extends the square. Possible score is 18 
points. 
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Item I-3. Vertical Tangent Lines 
A. Equipment 
1. Retain same practical sheet used in Item I-2 in 
the same position 
2. T-square (same as for Item I-2) 
3. 30-60 degree triangle 
4. Drawing pencil 
B. Instructions 
(Retain the T-square in the same position as in Item I-2. For 
a right-handed boy place the tr!angle perpendicular to the top 
edge of the blade of the T-square, with the.long side of the 
triangle on the right. Reverse the position for a left-handed 
boy.) 
"In this job I want you to draw lines Just like you did before, 
only this time you will use the triangle and draw the lines up 
and down so that they touch the sides of the circle. The lines 
should begin and end at the top and the bottom of the square, 
like this. (Demonstrate by drawing vertical lines tangent to 
each side of the smallest circle from the top of the square to 
the bottom.) Keep the T-square flat against the edge of the board 
and the triangle flat against the edge of the T-square, like 
this." (Demonstrate) 
C. Scoring 
Scoring is the same as in Item I-2 
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Sub-·rest II - Mechanical Stability 
All items in this Sub-·rest are performed on the flat side of the 
test board. 
Item II-1. Centering Plumb Bob 
A. Equipment 
1. An L-shaped rod 
2. A plumb bob with attached line and loop 
3. A 1/4 inch red dot placed in the center of the flat side of the 
test board 
4. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
(Place the straight side of the L rod in the small hole on the top 
edge of the vertical plate of the test board. Place the other arm 
of the L rod parallel to the edge of the vertical plate, to the 
right side for a right-handed boy and to the left side for a left-
handed boy. Place the plumb-bob unit spread out in the center of 
the flat side of the test board.) 
"I want you to swing this rod out, hang the plumb bob on the rod and 
place it over this little red dot as fast as you can. (Demonstrate 
by swinging the rod out towards the center of drawing board, and 
at the same time pick up the loop attached to the plumb bob and hang 
it on the rod. Steady the plumb bob over the red dot.) The plumb 
bob must not swing outside of the red dot. You can use both hands 
any way that you want. Go as fast as you can, because I am going to 
time you. When I say 1 €)0 1 you are to begin. Are you ready1 Go!" 
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C. Scoring 
Scoring is based on the elapsed t~e t.rom the seizure of the 
assembly to the suspension within the area of the red dot. 
Item II-2. Rod Tracing 
A. Equipment 
1. Practical sheet consisting of alternate tracked 
circles and squares that form a continuous pattern 
2. A dowel rod, one foot long, with a clamp on one end 
3. A pencil, three inches long 
B. Instructions 
(Place the top edge of the practical sheet along the black line on 
the flat side of the test board. Place the pencil in the clamp in 
such a way that the clamp is on the inside of the rod and the point 
of the pencil is down, Place the dowel unit to the right or left of 
the practical sheet in accordance with the handedness of the boy.) 
11 I want you to pick up this rod by the black handle, start here 
(point to the X on the practical sheet), and draw one line all the 
way around inside of the track. You must not take the pencil off of 
the sheet or touch the sides of the track with your line, You must 
also hold the rod by the black handle. I am not going to time you 
on this job. Are you ready? Go!" 
(If the examinee goes out of the track he is instructed to start 
again inside the track at a point opposite the place where the pencil 
line crossed the boundry line.) 
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c. Scoring 
One point is subtracted for each time a boundary line is violated by 
being touched by a pencil line. Possible score is 20 points. 
Item II-3. Swinging Pendulum 
A. Equipment 
1. A dowel rod, one foot long, with a one-half by one inch steel 
cylinder suspended by a line 
2. Two holes in the top edge of the vertical plate of the test 
board, 18 inches apart 
3. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
(Place the pendulum unit down flat on the center of the test board.) 
"When I tell you to 1 go 1 I want you to pick this rod up by the black 
handle and first drop the weight all the way down in one hole and 
then all the way down in the next hole, like this (Demonstrate by 
alternately dropping the weight in one hole and then the other.) 
I want to see how many times you can go back and forth in one 
minute. You must hold the rod by the black handle. Are you 
ready? Go!" 
C. Scoring 
The number of "drops" executed in the one-minute period. 
Item II-4. czlinder Tracing 
A. Equipment 
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1. Cylinder-rack unit with handle 
2. Practical sheet with tracked-designs formed by parallel lines 
3. Drawing pencil 
B. Instructions 
(Hang the cylinder-rack unit on the vertical panel of the test 
board. Fasten the practical ~heet onto the cylinder by means of 
the clamps. This can be done quickly if the sheet is creased along 
the perforated lines. The handle should be placed on the left side 
for a right-handed boy and on the right side for a left-handed boy.) 
"With your (right or left) hand you are to turn the drum by the 
handle and with the other hand you are to pick up the pencil and 
rest it on this bar. You are to draw lines inside of each track 
without touching the sides of the track with the pencil line. While 
you do this the pencil must remain on the bar. Start with the 
easiest track. I am not going to time you on this job. 
(Demonstrate by going through the operation without making any 
lines.) (If the examinee goes out of the track he is instructed 
to start again inside of the track at a point opposite the place 
where the pencil line crossed the boundary line.) 
c. Scoring 
One point is subtracted for each time a boundary line is violated 
by being touched by the pencil line. Possible score is 20 points. 
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Sub-Test III - Speed e.nd Precision 
All items in this Sub-Test are performed on the flat side of the 
test board. 
Item III-1. Pattern Tracing 
A. Equipment 
1. Plain practical sheet 
2. Metal sprocket-wheel pattern 
3. Drawing pencil 
4. Supplementary plywood board, 9 inches by 12 inches, with a 
small steel pin protruding from the center. 
B. Instructions 
(Place the practical sheet on the supplementary board with the 
perforated hole in the center of the sheet on the pin. Next do 
the same thing with the pattern by placing it on top of the sheet 
of paper,) 
"I want you to steady the pattern with one hand and draw a pencil 
line around the outside of the pe.ttern with the other hand. I am 
not going to time you on this Job. Are you ready? Got" 
c. Scoring 
Scoring is by the number of deviations away from the pattern. Each 
sprocket counts as one point and each intervening sector line counts 
as a point. Possible score is twelve points. 
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Item III -2. Punching Holes in Pattern 
A. Equipment 
1. Retain the practical sheet and pattern in the same position as 
in Item III -1 
2. An awl 
3. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
"Steady the pattern with one hand and with the other hand, I want 
you to tske this awl and punch as many holes as you ca.n in 30 sec-
onds. Start at the top hole ot the star. (Point to the star per-
forated into the center of the pattern). Go as fast as you can 
but be sure you punch holes in the paper. I am going to time you 
on this job, Are you ready? Got'' 
c. Scoring 
The number of perforations in the 30 second time limit. 
Item III-3. Cutting Out Pattern 
A, Equipment 
1. Practical sheet with imposed sprocket-wheel 
2. Scissors 
3. Plastic overlay check pattern 
B. Instructions 
"I want you to cut out this wheel tor me. Cut as close as you can 
to the line but do not cut the line. I am not going to time you 
on this job. Are you ready? Go!" 
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c. Scoring 
Scoring is on the basis of deviations through each line and away 
from the line. A deviation on each sesment is counted as an 
error. Each side of a sprocket and connecting lines are con-
sidered to be segments for a total of 24 possible errors. The 
plastic overlay is used to check deviations. 
Sub-Test IV - Tool Performance 
For this Sub-Test the test board is turned around so that the tray 
section faces the subJect. 
Item IV-1. Center Punching 
A. Equipment 
1. Practical strip of paper with six sets of crossed lines 
2, Center punch 
3. Hammer 
4. Strip of wood to be placed under the practical strip to 
prevent test board from being marred by punch marks 
B. Instructions 
(Place the strip of shock wood between the tray and the front edge 
of the horizontal bolt-plate. Next place the practical strip on 
top of the shock wood.) 
"You are to hold the punch in one hand and the hammer in the other. 
You are then to punch each cross right in the center by placing 
the point of the punch on the cross and striking the punch with the 
hammer. (Demonstrate without perforating the paper strip.) You do 
not have to strike hard with the hammer. I am not going to time 
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you on this Job. Are you ready? Go!" 
C. Scoring 
Any variance from the center nullifies a trial. Score is the 
number of correct trials. 
Item IV-2. Use of Wrench 
A. Equipment 
1. Horizontal plate with six projecting bolts - two each of three 
sizes 
2. Six one inch cubes with holes corresponding to the bolts -
Cubes also contain steel pins to check for tightness of the 
assembly 
3. Six flat washers with holes to correspond to the bolts 
4. Six square nuts of sizes to fit the bolts 
5. Adjustable wrench 
6. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
"Here we have six bolts sticking up out of the board. There are 
three different sizes. The largest ones are in the middle and 
the smallest ones are on the ends. (Point them out as you ex-
plain). First you are to take one of these blocks and put it 
on a bolt of the same size; next you are to place e. washer ot the 
same size over the bolt; then you are to fasten them down with 
the right nut. (During the instructions demonstrate one unit 
without tightening; then disassemble and replace parts in the 
tray.) Watch the sizes carefully because if you place e. wrong 
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block or washer on a bolt you will have to take it ott and you 
will lose time. You may use your fingers as much as you want but 
you must tighten the nuts with the wrench so that you can't turn 
the blocks by the pins. The pins should be in front when you 
finish. Work as fast as you can. I am going to time you on the 
job. Are you ready'/ Go." 
C. Scoring 
Score is based on the number of seconds required to complete the 
entire item. 
Item IV-3. Use of Screwdriver 
A. EquitmJ.ent 
1. Vertical plate with six embedded nuts - two each of three sizes 
2. Six round-head stove bolts, li inches long, of sizes to corre-
spond to the nuts 
3. Six wooden cylinders, one inch long, with holes to correspond 
to the bolts and nuts 
4. Six flat washers with holes to correspond to the bolts and nuts 
5. Screwdriver 
6. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
"In the board there are six nuts. Again there are three different 
sizes. The largest ones are in the center and the smallest ones 
are on the ends. (Point them out as you explain.) First you are 
to take a bolt; next you are to put on a washer, the same size as 
the bolt, on the bolt; then you are to take one of these little 
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round bloCks and put the right size on the bolt; finally you are 
to screw everything into the right nut. (During the instructions 
demonstrate one unit without tightening it into the panel; then 
disassemble and replace parts in the tray.) Watch the sizes 
carefully so as not to place the wrong block or washer on the 
bolt. You may use your fingers as much as you want but you must 
use the screwdriver to tighten the bolts. Work as fast as you can. 
I am going to time you on this job. Are you ready? Go!" 
(The units should be tight enough so that the cylinders cannot be 
easily turned with the fingers.) 
c. Scoring 
Score is based on the number of seconds required to complete the 
entire item. 
Item IV-4. Use of Pliers 
A. Equipment 
1. Vertical plate with six hollow sleeves above the nuts of 
Item IV-3 -the holes in the sleeves are two each of the three 
sizes 
2. Six steel pins, one-inch long, of sizes to correspond to the 
sleeves 
3. Pair of machinist pliers 
4. Drift-pin punch 
5. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
"Near the top of the board we have six holes. Again there are 
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three different sizes. The largest ones are in the middle and 
the smallest ones are on the ends. (Point out as you explain.) 
First you are to take the pliers in either one hand or both hands; 
then you are to pick up each pin with the pliers and put it in a 
hole of the same size. (During the instructions demonstrate one 
unit; then disassemble and replace the parts in the tray.) You 
must not use your fingers to pick up the pins. If you drop a pin 
outside of the tray, you may use your fingers to put it back in 
the tray. The pins must be all the way into the board. Work as 
fast as you can. I am going to time you on this job. Are you 
ready? Go!" 
(To be complete all pins must be eDti~ely beyond the face of the 
horizontal plate.) 
C. Scoring 
Score is based on the number of seconds required to complete the 
entire item. 
Item IV-5. Drive Pins 
A. Equipment 
l. Pins in pos.i tion from Item IV -4 
2. Drift-pin punch 
3. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
"When you are told to 'go' I want you to take the punch and push 
all of the pins out of the board as fast as you can. Do not try to 
catch the pins; let them fall at the back of the board. I am going 
to time you on this job, Are you ready? Go!" (Particular care 
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should be taken to see that the punch is not taken from the tray 
before the "go" signal.) 
C. Scoring 
Score is based on the number of seconds required to complete the 
item. 
Item IV-6. Remove Bolt Assemblies 
A. Equipment 
l. Assembled units from Item IV ·3 
2. Scl'ewdriver 
3. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
"When you are told to 'go 1 you are to take the screwdriver and take 
all of these things completely apart and put them back in the center 
box. Just drop them in the box but make sure they are all apart. 
(Point to the stove bolt assemblies.) Work as fast as you can. 
I am going to time )OU on this Job. Are you ready? Go!" 
c. Scoring 
Score is based on the number of seconds required to complete the item. 
Item IV-7. Remove Nut Assemblies 
A. Equipment 
1. Assembled units from Item IV-2 
2. Adjustable wrench 
3. Stop watch 
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B. Instructions 
"When you are told to 1Go" you are to take the wrench and take all 
of these things apart and put them in the left box. Just drop them 
in the box but make sure all of the parts are off of the bolts. 
(Point to bolt assemblies.) Work as fast as you can. I am going 
to time you on this Job. Are you ready1 Go!" 
(At the conclusion of the item remove the three-compartment tray 
from the test board.) 
C. Scoring 
Score is based on the number of seconds required to complete the 
item. 
Sub-Test V - Mechanical Insight 
The test board remains in the same position as in Sub-Test IV 
Item V-1. Attach Hinge Plate 
A. Equipment 
1. One section of each of two hinges set into the top edge of the 
vertical plate of the test board 
2. The second section of the two hinges set into a block of wood 
3. Two pin$ from the hinges 
4. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
(Place the block flat into the recess of the test board. The edge 
containing the hinge sections should be towards the vertical plate 
of the test board with the pin loops of the hinges facing up. 
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A pin should be placed on each side of the block.) 
"When you are told to 'got you are to pick up this block (point 
to it}, put it in the right way up here (point to the sections of 
the hinges on the horizontal plate), and then slide the pins in to 
hold it in place. Make sure that it is lined up the right way. 
Work as fast as you can. I am going to time you on this Job. Are 
you ready? Go!" 
(In order to be successfully completed, the block has to terminate 
in the correct position, which is edge to edge with the vertical 
plate.) 
C. Scoring 
Scoring is based on the number of seconds required to complete the 
item. An incorrect assembly receives no score. 
Item V-2. Fasten Clamp 
A. Equipment 
1. Hand-screw clamp 
2. Notched-block 
3. Stop watch 
B. Instructions 
(The two dowels which proJect tram the notched-block are placed into 
corresponding holes on the front edge of the horizontal bolt-plate 
of the test board. The clamp, in a closed position, is placed in the 
recess of the test board.) 
"When you are told to go, I want you to pick up the clamp, open it 
up and slide it on the block up to the end of each notch. Make sure 
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that the jaws of the clamp are flat against the side of the block; 
then tighten the clamp. Work as fast as you can. I am going to 
time you on this Job. Are you ready? Go!" 
(In order to be successful, the jaws of the clamp must be parallel 
to the sides of the block and locked tightly so that the clamp can-
not be moved with the fingers.) 
c. Scoring 
Scoring is based on the number of seconds required to complete the 
item. A two-minute time limit is imposed on the item. 
Use of the Scoring Key 
Scoring of the Test of Manipulative Performance involves the use of 
three elements, Scoring Key A, Scoring Key B, and a pressboard guide. 
Scoring Key A is used tor nine items that have point values which tall 
within a range of zero to twenty (0-20). The column on lett represents 
the number of item factors in terms of errors, seconds, or strokes, which-
ever factor pertains to the particular item being evaluated. To determine 
the point value of an item on Scoring Key A: 
1. Determine the number of errors, seconds, or strokes the examinee 
produced in the item. 
2. With side A of the pressboard guide towards the top of the Key rua 
the guide porizontally down the Item Factor Column until the 
determined factor number is reached. 
3. Locate the column of the item being evaluated, The guide windows 
are also labeled to correspond to the Item Value column. 
4. The number in the window of the guide for that column is the score 
obtained tor the item. 
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Record the obtained score on the data sheet in the "Score" column on 
the line for the item. 
Scoring Key B is used for the remaining ten items of varying quanti-
ties. This key consists of combinations of two or three contiguous columns. 
The combinations are enclosed by double vertical lines. The Item Factor 
column, on the left side of a combination, is in terms of seconds, errors, 
or perforations, whichever factor pertains to the particular item being 
evaluated. The Item Point Value column is on the right side of a combina-
tion. If the Item Factor pertains to more than one item, the second point 
value column adjoins the right side of the first point value column. To 
determine the point value of an item on Scoring Key B: 
1. Determine the number of errors, seconds, or perforations 
the examinee produced in the item. 
2. Locate the column of the item being evaluated. 
3. Look to the left to the corresponding Item Factor column. 
4. With side B of the pressboard guide towards the top of the Key run 
the guide horizontally down the Item Factor column to the interval 
which contains the obtained factor number for the item. 
5. Look back to the right to the Value column of the item being 
evaluated. The guide windows are also labeled to correspond to the 
Value column. 
6. The number in the window of the guide for that column is the score 
obtained for the item. 
Record the obtained score on the data sheet in the "Score" column on 
the line for the item. 
APP~~NDIX C 
SCORING KEY 
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SCORING KEY - A 
ITEM 
FACTOR ITEM POINT VALUES 
Errors 
Seconds 
Strokes I-1 I-2 I-3 II-2 II-3 II-4 II:t-1 IV-1 IV-~ 
20 0 10 0 
19 1 9 1 
18 2 8 2 
17 3 7 3 
16 4 6 4 
15 0 0 5 5 5 0 
14 1 1 6 4 6 1 
13 2 2 7 3 7 2 
12 3 3 8 2 8 3 
11 4 4 9 1 9 4 
10 0 5 5 10 0 10. 0 5 
9 1 6 6 11 11 1 6 
8 2 7 7 12 12 2 7 
7 3 8 8 13 13 3 8 
6 4 9 9 14 14 4 9 
5 5 10 10 15 15 5 0 10 
4 6 11 11 16 16 6 1 
3 7 12 12 17 17 7 2 
2 8 13 13 18 18 8 3 
1 9 14 14 19 19 9 4 
0 10 15 15 20 20 10 5 
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SCORING KEY - B 
ITEM FACTORS - ITEM POINT VALUES 
onds ~v-~ 
trv-4 
IV-€ 
IV-1 tv-t>fs. Il-l III-2 Errore ~II-~ Seconds ~v-; Seconde IV-7 Seconde Seconds 
+ 0 20-21 0 5oo+ 0 240+ 0 51+ 0 91+ 0 
... 65 l 18-19 1 480-499 1 230-239 1 48-50 1 86-90 1 
... 62 2 16-17 2 460-479 2 220-229 2 45-47 2 81-85 2 
-59 3 14-15 3 440-459 3 210-219 3 42-44 3 76-80 3 
-56 4 t 12-13 4 420-439 4 200-209 4 0 39-41 4 71-75 4 
-53 5 15 10-11 5 400-419 5 190-199 6 1 36-38 5 66-70 5 
-50 6 14 8-9 6 380-399 6 180-189 6 2 33-35 6 61-65 6 
-47 7 13 6-7 7 360-379 7 170-179 7 3 30-32 7 56-60 7 
-55 8 12 4-5 8 340-359 8 160-169 8 4 27-29 8 51-55 8 
-41 9 11 2-3 9 320-339 9 150-159 9 5 24-26 9 46-50 9 
-38 10 10 0-1 10 300-319 10. 140-149 10 6 21-23 10 41-45 1< 
-35 11 9 280-299 11 130-139 11 7 18-20 11 36-40 1: 
-32 12 8 260-279 12 120-129 12 8 15-17 12 31-35 1: 
-29 13 7 240-259 13 110-119 13 9 12-14 13 26-30 1: 
-26 14 6 220-239 14 100-109 14 10 9-11 14 21-25 l• 
·23 15 5 200-219 15 90-99 15 11 6-8 
f5 16~20 1! 
-20 16 4 180-199 16 80-89 16 -12 + ~ 
·17 17 3 160-179 17 70-79 17 13 
-14 18 2 140-159 18 60-69 18 14 
·11 19 1 120-13S 19 50-59 19 15 
-8 20. 0 100-11;9 20 40~49 2f ~ t ' ~ 
-
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CRITERION PROJECT 


APPENDIX E 
CRITERION TEST 
A COMPOSITE TEST OF MECHANICAL INFORMATION AND MANUAL DEXTERITY 
FOR THE MIDDLE GRADES 
BY 
GeoRGE W. FORGUES 
NAME (~1~)----------------------------------~~---------------­FIRST LAST 
SCHOOL GRADE 
------------------------------------------ ----------
HANDEDNESS: RIGHT ______________ LEFT __________________________ _ 
DIRECTIONS for each part of the test are given at the beginning 
of the part. Although the examiner reads each set of directions 
aloud, .You should read them carefully to yourself. Stop when 
you are told to do so. Do not begin the next part until you are 
told to do so. 
POSSIBLE 
SCORE SCORE 
PAGE 1 - ToOL INFORMATION 8 
PAGE 2 - IMPLEMENT INFORMATION 8 
PAGE 3 - FASTENER INFORMATION 8 
PAGE I+ -MECHANICAL PRINCIPLES 16 
PAGE 5 - SPACE DISCRIMINATION 15 
PAGE 6 - RIGHT HAND ADROITNESS 30 
PAGE 7 - LEFT HA NO ADROITNESS 30 
PAGE 8 - 8 I-MANUAL DEXTERITY 20 
PAGE 9 - DI-CON-VERGE DEXTERITY 10 
PAGE 10 -MECHANICAL REASONING 15 
TOTAL SCORE 160 
EXAMINER 
DATE 
209 
-1- Time Limit; Total ot 2 Minutes 
fer Pages 1,2 and 3 
1 2 3 
4. 5 6 
7 8 9 
Directions: Put the number ot the picture on the line next to the 
name ot the tool in that picture 
Example: Claw Hammer--- Picture 3 
Wood Chisel -- Picture 
Pliers --~---- Picture 
Axe --·------- Picture 
File -··------ Picture 
Back Saw ----- Picture 
Wrench ------- Picture 
Screwdriver -- Picture 
Hand Drill --- Picture 
-2-
l ~ 2 3 I ~--@ @I ~(L Q Cf4), 0 
-l ~-~~~ ~. 4 I 5 6 I 
@ Dr@ 8 h~ ~ '0~ ~ 
7 8 9 
a ~()@]ID wr;~r ·l •• . I 
~~ 
Directions: Put the number of the picture on the line next to the 
name of the object in that picture. 
Example; Faucet ---·-------Picture 7 
Electric Plug ----Picture 
--
Oil Can ----------Picture 
--
Glass Cutter -----Picture 
--
Electric Socket --Picture 
--
Soldering Iron ---Picture 
--
Bell -------------Picture 
--
Hinge ------------Picture 
--
Fuse Plug --------Picture __ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
-3-
1 2 3 
~ ~ 
~ 
4 5 6 
1( , ( ( I I II I ~ 1: 
7 8 9 
n v ~·~~·''·' ...., 
Directions: Put the number of the picture on the line next to the 
name of the fastener in that picture. 
Example: Tack -------- Picture 8 
Nut --------- Picture 
--
Rivet ------- Picture 
--
Screw ------- Picture 
--
Bolt -------- Picture 
--
Wire Brad --- Picture 
--
Washer ------ Picture 
--
Staple ------ Picture __ 
Nail -------- Picture __ 
STOP 
Do not turn the page until told to do so. 
,n. 
DIRECTIONS: 
-4-
t of the things Draw in the iart~em work. 
needed to ma e 
-= ~ 
STOP 
-
Ex. 
7 
-5- Time Limit: 2t Minutes 
Directions: Below are 10 pegs with holes of the same size. You are 
to match the pegs to the holes by placing the number of the hole on 
the peg that fits that hole. 
u 
7 
0 
Directions: Place the flat end of one pencil in the center of each 
circle and use second pencil to trace a circle around the first pencil. 
Example 
0 
STOP 
-
Do not go on until told to do so. 
TEAR THIS SHEET OUT OF YOUR BOOKLET 
Read along with the examiner and, as you do so, also look at the 
next page. 
Page 6 and Page 7 each have 4 boxes on them. Box l and Box 2 
have small circles (o) in them. Box 3 and Box 4 have small 
dots (•) and small circles (o) along the top and bottom lines. 
On Page 6 you are to use your Favored (Best) Band. 
On Page 7 you are to use your other hand, which is the band you 
use the least. 
In Box Number 1, when you are told to do so, place your pencil on 
the "X" next to the word "Start". When you are told to "GO", you 
are to draw a line around each little circle (o) without touching 
the circle or the sides of the box with your line, Just like the 
first line on the left side of your paper. 
In Box Number 2 you are to do the same as you did in Box Number 1 
above. 
In Box Number 3, when you are told to do so, place your pencil in 
the small circle {o) next to the word "Start", When you are told 
to "GO'', you are to draw lines connecting the rest of the small 
circles (o) across the paper from left to right, just like the 
first line on the lett side of your paper. Without stopping, on 
the way back from right to left you are to draw lines connecting 
the small dots (e), just like the line on the right side of your 
box. 
In Box Number 4 you are to do the same as you did in Box Number 3 
above. 
Work as fast and as carefully as you can. You will be timed on 
each box. Stop when you are told to do so. 
-6-
BOX 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
X START 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
BOX2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
\ l START 
\W 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 
BOX 3 
BOX 4 
STOP 
-
Do not turn the page until told to do so. 
0 
0 
0 0 
Time Limits: 
20 Seconds 
0 c 
0 
40 Seconds 
0 0 c 
0 0 
15 Seconds 
30 Seconds 
0 
0 0 0 
X START 
~ 0 0 0 
~ • I. 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
-7-
BOX 1 
0 
BOX 2 
0 
0 
BOX 3 
0 
BOX 4 
STOP 
-
0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
q 0 
Do not turn the page until you are told to do so. 
Time Limits: 
25 Seconds 
0 
0 
45 Seconds 
0 0 
t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 0 
20 Seconds 
0 ~ \ I I 
I 
35 Seconds 
-8-
DIRECTIONS: In TRACK "A" place the points ot your pencils on the small circles above 
the arrow. When you are told to "GO", you are to draw lines inside the track as close 
to the middle as you can with both hands moving out at the same time. Work as fast 
and as carefully as you can. 
TRACK A Time Limit: 20 Secoads 
00 
I t 
..___ 
..._ 
>IRECTIONS: In TRACK "B" place the points ot your pencils on the small circles above 
~he arrows at the ends or the track. When you are told to "GO", you are to draw lines 
Lnside track as close to the middle as you can with both hands moving in at the same 
~ime. Work as fast and as carefully as you can. 
TRACK B Time Limit: 20 Seconds 
rn\ 
I 
0 0 
STOP 
Do not go on until you are told to do so. 
-9-
DIRECTIONS: Place your pencils on the little circles above the arrow. When you are 
told to "GO", you are to draw lines inside the track as close to the middle as you 
can with both hands moving at the same time. Work as fast and as carefully as you 
can. 
Time Limit: 20 Seconds 
STOP 
-Do not turn the page until told to do so. 
-10-
Time Limit: g! Minutes 
DIRECTIONS: Inside the box below you are to make 3 drawings of the pattern by 
tracing around it. Do not have any lines in a drawing touch the lines of any 
other drawing or the box in any way. 
DIRECTIONS: By drawing in the wires 
in the picture below, show how you 
would make the bell ring. 
DIRECTIONS: In the picture below draw 
a square box by making lines between 
the dots. 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
When you are done, give your test booklet and pencils to the Examiner. 
APPENDIX F 
ITEM FREQUENCY DIS'rRIBUTIONS 
210 
requenc y Dist r i butions on It em I-1 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 ... 
f 8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
rrors 
15 uburn Legend 
14 
13 - Grade Four 
12 --Grade ive 
- Grade Six 11 
- Total 
10 
f 9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Errors 
Sh r ewsbury 
2 1.1 
Total Sample 
Frequency Distributions 
on Item I-1 
28 
27 
26 
25 
24 
23 
22 
21 Legend f 20 
19 
- Grade Four 18 
--Grade Five 17 
--Grade Six 16 
- Total 
15 
14 
13 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
l 2 3 4 5 6 .,., 8 9 10 ll l2 
"{ 
Frequency Distributions on Item I-2 
11 
10 . 
9 
8 
7 
f 6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
Legend 
- Grade Four 
- - Grade ive 
--Grade Six 
- ·Total 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 111213 ~ 15 
rrors 
Shrewsbury 
21:! 
Total ample. Frequency Distributions on Item I-2 
LeP:end 
- Grade Four 
- Grade i ve 
- Grade Six 
- Total 
l 2 3 4 5 6 
Er ors 
2 J ., - L t ) 
Frequency Distributions on Item I-3 
f 
1 
1 
11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 · 
f 5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Errors 
Auburn 
6 7 
Errors 
Shrewsb ury 
16 17 
Legend 
--Grade Four 
--Grade Five 
- Grade Six 
- Total 
2 t1 
Total Sample Frequency Distributions on Item I-3 
Legend 
- Grade Four 
- Grade Five 
- Grade Six 
19 -- Total 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13-
12 
f 11 
10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
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3 
2 
1 
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 
Errors 
q -~ r-
t:. . . J 
.216 
Frequency Distri utjons on Item II-
Le~e d 
-Gl~a.de Fou.r 
--Grade Five 
-- ~rade Six 
- Total 
f 
Total Sa.111ple Frequency Distributions on Item II-1 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 
26 
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23 
22 
21 
20 
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18 
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16 
15 
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13 
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Frequency Distributions on I~em II-2 
9 
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7 
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6 
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S"ttrewsbury 
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15 
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9 
f 8 
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9 
f 8 
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6 \ 
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4 
3 
2 
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Strolces 
Shrewsbury 
221 
Total ample Frequency Di§t ributions on Item II-3 
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Frequency Distributions on Item II-4 
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25 
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f 10 
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13 
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f 11 
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7 
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1 
re 
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Item III-1 
5 6 
Errors 
uburn 
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Shrewsbury 
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- Grade Fo r 
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- Grade Six 
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Total amp le Frequency Distributions on It em III-1 
28 
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26 Legend 
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Frequency Distributions 
on Item III-2 
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Perforations 
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Perforations 
· Shrewsbu y 
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APPENDIX G 
TABLES OF CRITERIA DATA 
Ta')l~,~ I. Centra.l Tendet1cy and Varir•'~;ilit~;' ·Jf F:a;·; Score 
Result: Obtainod. "by 74 Auburn B'-'::;:s ic1 Grades 
Fonr, Five, and. Six on the Crlt r'ion Tc:+:. 
!'ossi"f-:\le Ra11~:e of 
Grade Scor·e Scor~es L1ean 6ir; ' s • D. 6v 
(1 ) {·? )' (3 ) (4 ) \5 l I ) ( 7 } ,~ I ( __ ) 
Four 16CJ 2?.-lOS ''-'::.:, .22 • J4 J. ~"") 70 ; . "'1A ,__. . '-' ·' • i ._-L 
Five 1~~·() 02-110 71 .4~ A r - 2CJ.~)l .:)0 '±oOO ·0 
Six 16U 52-122 .37 .34 3.95 1 ~ -- •J .04 2 .74 
Total 160 28-122 73.99 3 .02 t:'k :-, r" 2 .., •;,.; ;..Jt....) • t c) • _L...., 
Table II. Ce1J.tral •rendeiiC::r and Varia~)i 1 ·tt~;' :1f 1\:::.. ' se~:re 
Results Obtain2d by 78 S~u'ewsbury Boys in 
Grades Four, Five, aDd Six on t~e Criterion 
Test. 
Possible RaG,::;e of 
G1'}a<ie Score Scc;r~es ,<._ s 0!5" L .'· i:ifl v;;, • l.J. 
( 1) (2 } \o J ~"* \ 5 J \6) \ 7 } 
Four lGU 17-115 5(,·.C9 r:: :::,'-). 72 •.:· • ,:13 v • •J ·~ 
Five 160 ·1U-l28 7J .11 4. -) ~~().,3~ v •.;] • U·J 
Six lC,Q 4G-1G2 80.32 0 .5() 1-, ~ ·? .'i:3 I • _;_C '-' 
T::ltal 160 1?-128 ,:_;7. 96 ~;:; • Q' 2'::).74 .., • 3;) ..L 
Table III. Centrctl 'I\:.nderl~··'<c ar1u Varis.bilj_J~~ .,- :Jf ~~::-.··· Sc;:;l·e :S.r:-:~·::t.1lts Obtai1J.t.::~l b~r 153 B2y·s f::.-~J·-~- ni~ ·:. JY·lJ. b..J.J.ci 
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t1_1C~ C1··J.te1··i:J1l Te::~~t. 
1 c., l_ '7 - 1 J. s 
:1• ('f) 02-12 c ,- ........ ~ • t:j -~~' 
Six 
Total 'LSO 17-l::.:f'. .., . ~ r '·. '-~ •. _. v 
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Table I. Summary of Data of the Auburn Sample of 75 Boys in Grades 
Four, Five, and Six 
r lTest of l1aniuulative Perf)rmance 
Total Crit Crit. :Stu- i ,;:;uo- i:>UD- l:)UD- .· cUD- ~ub:.. Chro !dent Test Test Test Test Test TMP Proj. Test Age No. e I II III IV V Score Score Score I.Q 
111 (2) (3) (4) (5) [6) (7) 181 (9) (10 (11) 112} 
1 4 23 42 14 69 8 156 42 59 10-0-29 102 2 4 17 34 21 87 21 190 58 85 9-11-27 105 
3 4 13 22 9 71 12 127 9 61 9-10-29 129 4 4 20 18 7 43 9 97 0 43 9-11-23 112 
5 4 14 37 16 64 9 140 38 55 9-11-17 109 6 4 22 45 14 51 17 149 40 62 10-1-0 105 
7 4 23 36 13 24 10 106 0 36 9-11-10 109 8 4 31 15 15 61 10 132 0 67 10-0-10 117 9 4 25 36 11 67 22 161 39 88 10-0-11 128 10 4 18 37 10 63 11 139 0 51 10-0-1 106 11 4 24 48 11 83 12 178 52 86 9-11-17 110 12 4 14 49 22 80 19 184 0 78 9-11-11 127 13 4 12 30 13 69 12 136 0 28 9-11-26 107 14 4 31 51 22 67 5 176 0 52 9-11-8 111 15 4 15 37 22 61 9 144 28 41 10-0-0 107 16 4 28 58 24 85 21 216 75 86 9-11-13 114 17 4 26 39 13 69 11 158 52 72 10-0-20 121 18 4 18 45 25 62 4 154 0 52 10-0-3 100 19 4 32 53 27 85 17 214 94 108 9-11-4 120 20 4 20 33 19 65 12 149 32 58 9-11-1 114· 21 4 29 33 11 87 19 179 92 87 10-0-26 106 22 4 7 31 17 54 2 111 0 56 9-11-16 114 23 4 5 34 18 79 '5 141 18 44 10-0-26 88 24 4 30 35 21 77 5 168 16 40 10-0-22 105 25 4 30 43 12 78 21 184 22 53 10-0-0 115 26 4 25 52 19 79 13- 188 56 88 10-0-28 100 
27 5 17 43 14 74 14 162 0 59 11-0-22 105 28 5 27 49 20 76 22 194 30 70 10-11-5 113 29 5 23 29 20 48 10 130 0 38 10-11-14 92 30 5 5 47 17 74 12 155 4 50 10-11-10 103 31 5 32 51 14 64 20 181 28 89 11-0-5 85 32 5 26 48 22 85 20 201 100 110 10-11-27 130 33 5 31 35 22 91 18 197 45 89 10-11-20 131 34 5 12 42 14 74 11 153 57 74 11-0-29 116 35 5 18 39 15 57 11 140 6 58 11-0-3 113 36 5 12 57 19 67 13 168 32 72 11-0-5 91 37 5 24 50 29 f$1 13 183 32 79 10-11-13 117 38 5 18 31 23 82 7 161 26 82 11-1-0 107 39 5 10 55 16 76 18 175 28 71 10-11-12 112 40 5 25 44 27 77 9 182 30 69 10-11-13 108 
(conelnded o~ next page) 
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Grade 
Point 
A~~r-a e 
-(13l 
7 
4 
4 
8 4 ,. 
4 
4 
10 
4 ' 
7 
7 
7 
1 
7 
7 
10 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
1 
4 
4 
3 
7 
4 
7 
7 
10 
4 
7 
7 
1 
4 
10 
7 
4 
10 
7 
Table I. (ccneluded)) 
(J~ tt'est of Manipulati~re Pe:rformancel ~~fRt Stu- · Sub.:·· Sub- Sub- Sub- Sub- Total Crit Crit Chro r Test Test Test Test Test TMP Proj. Test I " dent: i ·~· ver-No. I II III IV V Score Score Score Af.t.e age 
11} (2} (3) -141 (51' (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) Il2) (13) 
40 5 25 44 27 77 9 182 30 69 10-11-13 108 7 
41 5 14 42 8 65 3 132 0 46 11-0-12 116 7 42 5 25 48 19 54 6 152 76 105 11-0-13 125 10 
43 5 12 36 14 85 14 161 28 77 10-11-7 lOE 1 
44 5 32 39 7 71 13 162 58 A 10-11-1~ 131 7 
45 5 19 33 15 82 19 168 27 57 10-11-1~ 109 4 
46 5 4 21 6 55 14 100 0 32 10-11-1: 9~ 4 
47 5 11 49 16 69 5 150 20 50 10-11-9 ~~ 1 48 5 33 41 18 85 20 197 12 90 10-11-16 10 4 
49 5 23 45 21 ~5 25 189 33 101 11-0-8 111 7 50 5 12 44 21 71 21 169 54 79 10-11-0 107 4 
51 6 35 42 17 83 24 201 58 76 11-11-1~ 105 4 52 6 ~9 ~~ ~4 ~a 19 197 59 105 11-11-lC 11~ 7 53 6 25 53 13 97 26 214 100 110 ll-ll-2E 116 4 54 6 35 48 20 93 19 215 71 102 12-0-2 97 10 55 6 15 40 24 75 19 173 0 52 11-11-1 99 7 56 6 34 54 17 98 15 218 72 104 12-1-0 107 7 57 6 28 46 21 83 18 196 33 74 11-11-6 75 7 58 6 32 53 23 77 13 198 53 86 11-11-20 117 7 59 6 17 31 23 85 26 190 34 61 12-0-9 95 4 60 6 30 46 21 98 24 219 100 122 12-0-5 112 7 61 6 15 53 19 70 19 176 75 53 11-11-23 80 1 62 6 26 49 22 89 17 203 78 94 12-1-0 109 4 63 6 32 45 21 89 13 200 84 104 11-11-20 107 7 64 6 16 45 15 66 15 157 64 91 11-11-5 92 10 65 6 27 42 19 78 3 169 66 93 12-0-6 94 4 66 6 33 42 19 TT 10 181 0 89 12-1-0 111 4 67 6 25 50 28 84 18 205 44 98 12-0-28 105 7 68 6 15 47 18 83 12 175 32 88 12-0-12 115 7 69 6 25 55 16 83 13 192 30 68 11-11-28 109 4 70 6 17 26 13 82 18 156 18 72 12-0-4 102 10 71 6 20 52 18 81 17 188 5~ 91 12-0-1 102 10 72 6 22 35 17 58 8 140 0 55 12-0-2 114 4 73 6 36 43 19 83 19 200 76 105 12-0-4 107 4 74 6 26 38 20 81 11 176 60 85 12-0-4 112 7 75 6 22 53 19 97 26 217 100 118 112-0-2 119 4 
Table II. Summary of Data of the Shrewsbury Sample of 79 Boys in 
Grades Four, Five and Six 
~ r.I?est ·of IV'lani nulati ve PerformancE! Crit Crit Chro Stu- A:)UD- A:)UD- .l:SUO- l:SUD- i:)UD- TOtal dent i Test Test Test Test Test TMP Proj. Test Age No. I II III IV v Score Score Score 
' ............ 
rry· "t2) (3) _(4_1 (5) (6) (7) (8} (9} (10 (11) 
1 4 17 38 16 77 6 154 0 31 10-0-27 
2 4 7 35 21 75 0 138 26 63 10-0-18 
3 4 32 43 24 80 13 192 40 32 10-0-6 
4 4 18 32 25 32 6 119 0 41 9-11-15 
.. 5 4 26 51 29 73 18 197 52 69 10-0-14 
6 4 9 43 15 77 13 157 24 62 10-0-8 
7 4 32 36 14 51 15 148 20 53 10-0-6 8 4 29 50 17 83 20 199 92 86 9-11-17 
9 4 25 30 14 72 13 154 24 47 10-0-5 10 4 36 65 31 89 20 241 80 115 9-11-26 
11 4 27 29 14 48 14 132 0 17 10-0-6 12 4 19 25 16 47 14 121 0 32 9-11-8 
13 4 27 27' 9e 5S 12 141 56 57 9-11-24 14 4 13 31 21 42 12 119 0 37 10-0-4 15 4 22 25 22 54 7 130 0 47 9-11-19 16 4 27 46 15 62 11 161 0 55 9-11-9 17 4 30 57 24 57 13 181 0 92 10-0-3 18 4 29 51 10 57 12 159 0 40 9-11-21 
19 4 19 31 19 66 13 148 23 48 9-11-26 20 4 28 22 a. 56 14 128 0 68 10-0-2 21 4 22 46 19 80 8 175 0 39 9-11-1 22 4 24 40 22 74 12 172 0 85 9-11-23 23 4 8 39 13 73 10 143 23 53 9-11-22 24 4 27 40 13 35 0 115 0 24 9-11-28 25 4 26 40 21 80 21 188 51 60 10-0-13 26 4 20 40 16 84 12 172 44 62 10-0-16-27 4 14 43 11 44 . 13 125 0 52 10-0-16 28 4 29 51 23 62 19 184 46 62 9-11-3 29 4 25 51 16 63 19 174 49 58 10-0-10 30 4 4 35 19 66 12. 136 24 49 10-0-0 31 4 18 23 23 83 14 161 33 34 10-0-8 32 4 13 34 14 66 12- 139 0 32 9-11-12 
33 4 17 35 12 73 15 152 5 49 10-0-9 34 4 24 34 27 71 0 156 26 80 10-0-24 
35 4 9 36 20 40 10 115 0 27 9-11-5 
36 5 29 46 21 82 11 189 28 89 11-0-13 37 5 26 25 18 62 13 144 0 53 10-11-12 38 5 31 44 18 68 12 173 83 55 10-11-20 39 5 34 37 20 90 13 199 45 89 10-11-8 
40 5 14 29 13 60 0 116 0 40 11-10-16 
(concluded on next page) 
t3-rade 
I.~. ~_oint 
ver-
ap:,e 
(121 (13) 
103 1 
~~ 4 7 
92 4 
121 7 
101 7 
78 7 
132 10 
100 7 
120 10 
96 4 
87 1 
123 10 
92 4 
105 7 
88 4 
112 4 
88 1 
129 7 
133 1 
106 7 
100 7 
100 4 
61 1 
111 7 
112 4 
98 4 
113 7 
112 7 
107 4 
104 4 
113 4 
105 4 
112 7 
97 4 
118 10 
122 7 
:~'96 7 
116 4 
134 10 
257 
Table II. (concluded) 
tt'est of ¥.~ani:~;ulative Performance[ · Crit Crit Chro ~fade Stu- G ~uo- ouo- ouo- bUD- ~uo- . ·.L·otal 
dent r Test Test Test Test Test · TMP Proj. Test Age tr '" oint_ a ·'ct.· Aver-· No. d I II III IV v Score Score Score e ap:e (1) (2 (3) (4) {5J (6) (7) (8) ,(9J _{10 ~{]._ll [12) "13) 
i 
41 I 5 24 41 10 63 14 152 26 82 11-0-26 126 4 
42 5 23 47 27 74 14 185 28 71 11-0-4 13.l! 4 
43 5 34 58 24 80 8 204 30 72 11-0-0 101 4 
44 5 13 32 18 79 27 169 58 70 11-0-21 12C 10 
45 5 4 48 22 58 1 1~3 39 48 11-0-19 7.l! 7 
46 5 37 57 21 76 8 199 28 70 11-0-26 ll.lJ 4 
47 5 16 30 28 73 13 160 30 77 11-0-17 1~6 4 48 5 28 44 16 85 14 187 43 88 10-11-17 7 
49 5 33 57 19 101 17 227 100 128 11-0-0 111 7 
50 5 6 40 19 72 26 163 32 79 10-11-3 126 4 
51 5 25 44 21 74 18 182 33 98 11-0-25 l2C 4 
52 5 28 41 26 79 26 200 100 108 10-11-11 113 7 
53 5 15 50 21 93 21 200 100 92 11-0-27 10~ 4 
54 5 27 49 26 87 15 178 94 94 11-0-17 99 4 
55 6 14 25 20 75 9 143 43 13 11-11-2 110 8 
56 6 27 32 15 64 12 150 17 71 112-0-16 101 7 
57 6 29 55 25 86 9 204 79 95 12-0-11 121 7 
58 6 30 50 27 89 9 205 89 83 12-0-12 121 7 
59 6 30 47 25 90 15 207 62 97 ll-11-18 92 7 60 6 34 49 25 83 15 206 53 67 12~0-12 9E 8 
61 6 37 38 22 93 26 216 8!} 104 11-11-5 123 7 62 6 3~ ~a llf 74 13 179 40 67 12-0-16 85 4 
63 6 18 44 20 75 0 157 41 71 P.l-11-3 136 10 
64 6 8 42 13 73 23 159 5 46 P.l-11-11 ~~ 4 65 6 21 46 21 82 17 187 71 100 P.l-11-1 7 66 6 22 47 16 71 14· 170 53 85 11-11-4 109 7 67 6 26 37 25 67 12 167 0 59 12-0-3 121 7 68 6 32 47 22 76 10 187 31 62 12-0-4 104 7 69 6 33 44 26 96 25 224 100 122 12-0-4 118 7 
70 6 13 52 20 78 12 175 25 59 12-0-7 114 7 
71 6 27 54 20 76 23 200 57 88 ;11-11-9 109 7 
72 6 21 48 21 61 13 164 59 96 P.l-11-14 97 4 
73 6 23 50 23 79 24 199 68 88 ~2-0-20 115 7 
74 6 23 42 16 69 0 150 0 63 P-2-1-0 71 4 
75 6 23 51 22 49 10 155 22 89 P-1-11-28 119 7 
76 6 29 44 27 86 26 212 58 75 tl.2-0-7 118 7 
77 6 26 45 22 83 12 188 49 73 P-l-11-21 99 4 
78 6 9 39 14 83 15 160 68 98 P-2-0-19 128 7 
79 6 32 49 21 78 29 209 34 77 ~2-0-4 103 7 
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